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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Corns
Cure Your
BY
USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
EBTA CURE IS GUARANTEED.^
Price 25 cents.
For sale by nil DraggiMM.
Htt it and you will be convinced like thousands
whe nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask ftr Schlotierbeck’a t orn and Warl
tfslreat and take ns Other.
nov28
sndtf

RARE OLD

BOOKS!

ENGLISH

Published every day (Sundays dxoepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, If paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 75 oents per
week after; three Insertions or ltlj, $1.00. continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-thlid additional.
Under head of “AMUSEMENTS" atul "AUCTION
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions
or less, $ 1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
year; If paid in advance, *2.09 a year.
Maine State
Advertisements inserted in the

Press iwhich hss a large circulation in every part
#f the State) for *t .00 per square for ttrat insertion
and 60 oents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address

1i8 Middle Street newly op<.
’tfor sale
of above, and of current and stand*.
Second*Aud Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

STORE

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
METEOROLt JGICAL.

Dmrchased.

INDICATIONS

10,000 OID BOOKS
*

Jun22

WANTED MEDMTEL".
sntf4w*

GARMENTS
of

all kinds

Steam

Dry Cleansed,
Scoured or Dyed
and Pressed

BY

PRESSMEN

TAILOR’S

FOSTERS
Forest City Dye House
IS Preble St.opp. Preble House
sueodtf
&!•

THE

SALE.

at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
acres exeelleBt laud, two story
brick home and “L,” barr, stable, wood house, ice
boose, sheds &c., very desirable for a country home
For terms &c., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,
West Buxton, Maine.
jy28dtf

containing fifty

Job Printing Office for Sale.
containing 1
•igktk “Prouty” press, and type suitakle f*r doing mercantile printing. Rare
opportunity for any one desiring to onMffn in the Job printing business. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Terms cash
0.4 Tory moderate.
Address PRINTER, Press Office.
Office,

|y25dlw
For Sale.
MyparioB 306 tons Register, rate

BBIQ
teed erder.

For

IrlMst

1 Vs. In
particulars inquire of
B. J. SVILLARD.

FOR SALE OR REST.
Tbe House Ac Lot
corner of
Reeling and State steeet, for sale
at $04)00 and taxes for ISS3. Or
put in thorough repair and rented for $SOO per annum.
Inquire
of JOHN G. PROCTER. 93 ExStreet.
change
jy24eod3w
For Sale.
and land No. 52 High Street, corner
Dunferth sunny exposure: paid house is
aagbly built, ten rooms, frescoed ceilings,
Mrfs parlor, wide halls, bath room, cemented celBENJ. SHAW, 48Vi Exchange
lar, bee a stable.
pt.

SOUSE

__jy24eod2w*

IS within

two minutes walk of the Bay View
convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

Very

fa*__dtf_
For *ale.
of the best houselots in Portland, has a nice
■table and stone for cellar now upon it; will
sell oa time and advance $2500 to help build a good
bouse on the premises. For particulars call on
L. TAYLCR, 385 Congress St.
Jan22dtf

ONE

For Safte#
Carleton and Braekett Sts., formerly occupied by Josfta Hobbs. Inquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
so. 80 Market Street.
ap7dtf
eorner

Farm For Sale

or

To Let.

of tbe best farms in the

of

Cumber-

County
known
ONEland. situated in Cape Elizabeth,
•‘Brooks Farm” will be sold at
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law,
end, Me.

the
a great bargain. S.
180 Middle St. Portmar8dtf
as

FOUND.

LOST AND

STOLEN.

jy26d2t

Maine.

Lost.
addressed Brown & Joeselyn, conand other papers. The finder

by leaving same

jj27d3t*

211

at

COMMERCIAL ST.

To be Let*
NICE tenement of 7 rooms at $20 per month,
te a family without children. Apply afternoons at C. T. SWEETSER’S, No. 219 Oxford
street.
Jy28dlw*

A

Greenhouse to Let.
greenh use at No. 048 Congress street,

THE
occupied by me, is to be let with the
and all improvements. Possession
Apply

on

the

Jyl3d3w

now

plants in
August 1st.

premises.

STURDIVANT.

O. R.

TO LET
Store Nos. 117_&110 Middle Si.
the

Post Office

where

Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Classes of

are

goods, Fancy

all the large
located, in dry

goods.

Fitted up

Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Oounters, Tables, Oas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 04
Brackett St. where the keys mayjbe found.
#et2
dtf
with two

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Book

Binder.

quiivcv, Kmoi ll,
I I
Girknnsr
Eirban^r

W$s.

A.

Printer*

ROUIER HOTEL*.

THE

|

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

The barometer is highest in Tennessee and
Ohio valleys, and lowest in Colorano. The
temperature has fallen in all the districts east
of the Mississippi Valley, except in the South
Atiautio States, where it remains nearly stasionary. North to west wiuds prevail in New
England, Middle Atlantic States, Tennessee,
and Ohio Valley, Lake region aud Mississippi
Valley. Southeasterly winds in the Mississippi valley and variable winds in the other districts.
The indications are that fair weather will
prevail on Tuesday in New England, with

slowly rising temperature.

The Death Record of Friday and Saturday
Alexandria, July 28 —The number of
deaths from cholera at Cairo yesterday was
277. Among the number were three British
soldiers.
At Chibiu there were 105 deaths
from the disease; at Mehalla 52, at Tautah 28,
and at Ismailla 3, including one British soldier at the latter place.
Cairo, July 28.—There was a rapid decrease
in the number of deaths from cholera in the
Boulak quarter of this city yesterday. Eleven
hundred of tbe inhabitants have removed to
Tourlah.

Alexandria, July 28.—Several cases of
cholera were reported in this city to-day, one
of which was fatal.
If the epidemic attacks
the British troops a camp will be formed oat-

side the Rosetta gate, and another at Ramleh.
London, July 28.—Recent report that cholerailiad appeared at Rostov, is officially denied.
Deaths from cholera Saturday numbered 322 at
Cairo, including 3 British soldiers; 17atZifteh, 17 at Barrage, 81 at Mehalla, 81 at Shirbin, 46 at Tantah, 51 at Ghizeb, 22 at Mitgame, 14 at Zagazig; a total of 160 at various
places in the provinces of Galionbich, Garbich
Menoufish, and an aggregate of 39 at eleven
other widely scattered places.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
A Gift to Nashua.
Nashua, N. H., July 29.—The late Daniel
Hussey’s will when probated will show a bequest to Nashua of 850,000 for a public library;
8SCC0 is for the erection of the building and
810,0C3 for the interior when completed. The
bequest takes effect at tbe death of Mrs. Hussey, provided the citv purchases a suitable
building lot to be erected under tbe supervisof the administrator, together with the trustees
of the public library.

WEST INDIES.
Reported Success of the Haytlen Insur
gents.
“A
New York, July 28.—The World says:
received
in this city yesterday
private dispatch
from Hayti said that Gen. Bezelias, commander of the rebel forces, had gained a decisive advantage over President Salomon, and that Jacmel had declared in his favor,
This gives the
government of tbe islands into the hands of
the insurgents, and Gen. Bezelias will no
doubt become emperor in a few days.
Meanwhile, President Salomon, with his few followers, are at Port an Prince, and will probably
try to escape to Jamaica.
Freaks of l ightning.
Clttage City, Martha’s Vineyard, Jnly 30.
A violent thunder storm prevailed on theVineyard all night. The livery stable of Isaac Norton on the Butler farm, just outside the campground, was struck about 1 o’clock. Tbe bolt
demolished a carriage, killed a horse and set
fire to the building, which was burned to tbe
ground. Loss 82,500; insurance 81,0C3. In
Edgartowu two houses were struck. Julius
Pease, living (our miles from tbe village, in
one oi them was instantly killed.
most severe thunder showers ever seen in this
section passed over the city yesterday afternoon and last night.
Daring tbe latter lightning struck a large baru at Stratford, belonging to Bradley Nichols & Sons, setting it on
fire. There being no facilities in tbe borough
to exiiDgnsh tbe flames tbe structure, with ah
tbe outbuildings, was destroyed, together with
40 tons of bay, two horses and farming utensils
Loss about 812,000; insured for about 85,000
During the afternooD showers several bouses
were
struck by lightning.
Several ’persons
were also slightly injured.

Fabtan House, N. H., July 29 —A thunder
bolt exploded on tbe summit of Mt. Washingo’clock last night, a part of which
tbe stove pipe in tbe office of tbe
Editor
the Clouds.”
newspaper “Among
Henry M. Burt and two printers, W. A. Perkins and F. H. Darby, were struck. Burt was
His lower limbs were
most seriously injured.
paralayzsd for several hours.
ton about 6
went down

TO LET.

It,

j

Bridgeport, Conn., July 30.—Three of the

TUTTGHT of July 23, Sloop rig Boat, 23 feet long,
i-v white, black waist, copper painted bottom,
wire stay, old sail.
Name “Little Mary.” ReROBERT LOUD,
ward for information.
Round Pond,

envelope
note
AN taining
▼ill be rewarded

TWENTY-FOUR

Fail weather, rising barometer, stationary or
lower temperature, winds north and west.

FOR SALE
tbe moat desirable location at FERRY BEACH

HOUSE

NEXT

HOURS.

TWIN COTTAGE
Houm.

THE

THE CHOLERA.

Homestead of tbe late Oliver Dow, situated

Jok Printing

FOR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.
July 30, 1 A. M.
For New England,

FOR SAXE.

FOR

A SAD SUICIDE.

THE PORTLAND DALLY PRESS.

WALDO.

Little Cliebeague Island, Portland
Harbor, He.
Hotel, lust completed by the Little Chebeagn© Island Association, will be open to the
public duly 9, 1883.
This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full

THIS

view ef the city, Is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
vise, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all sides. 14 feet wide; lighted through
electric bells in every room;
•at with gas;
pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
for sailing,
seabathing;
every
perfect; good
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
City regular and reliable two steamers making
reund trips from Portland, four times per day.
Terras reasonable. For information and terms address “TUB WALDO,” I kittle fbebrainie

facility

A
■•land* Portlnnd, Iffaioe, or
1DA9U, Wo, SM Exchange Nireei, Port/ffaine.
JySdtf
land,

an
Insurance
Interesting; Decision in
Casa.
New Haven, July 28.—The Supreme Court
has decided adverse to Edward Malley in salt
brought by him against an insurance company
to compel payment of the policy on his burned
dry goods store. Tbe companies bolding $127,000 insurance on the store refused payment on
ground that policies were made oat to Edward
Malley while tbe store when burned was owned
by E. Malley & Co., tbe partnership having
been formed shortly before the fire and policies
not having been changed.

Yellow Fever at Quarantine in Baltimore.
Baltimore, Jnly 28.—Tbe steamship Californian from tbe West Indies, arrived at quarantine last nigbt with four cases of yeilow fevShe passed inside tbe Cape and
er on board.
np Chesapeake Bay without notice from the
health authorities. Sbe is closely quarantined.
Disastrous Fire in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Lincoln, Neb., July 29.—A fire this morning destroyed ten business dwellings, cansing a
loss of 825*,000. Leighton & Brown, wholesale druggists, ure the heaviest losers. Insurance about 8125,000.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A man named Terr; left Dover, Eng., Saturday morning on a floating tricycle to cross the
channel ta Fiance. Ho arrived in France all

right.
Among the callers on the President SaturThe
day was the President of Honduras.
President returned to Washington in the afternoon.

Pope's

health is improved.
A report was published iu Boston Saturday
that a failure was imminent with liabilities of
81,000,020. Carefnl inquiry fails however to
verify the report.
Chas A Gogei, President of the Baltimore
Ice Company, has been arrested charged with
having forged endorsements on notes drawn to
his own order for 812,000.
The municipal assembly of St. Loais has
refused to impeach the mayor by a vote of 7 to
5.
It is reported that the Pope is drafting an
encyclical letter against divorce.
The Catholic bishops of Germany have begun to use the powers granted them under the
provisions of the government's church bill recently passed. They have ordered all visitors
and candidates for the priesthood to return to
The

Prussia.

Photographer,
Flue Pemralt* a>p**ialty,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
.Portland Mo.

l»o«

.leodtl

Found Adrift
Fore River, a keel bottom boat, square steru,
feet
about 18
long, painted light blue. The
owner can have the same by proving properly ami
paying cost. Particulars at the Rolling Mill Office,

IN

Ligonia.

jyltjdlaw3wM*

Coal Mine Flooded.
Wu.kbsbarrb, Pa., July 29—No. 10 colliery
of the Lehigh & Wilkesbarre Coal Company,
hai been fbroded by the recent rait,s, To-.lay
in the mine.
Four
there are 17 leet of water
The
hundred miners aie out of employment.
Coal
Company at
miners of the Hanover
last
night.
Sugar Watch, struck

A correspondent at Constantinople says: It
is repotted that Germany bus refused to conthe
clude the treaty admitting Turkey to
triple alliance, but has promised assistance
should the Porte appeal for aid or protection.
Bertrand Kettell, assistant agent of the Associated Press at New York, died yesterday
Count da Persano, ex-admiral of the Italian
navy, is dead iu bis 78th year.
Steamer California arrived at FoitresR MonBaltimore yesterday with four cases
roe from
One of the sick will
t.f yellow lever oil hoard.
probably die.
Inari interview with a correspondent of the
Gnicagu Herald Dorsey olaluiH that he is not
respon-ilde for the alleged revelations relative
to Garlield’s administration recently published
iu the Now York Sun.
8evuuty.five rafts containing 375,000 feet of
lumber were swept from ttie moorings at House
island near Pitisuurg by the freshet on the AlOne
man
was
leghany river yesterday.
drowned. Loss 8200,000.
Susie Hamilton, aged 10, her sister Annie B.
10, ail of Yorkers,
aged, 13, and Maud Shrador,
N. y'.
wore Billing on a rock yesterday on the
the accidentalwhen
river
Hudson
iho
edge ol
fell into the water »nd were all drowned.

ly

The Spanish Minister Shoots Himself in a New York Hotel

Despondency From Financial Difficulties
the Cause.

Washington, July 29.—A dispatch reoeived
the State Department to-day, announces
that Senor Barca, Spanish minister to the
United States, committed suicide bv shooting
himself this morning at the Albermarle Hotel,
New York city. Seuor Barca leaves a widow
at

and one daughter who were with him in
York and one daughter in Europe.

New

Nbw Yokk, July 29—Seuor Barca, Spanish
enuoy and minister plenipotentiary to the Uuited States, committed suicide at an early hour
this morning in his room in the Albemarle
hotel by shooting himself in the head with a
revolver. He arrived in this city from WashSenor Barca
was
ington on the 20th inst.
about to return to Europe with his wife and
the
two
to
latter Intending
visit his
daughter
eldest daughter in Paris and to remain with
her while Senor Barca went on to Madrid and
In converse i in
return to this country alone.
with the Spanish consul general yesterday, he
of
hia
syoke pleasantly
approaching visit to
Europe and of the meeting of old friends aud
associates there. Returning to tiie hotel in
the afternoon he busied himself writing letters
aud dined in nig room alone.
About seven
o’clock he descended to the office and gave his
same
time saying
qev to the clerk, at the
The clerk did
something to him in French.
not understand what he what he said, but he
noticed he looked pale aud agitated and that
his hand trembled
Shortly after leaving the
hotel Senor Barca returned, carrying a package uuder his arm. A little later Seuor Manuel Suarez, a Spanish commission merchaut,
called upon the minister by request and re>mained with him in his room until 2 o’clock
in the morning. Senor Barca conver ted pleasantly during the evening aud urged upon
Senor Suarez the importance of selling the
three horses, the carnages and other personal
affects which be had brought ou from Washington and which he wished to dispose of beWhen Seuor
fore his departure for Europe.
to
Suarez
was
about
leave, however,
Seuor Barca
much
betrayed
agitatlou
and
walking up aud down the floor
his
and
emotion
to dud
nervously
permitting
vent eveu in tears.
In reply to a question by
Seuor Suarez, he said that his emotiou was
caused by his approachiug separation from his
At last he
family and from friends be loved.
expressed a desire to go to early mass at the
his
friend
to
come for
cathedral, and asked
Senor {Suarez
him aud accompany him.
promised to call for him at 5 o'clock iu the
morning, and then bade him good night. At
the hour named he returned to the hotel and
He found
ascended to Senor Barca’s room.
the door closed, but uot locked.
Enteriug, he
perceived that the gas was still burning dimly.
Passing into the bedroom he was Horrified to
see Senor Barca kneeling beside his bed, his
head drooping on bis right arm, which rested
on
the bed and supported it, his face and
clotbeB covered with blood, while blood also
stamen me bed domes and nad loruied a pool
on the floor.
In the right temple was a largo
ballet hole, through which the braius slowly
oozed. Ou the bed lay a large Colt’s revolver,
of 41 calibre, with six chambers, one of which
had been discharged.
Senor Barca was already dead and bis body was cold.
Without informing any one in the hotel
Senor Suarez proceeded at once to notify the
codsuI geueral, who returned with him to the
hotel. The police and coroner were then notified and despatches were sent to Senora Barca
at Seabright, N. J.; and to the first Secretary
of Legation at Washington. On the table in
the sitting room were twenty letters addressed
to members of Senor Barca’s family and to his
friends. These are supposed to be the letters
he was engaged in writing yesterday. One of
them, addressed to the consul general, slated
that he intended to kill himself because his
troubles were more than he conld bear. He
also asked him to take charge of bis effects
and to look after bis wife and daughter.
The letter gave no details as to the nature (>f
the troubles referred to. It is believed, howIt
ever, that they were of a financial nature.
is said that be had been living beyond his
meanB and that in striving to extricate himself
from bis difficulties bv speculation in Wall
His
street he became pluuged in deeper ones.
friends assert the belief that these tronbies
he
became temporarpreyed on his mind nntil
ily insane.
Late this evening Senora Barcas and her
daughter arrived in this city in company with
the Brazilian minister. Senor Barcas was 52
years old. He was a native of Fuerta Realln,
province of Cadiz. He was a lawyer by profession. He was Under Secretary of the Interior at the time of his appointment as minister
to this country, February, 1881.

THE STRIKE.

Failure of

the Negotiations with

the Baltimore and Ohio.

Vigorous

Protests

from

Commercial

Associations.

Rumor that

Railroad Operators
will be Ordered Off.

BALTmoRX, Jnly 28.—Referring

to the recent conference between the Baltimore and
Ohio Telegraph Company and the Brotberbood
of Telegraphers, the Sun of this morning says:
“Mr. Horace O. Steitz has explained the iD.

wardness of the recent conferences between
himself and Superintendent Stewart, of the
Baltimore and Ohio. He says that last Tuesday Mrs Stewart called at his residence, No.
184 North Calvert street, and there proposed to
him that if he would get authority f om the
executive committee of the brotherhood for
the appointment of a treaty committee com
posed exclusively of Baltimore and Ohio tm_
ployes, the company would consider lieir

grievances. Mr. Steitz went to New York and
got the required authority, but since bis return
Mr. Stewart has declined him an interview
Mr. Stei'z did not make his explanation until
after midnight, and it was impossible to Bee
Mr. Stewart. It is said at the Baltimore and
Ohio office, however, thag Mr. Stewart’s coi,ferer.ces were of an unofficial character. The
treaty committee’s letter is addressed to MrBobert Garrett. It has not been delivered yet
becanse of Mr. Stewart's refusal to see the
committee. The letter is as follows:
’’As sub-committee representing the executive committee of the Brotherhood of Telegraphers and employes of tho Baltimore and
Ohio Telegraph Company, we beg to submit
tbe inclosed memorial, embodying the grievances of said employes, for your consideration.
In treating this memorial we respectfully ask
that our power to act for all employes of the
Baltimore and Ohio company be understood,
and that in case of an expression of willingness
on your part to agreo to the provisions set forth
in the memorial, all employes who suspended
work on or since 12 o'clock noon, Thursday,
July 10th, shall be reinstated and resume their
duties at a date to be designated by you. Trusting that you will deem this matter worthy of
early notice and hoping that the unfortunate
difficulties now existing between the BaltiOhio Telegraph Company and its
more and

employes may be.amicably adjusted, wo are
Yours molt respectfully,
H. O. Stki.tz, Chairman,
G. H. Dickinson,
M. O. Hoffman,
W. F. A. Harson,

F. H. French.”
The memorial was as follows:
Believing that man’s physioal and rneutal
welfare requires that at least one day in seven
be accorded him for rest and recreation, we
ask for the total abolition of Sunday work as a
compulsory duty uulers compensated as extra
service.
That eight hours shall constitute a regular
day’s work and seven hours a regular login's
work, and that both sexes shall receive equal
pay for equal work.
That a universal increase of 15 per cent, on
all salaries now paid shall be petitioned for.
That all linemen employed in cities on the pay
rolls of the Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph
Company (commercial department) shall receive no less than S65 per month, and that
helpers Bhall receive no less than ¥50 per
month.
Wasminmon. July 28.—The Baltimore and
Ohio Telegraph Company here to-day submitted to Its operators individually a proposition
to increase their salaries if they would return
No gurauleo, however, was
to work at once.
offered that the increase would continue. There
was nothing written but the list of proposed
increases, the other part of the negotiations being carried on verbally. The company was referred to the brotherhood.
Material Aid from the Knights of Labor,
Pittsburg, Pb., July 28.—District Secretary
Hughes, Second Grand Officer of the Brotherhood of Telegraphers, received word from
Grand Secretary Robert D. Layton, of tbe
Knights of Labor, that the general officers of
that organization had issued the first requisition to the district and local assemblies for
funds for the support and jnaintenance of the
members of the Brotherhood of Telegraphers
This action will place 5100,000 in
on strike.
the hands of the executive officers of the
brotherhood on .Monday, and it is eqnal to a
on each member of
per capita tax of 6 2-3 cents

MONDAY MORNING, JULY

the Knights of Labor. When this mim has
been exhausted other requisitions will follow,
and Secretary Hughes states that they will
Continue the battle until January If it should
become necessary.
Protests from Commercial [Associations.
New Orleans. July 28
At n meeting today 01 the committees appointed by the various commercial orgauizatlons to confer together in regard to the existing Btrtke of the
telegraph operators, at which were represented
the Mexican Exchange. Clearing House Association, Stock and Cotton Exchanges, and
Chamber of Commerce, the following was

unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That in view of the imperfect telegraph service at present existing, which has
served to prosirate commercial business between this oity and its electrical connections
we, the representatives of the commercial
bodies of New Orleans, urge the iudispensabllity of such immediate action action on the
part of tlie Western Union Telegraph Com-

will tend to restore the commerce of
city to its normal condition and prevent a
continuance of heavy losses and serious inconvenience now being sustained by our whole
commercial community.
Philadelphia, July 28.—At a meeting of
tlio Commercial Exobange, held at noon, in
reference to the telegraph strike resolutions
wero adopted declaring that
tlie present difficulty between tlie telegraph companies could
and should be adjusted, and that tlie action of
both parlies in the controversy waB equally
reprehensible. A resolution was also adopted
aokiug Congress to take Buch action as will
prevent similar troubles in future.
Mr. Zeublin, of the Western Union TeleCompany, was not present at the meetid objection was raised w hen President
Cummings attempted to read a telegram received from him.
Railroad Operators to be Ordered Off.
New York, July 28.—Long protracted consultation was held tc night between Chairman
Mitchell of the executive oommittee of the
telegraphers ou strike and Master Workman
Campbell of brotherhood of Telegraphers.
Tlie result was not made public, but It was
hinted that unless the Western Union shows
a disposition
to compromise by Monday, the
railroad operators on the Wabash and ether
lines in which Jay Gould is deeply interested
will be ordered ou strike.
Check Boys Strike at Pittsburg.
Pittsburq, Pa., July 28 —This morning the
oheck boys made a demand on the Western
Union for 18 per cent advance in wages and
shorter hours, and on being refused, eight
check boys and one clerk Immediately quit
work. Their places were tilled.
The Western Union had five accessions to
tlie operating force tc-day, and the strikers
gained one from tlie Baltimore & Ohio. The
American Rapid la doing a heavy business.
The strikers are firm and confident as ever.
us

our

R
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SHAKEN TO PIECES.

Destruction of
an

—

pany

an Italian

Town by

Earthquake.

Three Thousand Persons Killed i.ud Eight
Hundred Injured.

London, July
olola

on

the

29.—The town o! Oasamicisland
of
Isohia
near

Naples was almost entirely
des'royed
by au earthquake last night. The neighboring towns of Forio and Lacceameo were
greatly damaged. One hundred persons more
or less severely injured have arrived at Naples
by steamers. The number of people killed is
not

known.

Home, July 29.—The minister of public
works haB gone to Cassamicciola to organize
measures of relief. The shocks began at half
past nine o'clock last night. At tbat hour the
majority of the people of the upper classes
were at the theatre. Nearly all of the bouses
in the towu collapsed. It is estimated that
one thousand persons were killed and eight
hundred injured. A number of steamers have
been

brought
to Naples.

into the

service to carry the inThe impression produced ly
the disaster indescribable.
Naples, July 29.—Steamers 1 jaded with the
injured people are coustantly arriving here
from the sceue of the calamity. The hospitals
are already filled with sufferers.
Oasamicciola is situated at the foot of
Mount Bpomeo about twelve miles southwest
of Puzzuola.
It contains about 4000 inhabitants. It has thermal springs aud baths.

jured

London, July 29.—It is impossible as yet t
give the number of dead at Oasamicciola, The
latest accounts says the number is estimated
at 2000.
Hotel Piecola Sentinella sunk in the
earth aud burrled many of its inmates. Some
of the inhabitants of the town escaped to the
sea at the first shock aud made their way to
Naples with the news of the calamity. The
centre of ares of tbe shook was the same as
that two years ago, but the radius was wider.
The shock was felt at Bea and according to
some accounts ever at

Naples.

Tonquin.

Thirty-Fire Miners Killed by

an

Fx-

siou.
_

New Yoke, July 28.—The Telegram has the
following from Rochester, N. Y': News was
received here early this morning of a terrible
disatter on the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg railroid near Carlton laet night. As the
Thonsand islands train, which was running at

high speed

the main line, neared Carlton,
the engineer noticed a single car standing on
the track ahead of him. He at once pot on
the air brakes and reversed the lever of big
engine, but before the speed of the train could
be slackened the engine dashed into the obstruction, and in an instant all was a scene of
wreck and confusion, and the air was filled
on

with the groans of the dying and injured.
The engineer, who remained at his po9t, was

fatally injured.

The

fireman was instantly
killed. Word for assistance was at once telegraphed to Charlotte, 25 miles. On the arrival
of aid, the work of rescuing the wounded and
the taking out of the dead from the wreck was
begun. So far as can be learned at present,
the car which caused the disaster was blown
on to the
rnaiij line from a branch track by
the high wiud. It is supposed that Rev. Dr.
Atwood of Canton and Rev. Dr. Fiske of
Syracuse were passengers on
the ill-fated train.
Fourteen dead bodies were taken out of the
wreck at the last advices.
Among the killed
and injured are: Henry McCormick of Bentan. Mich., dead; Louis France, fireman,
killed; Archie Taylor of Watertown, baggage
man, killed; colored porter (oame unknown)
killed; Miss Jennison of Philadelphia, hip
broken; Miss Brooks of Philadelphia, a friend
of Miss Jennison, still in the wreck; two
ladies named Hall, fatally hurt; Train Master
Chauncy of Oswego, fatally hart; Engineer
James McCarthy, fatally scalded; William
Rockfeller, foreman in shop, Oswego, leg
broken.
A despatch from Albion, N. Y., says 17
persons were killed and 14 wounded.

Knowlesville, July

29.—The wreck at
Carlton was removed late last night and the
track is now clear. No more bodies have been
found. Mrs. Lafevre of Bay City, Mich., died
this morning. Her husband arrived
just in
time to be recognized by her. The
sufferings
of those who were injured are great and pitiful indeed. All those who could be were
moved iu sleepers and the rest were taken to
neighboring houses and cared for. The people
are very kind,
and all that loving hearts and
willing hands can do is being done for them.
Fully 8,000 persons were present at the scene
of the accident tc-day. L. W. Perham arrived
last night, and the dead were placed in caskets
and shipped to their homes now desolate.
This afternoon it is estimated the railroad
company’s loss will be $500,000, and may
reach a larger sum, as litigation in various
ways will probably grow out of the accident.
Miss Mary Troop, who was reported
dead, is
only injured and will recover. The following
is a complete list of the killed: Thomas
Hayne, Chicago; Jane Elizabeth Carl, Lansing, Mich ; Professor C. W. Stone, Battle
Creek, Mich.; Lute J. Francis, fireman, Oswego, N. Y.; A. B, Bostwick, Carlton, N. Y
Mrs. Lafevre, Bay City, Mich.; James McCarthy, engineer, Oswego, N. Y.; Frank La-

observable that one or more of the fifteen places—three cities and twelve towns—in
which liqnnr is sold openly in this State, are
always referred to by enemies of the law as
proof that prohibition is a failure in Maine.
The 333 towns in which not a drop is
sold as a beverage, and tbe 132 in which it is
sold only secretly, are shut out of the account
A large proportion of the correspondents
speak of the entire absence of drinkiog places
In towns where, before the days of prohibition
from three to twenty dram shops existed in
each. They also speak of the thrift which has
taken the place ot squalor, the improved condition ot the people, the good order which exists at public gatherings, the general sobriety
whii.ii prevails, and tbe decrease in the number of paupers—a large number of towns reporting none. Many of tbe conespondents refer to the fact that thousands of men who
would drink if dram shops were conveniently
accessible, now refrain almost entirely; and
emphasize the healthy influence on the young
of tbe absence of open drinking places.
After Congressman Dingley, ex-Gov. PerIt

Successful Sortie of the French in

Injured.

There are 333 towns and plantations (assuming those to come in show the same proportion
as those already returned) in which the correspondents say in substance that there is no place
in town where any one caD buy a glass of

liquor.

Smashup Friday Night

Seventeen Persons Killed and Fourteen

where liquor Is kept burled or secreted,
which have been frequently broken up and
the owners jailed; but it has been found impossible as yet to prevent them from selling secretly, a little now and then.”
“No place in town where it Is known that
liquor is sold, but we believe it is slyly sold at
oue
place which we hope to get evidence

against.”

FOREIGN.

at Carlton, N. Y.

CL

houses,

FRIGHTFUL DISASTER.

Railroad

IS London, Jnly 28.—A dispatch to the Daily
Telegraph from Berne says: A convention between Switzerland and the United States, according to which any differences between the
two repnblics are to be settled by arbitration,
is about to be submitted to the [Swiss Federal
Assembly. The convention Las been accepted
by the United States.
[An African Expedition Repulsed.
Zanzibar, July 28.—The Royal Geographical Society’s expedition to Lake Victoria was
compelled to retreat on Mar. 3, when in latitune 8.03 north, longitude 30 east, in conseI.

quence Jof hostile demonstrations by the natives. The expedition is now making another
attempt to continue its explorations.
Inspection of Shipping at London.
London, July 28.—The custom house authorities continue to give clean bills of health to
vessels leaving here.
The ;inBpection ordered
by the American consulate so far has shown no
case of cholera or contagious disease on vessels
sailing for America.
Fresh Troubles [for Egypt.
Alexandria, July 28 —The ravages by the
worm
and the rapid rise of the Nile
cotton
cause great anxiety here.
Successful Sortie by the French [in Ton-

quin.
Paris, July 28.—A dispatch has been received at the Ministry of Marine, saying that Col.
Calend made a sortie on the 19:h from Hauoi,
with a force of 5C3 men. He capture ! seven
pieces of artillery and killed 1,000 of the enemy.
The loss of the French in the movement was
but 11 meu.
Pacific Assurance trom China.
Tbe military attache of the Chinese legation
in Berlin bas recently passed through Paris.
While here be took occasion to call on M.
Challemel Lacour, Minister of Foretgu affairs,
and to give him tbe moet; pacific assurances as
to tbe action of China in tbe Tonquiu matter.
He said that the sole object of China in massing troops on the Tonqum frontier was to be in
readiness to repel any demonstrations by tbe
black flags.
Italy Ready to Enforce Her Demands.
Tangier, July 29.—An Italian sqaadrou bas
arrived here to support Italy’s ultimatum, insisting upon the payment of tbe claims of tbe
Italian subjects. Tbe Sultan has not yet replied to Italy’s demands, but it is expected be
will yield to them.
Thirty-Five Miners Killed.
London, July 29.—An explosion has occurred
in a mine at Cattanisetta, Sicily, by which 35
miners, out of a total of 70, lost tbelr lives.
Thrown from the Track by a Landslide.
Norwich, Ct., July 29.—A landslide at Danville ou tbe Norwich and Worcester railroad
covered the track last night and an up train a
little before midnight was thrown from tbe
Tbe brakeman named
track.
Avery was
killed and sijc cars were smash- d. Tbe track
was promptly cleared,

is

haui, Rev. A. 8. Ladd and J. K. Osgood spoke.
A reading by Miss Ella H. Mason concluded
the meeting.
The attend&roe on Sunday numbered over
At the meeting of reformed men in
3,000.
the forenoon Jordan Rand presided.
Among
tbe speakers were Solon Chase and Judge
Kingsbury. At tbe afternoon meeting Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens presided, and Mrs. Mary K.
Hunt of Boston delivered an address. At 2
o’clock the closing meeting was held under
the auspices of the Good Templars of Maine,
B. C. Torsey presiding. Addresses were delivered on the constitutional amendment by Hon.
Josiab H. Drummond and Gen. Neal Dow of
Portland. The Grand Council of Good Templars have been holding a session during the

camp-meeting, devUing plans

fevre, Bay City, Mich.; Ashley Tyler, baggage
man, Cameron, N. Y.; Thomas Still, (colored)
Watertown, N. Y.; O. B. Troop, Schoharie,
N. Y.; J. C. Schenck, Cleveland,
Ohio; Louis
J. Boos and wife, Philadelphia; Thomas
Dixon, Chicago; Mrs. J. C. Worthley, Salina,
Mich.; Henry McCormick, Benton, Eaton
county, Mich.
The wounded number 12 and all will
probably recover.
At 2 o clock a special train arrived from
Oswego having on board General Manage.
Britten,General Freight Agent E. M. Moure,
Treasurer J. A. Sawyer, Trainmaster
Remington, Conductor Garrison and Dr. R J. Cochran, coroner, for the purpose of holding an iuqnest. At the inquest James Bailey, engineer
of the first locomotive, testified that lie first
saw tbe car about
three rods ahead, blew for
brakes and reversed his engine, and the next
tbiug he knew he was in the ditch.
Albert Perry, track walker, testified he

the track about a half hour before
tbe collision aud everything was all right aud
yet it seems from other testimony that a freight
car was
blown 128 feet with brakes set, as
testified by a brakernan, which appears
hardly
credible. Tbe depot master says he did not
examine or look to see if everything was all
right. Tlte testimony of wi tnesses was so conflicting that the jury has been unable t o agree
upon verdict as yet and have adjourned till
Wednesday at 10 a. m.
over

Chicago, July 29.—Private Information

re-

ceived hero reveals that among the victims of
the Albion railroad accident waB Thomas A.
Hayne, one of the oldest residents of this city,
prominent at the bar, and possessed of considerable wealth.
Under a misconstruction of
the oily charter, lie was elected Mayor of the
city by a large popular vote, eight years ago,
but was allowed to bold office only a lew
weeks owing to the construction given tbe
charter by tbe conns.

NEW YORK.
An Ex-Policeman Becomes a Bobber.
New York, July 28.—While in a Lackawanna passenger car this
morning, in the depot at Hoboken, Cashier Thomas J. Smith of
the Orange National Bank, was struck a Revere blow by a ruffian, who robbed Mr. 8mlth
of bis valise, containing 810,000, bnt was prevented from getting away with it by Smith
and several passengers.
The robber fled from
the car, scaled the depot fence aud jumped into a baker’s wagon, in which was a companion
and driver. The horse) however, obstinately
declined to move, and a crowd surrounded the
A mail grasped the horse’s head,
vehicle.
when the driver fired at him. The two thieves
then left the wagon and fled, fbut both were

captured.
The principal ruffian proves to he ex-poliocman Nugent of New York City, who was once
tried for manslaughter.
Captain Webb’s Body Found.
Buffalo, July 28.—A Kpeclal dispatch from
Lewiston says Capt. Webb’s body was found in
tbe river there to-day, and has been identified.
Death of an Ex-Congressman.
Irybacksk, July 2!).- Ex-Congressman Wm.
E. Lansing died suddenly of heart disease today. He was a member of the 87th, 42d and
48d Congresses.
Polk Appeals to the Supreme Court.
the Polk
case to-day Judge Allen overruled the motion
for a now trial and passed sentence. The case
waB appealed to the
.Supreme Court aud the
bond raised to 818,000, which was given.

Nashville, Ti-ud,, July 28.—In

CAMPMEETINGB.

Tbe

Temperance

Meeting at MarancDlngley on the

coolc—Congressman

Prohibitory Amendment

at

The third annual temperance campmestlng
Lake Marauccook opened with unfavorable

weather Saturday, yet a large crowd was in attendance. Several trains came in well laden.
Chandler’s band, the Deering Zouaves, Mrs.
Sturgis, Mrs. Bent and Miss Webb arrived on
the Portland train. Among prominent arrivals
were Gov. Robie, ex-Gov. Perhain, B. C. Tor
sey, Grsud Worthy Chief Templar of Maine,
Rev. M. C. Munson, Secretary of the State Alliance, Mrs. Barstow, State Superintendent of
the Jnvenile Temples, J. K. Osgood, Rev. A.
8. Ladd and others.
In the afternoon Congressman Dlngley deaddress on the proposed prohibitory
amendment to the constitution of Maine. The
defeat of the amendment, he said, would be
regarded as a verdict againat the prohibitory

vies at tne Holiness camp-meeting at Uld
Orchard Saturday. The full programme was
carried out aud a meeting for young people
added. One hundred and twenty-five requests
for prayers were made. "Behold God is my
salvation; I will trust and not be afraid, for
the Lord Jehovah is my strength and my
song; He also is become my salvation,” was
the Scripture chosen for the morning conference.
Rev. D. B. Updegraff preached a powerful sermon fr m Joshua, 3d chap., 5th verse.
At 2 30 a large conference meeting was held,
led by Rev. J. M. Sutherland. The sermou
was preached by Rev. William Reddy, D. D.t
from Hebrews, 7th chap., 25th verse. Mrs.
Smith preached in the evening.
At the meetings Sanday the audience cum
bered about (3000. Or. Cullis opened the 8.30
meeting with remarks founded on this text:

‘‘Finally, my brethren, bo strong in the Lordf
and in the power of His might.” Two hundred and two requests for prayers were read.
Rev. J. J. Miller of Worcester preached an
eloquent sermon from the text, “After this I
beheld, and lo a great mnltitade which no
could number,” etc. At 2.30 p. m. Rev.
B. B. Scott conducted a very interesting prayer
meeting at the stand. At 3 30 Rev. D. B
Updegraff preached in the church from the
words, “Who gave Himself for us that He

might redeem
Himself

unto

good

us

works.”

from all

a

In

iniquity,

and purify
zealous of

peculiar people
the evening Capt.

Carter

preached upon “Holiness to the Lord.”
The meetings continne until Friday, when
the W. C. T. U. begin a series of three days.
Jail Breaking at Mac bias.
Herbert Ackley, a graduate of the State reform school, who ah a recently completed a
three years’ course iu the State prison, and

awaiting trial at the October term of the
supreme court in Washington county on a
charge of burglary, succeeded in picking the
lock of the door leading to the coal-room of the
jail at M.chias, from which he made his
escape through the window, after prying off a
half-sawed bar of the iron grating.
William Stanhope and “Tossy” Bowers, two
was

other prisoners, utilized the breach made by
Ackley, and made their exit. The former
sauntered leisurely down town, visited several
stares, where he made purchases of tobacco
aud other essentials of personal comfort in his
prison quartets, and theu deliberately returned
to the jail, where he presented himself for reiucarceration to Jailer Vose, who, iu astonishment, learned for the first time of the escapade.
Bowers was subsequently found in an outbuilding connected with the jail yard, where
he was vigorously exercising
his
relaxed
musoles and making himself useful by sawiug
wood. He expressed himself grateful for the
brief vacation, and allowed himself to be locked up without opposition.
Investigation has developed the fact that
Ackley lias fled to the woods in the outskirts of
the town, taking with him the piece of iron
bar which he wrenched from tne window
casiug und which will serve as a formidable
The officers and posse
weapon of defence.
comitatus are scouring the surrounding country.

STATE

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Horace Chalouer’s slaughter house and eight
liege, at Houlton, were burned Saturday morning. Incendiary. Loss $500. Insured $100.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The plans tor the new building at Kent's
Hill, to be known as Bletheu Hall, are in tbe
bands of a builder iu Leteistou. Tbe elevation
views show n handsome two and a bait story
building of moderate size with pleasant verandas, numerous bay and dormer windows cut
luto gables and handsomely finished. Toe architects of the building are Fassetl and Stevens, of Portland.
The biulpess of shipping ice from the Kennebec is m full blast, tbe demand for ice from
the South beiug very heavy. Ice companies
find it very difficult to hire a sufficient number
of men. One of the largest firms on the river
is fifty men short of a full crew and were recently obliged to purchase 3000 tons of ice of
another company, although they had plenty of
ice iu their own bouses, hut for lack of men
could not ship it. Ice freights to Baltimore
and Philadelphia have run about the same as
last year
They started at 55 cents a ton. then
jumped up to 93 cents and afterwards fell off
somewhat, now being about 74 cents. Ice during Its voyage betwoen the Kennebec and the
South melts away very rapidly. On the trip
from Maine to Galvestou, Texas, it falls away
one half.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

Moses C. Clarke, aged 30, was drowned while
batbtne at Milltown Friday night. The body
was recovered.

Women and Their Interests.
Women’s Apparel.

Says a writer in the New York Post: A
correspondent of a city journal reveals some
secrets concerning women’s apparel, as it is
to be In the near future, which are noteworthy. We are told that “a complete revolution in the fashions of ladies’ dress and figures is about to take place, and many quite
startling innovations will proably be observed
at the watering places this summer, although
the new styles are not likely to be established
before next winter. Bones, angles and
length without breadth will be out. Roundness, curves ami moderate amplitude are
coming in. Anglicism in costume, including mannishness of appearance and attire,
are decidedly on the wane, and flowing skirts,
panniers and graceful draperies, in which

the soul of the French dressmaker doth deare increasing in favor every day.
Even a return to the Grecian bend of a few
years back is threatened, but sound sense
and good taste will probably interfere with
that.” Gratefully recognizing the assumption that sound sense and good taste are
likely to rule in fixing the fashions for women’s attire “next win'er,” it may be said, by
the way of emphasizing the doubt as to the
revival of the Grecian bend, that the fair-

light,

faced young princess whoso spinal peculiarities were modified and popularized by the
dress and attitudes which for a season of
universal craze took that name and form, ts
either dead or retired, and it may be doubted that a successor similarly atilicted and
conditioned will come to the surface during
the present or at any future season within
the range of a lifetime. Women cruelly subjected to “hones’- and providentially possessed of “angles” are exhorted to prepare
for the changes which are threatened at any
time before snow Hies. Seriously, if there
are to be striking and radical changes in
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women’s attire, amounting to a “revolution,” it is a secret confined to a limited
It is misleading to say that “roundcircle.
ness, curves and moderate amplitude are
coming in,” for they came long ago, and are
with us yet.
They came by gradual approaches soon after the collapse of the ugly
hoopsklrts, until, by the verdict of all men
who care to

give

the matter a

thought,

men’s apparel, and no|wide departures will
be encouraged, and anything like a “revolution” is quite improbable. American women are cutting loose from the thraldom of
foreign man-milllers and the edicts and wilfulness of like domestic autocrats, and are
learning to choose and decide for themselves. They are satisfied and pleased with
prevalent modes, which, within the range of
faihion, offer so wide a field for choice; and
hence are disposed to let well enough alone.
Certain English girls, whose indifference to
public opinion and contempt of the rules of
good breeding and modest mhavior have
been as offensive as their “mannishness of
appearance and attire,” are not true types
of English modes and manners, and sporadic specimens of the same sort in our own
country are very properly to b i classed in
the same category.
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prevent the appointment of women to lowgrade clerkships under the civil-service law
revives the question what the true object of
civil-service examinations is. It is not only
to ascertain the mental capacity and acquire,
ments of applicauts for places, but also to
exclude the element of personal or political
favoritism from the exercise of the appoint,
ing power. Now, the accomplishment of
the latter object would be of the highest importance, even if the examinations were leas
reliable as tests of the fitness of candidates
for public employment than they are. It is
of especial importance with reference to the
appointment of women, of whom a great
many hundreds are employed in the various

departments
mostly poor.

at

They

Washington.

Their salaries

are

ncKn?fl§,
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all they

understands the case.—The Nation.
A Texas Belle.

Miss Birdie McHennepin is one of the
belles of Austin. Her intellect, however,
does not tower into

the

sublime

heights

reached by Susan B. Anthony, but, to use
the cold language of truthfulness, she is
very much the same kind of a young lady as
Gns de Smith is a young man. Not long
since he proposed matrimony. He proposed
in good faith, in a solemn, impressive manner, upon which Miss Birdie inaugurated a
giggle, until Gus was very much disgusted,
and, arising from his knees, his anger found
vent in words. He was |mad, too—too mad
almost to speak. “Miss Hennepin,” he finally ejaculated, “with me this is no laughing matter. Why should you see anything
ridiculous about 'it?” “You must excuse
me, Mr. de Smith—really you must, for I am
not laughing at you; really, now, I am not.
I am laughing at ma. Ma’s so funny, you
know. Really, she is just too funny for any
use.
Yes, I was laughing at ma.” “At
your ma!” “Yes, you see ma she told me
only this morning: ‘Birdie, you are so green
that some donkey will take you yet,’ and
He
here you come-” But he was gone.
It was he who
was in the past tense.
banged the door so violently. “I wonder,”
cooed the suddenly deserted Birdie, “I wonder, now, reaily, if he is offended at what ma
said. But, then, ma always was too awful
funny for any kind of use.”—[Texas Sitt-

ings.

_

Personal and Fashionable.
Mrs. Hughes, the venerable mother of Tom
Hughes, lives in a little house at Rugby,
She is
Tenn., with her granddaughter.

wonderfully preserved, though eighty-six.
Mrs. Carlisle, wife of the Kentucky Congressman, is rather taller than her husband,

with a reddish and Scotch-Irish type of features.
Miss Susan B. ADthony, on her return
from Europe in September, will begin writing the third volume of her “History of

Woman Suffrage.
The wife of the editor of the Sidney Herald, a lady of great beauty, personified “The
Press” at the Savage Club ball in London
Tbe dress is made of white satin
which actual copies of her husband's paper have been printed in colored inks.
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have to live upon. Under the spoils system,
as it always has been and always will be as
long as it is permitted to exist, almost every
oue of those women owes ner position—tnai
Is, her daily bread—to some one powerful
And every one of them
man in public life.
knows that if that one man withdraws his
favor from her, she will lose her place and
her living, and, as is the case in many instances, be cast helpless upon the world
Now and then rumors of social scandals
having a direct connection with relations
thus established flit about the city of Washington, and now and then they get into the
papers. We will not inquire whether such
At any rate,
rumors tell the whole story.
considering the nature of the case, it is astonishing that there should be so few of
them. The scarcity of these scandals is the
most magnificent testimonial to the character of the women employed in the public offices that can be imagined. But surely a
system which puts the living of every woman in the civil service at the mercy of
some one powerful man is an abomination.
It is a disgrace to the American republic.
Every American woman who respects the
character of her sex must necessarily become a civil service reformer as Boon as she

»
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Receipt

Portland, Jnly 28.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
38 ears miscellaneous merchandise; tor connecting
roads, 68 cars mis ellAueoos merchandise.

Women In the Civil 8ervice.

The

CENTS.
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Sliced

and

of all women of good taste, the present
modes of dress are held to be so becoming
and beautiful in the broadest and best sense
In which those terms may be applied to wo-

man

livered an

system. It ia therefore proper to conalder just
what the prohibitory law has accomplished in
Maine. It ia conceded that prohibition generally succeeds in banishing dram shops from
public sight, but it is claimed that it only
drives them to hidden corners. If this were all
that Is gained by prohibition, it would be a
great advantage, for the temptation offered by
certificate of rean open dram stiop, given a
spectability by law, and offering those temptations to the weak and luexperisneed as they
are compelled to pass by, are mnch more dangerous than the temptations afforded by a score! dram shop, foroed to hide in secret corners
which nobody encounters unless lie is seeking
for them.
Circulars have recently been Bent by a Maine
newspaper to some one or more reliable citizen
in every town in Maine, asking for information
selas to the extent of open and secret dram
ling, the number of arrests for drunkenness
during the past year, and other facts bearing
on the question of the practical working of
prohibition In this State. Answers have been
received from every city, all the large towns,
and a large portion of the rural towns in every
connty in the State. Assuming that the towns
yet to come in will show the same average as
those already returned, there are 43 open dram
shops in Maine, outside of Bangor, and these
in only fifteen towns, and 413 secret or suspected places in which liquor may be obtained as a
beverage, with more or less difficulty—making
823 in all, or one to over a 1000 inhabitants.
The results of this inquiry show that notwithstaudiug 493 persona paid taxes as dealers
in the fonrleen cities of Maine, yet the whole
number of known or suspected dram shops reported in these cities is only 432—130 of these
being reported as practically open in three
cities (134 of them in oue city) and 270 as "sein the remaining
cret or suspected places.”
480 towns only 190 dealers are reported, and
twelve towns, are
in
with
20
exceptions
these,
all put down as ouly “secret or suspected."
To indicate what the correspondents mean
by "secret or suspected places,'’ the following
extracts from their remurks will be of value:
"Not certain, but think there is one place in
town where the initiated may obtain llqnor.”
“Two places that have been searched and
liquor found Becreted, and they are still believed to sail now on ihe sly, although wo are
watching them."
"Ten places in this city kept in dwelling

for future work.

The Holiness Meetings at Old Orchard.
The church was crowded at the morniDg ser-

■
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New York. July 28.—The following is the week
ly Bank statement ending to-day:
$1,105,800
Loans, decrease.
1,610,700
Specie, decrease.
increae.
009,800
Legal tenders,
2,629,200
Depoaits.decrease
204.800
Circulation, decrease
Reserve, decrease.
249,000

9,339,705

surplus.

Reserve

New York Ntock and

Money Market*

(By Telegraph.)

New York, July 28.—Money or tail abundant
at 1 %@2; closed at 2; last loan 1% per cent; prime
mercantile paper at 4% "»6. Foreign Exchange at
483 for long and 487 for short.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations ea
Government Securities.'
109
United States bonds, 3s.
do
do
do
5s, ext.called la
do
do
do
4%*, reg. H2k
do
do
do
4Vas,coap...112%
do
do
do
4s, reg .119
do
do
do
4s, coup.,.. .119
Pacific 6s,’95 .127%
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.134
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo A Alton pref.149
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.123%

Erie.
36%
Erie pref.76

Illinois Central.182%
Lake Shore.107%

Michigan

Central...

88

8 %
Jersey Central.
Northwestern.128%
Northwestern pref .147%
New York Central.116%
Rock Island.
128%
St. Paul.103%
119
St. Pan) pref.
Union Pacific Stock. 93%
Western Union Tel
80%
New

California

Mining Ksclu.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco, July 28.—The following are the
of mining stocks today:
Best & Belcher.
8%

closing official quotations

2%
ophir
Gould A Curry. 2%
8
Hale A Noroross...
Mexican...... 2%
Eureka. 4%
Sierra Nevada.
3%
Union Con.
4%
Yellow Jacket... 8%
Savage. 1%
Northern Belle. 7%

The Wool Market.
Boston. July 28— [Reported for the Press].—The
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoon:

Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklocx and XXX.40
Choice XX.37

@
@

Michigan-

34
Extra and XX...
Fine....33
Medium.38

@ 36
@34
@ 40

@

28
Common.
Other Western
Fine and X.33

Medium..38
28

Common.

Pulled—Extra.30
.26

superfine-..

42
38

@37
@ 41
@ 32

FineX.36
Medium.40
Coarse...-.30

80

@ 36

@40
@30
@ 38
@44

@20

No 1.•.16
Combing and delaine—

Fine and No 1 combing..42
38
Fine delaine.
Low and coarse.30
Medium unwashed....26
Low unwashed...20
10
California..
Texas .17
Canada pulled.......30
Do Combing.
33
Smyrna washed.20

@

44

@40
@86
@30

@22*%

@30
@30
@36
@36
@28
Uunwashed.16 @17

Buenos

@29
@ 32

Ayres.23

Montevideo.

27

CapeGoodHope. ....26 @32
Australian...39 @ 44
26 w 28
Donskoi....
New Woel continues to arrive quite freely, the
receipts of domestic for the week amounting to near
7,000,000 lb*, and we are now accumulating stock
The transactions are again quite
large, the sales amounting to upwards of 4,000,000
lbs, and during the past two weeks near 8,000,000
lbs have passed into the hands of manufacturers;
prices are steady and it is not expected that they

quite rapidly.

will be any lower for

some

time to

come.

on

public meeting in Londou.over which
Ladv Brassey presided, Miss Simcsx asked:
“What respectable, responsible lady would
offer a chair-woman sixpence a day and no
meals? Yet ladies buy goods of employers
At

a

who pay women at that rate for

their

hard

Chicago Lin Block market.

(By Telegraph.)

CHICAGO.) Jnly 28 Hogs—Receipt* 9,c#0 *•»*;
shipments 3500 head; light 10*18 higher; other*
firm; mixed at i 4(t@5 80; heavy 5 75®6 20; light
at 8 98@6 50; skips 3 8.v®5 76.
Cattle—Receipts 2,800 head; shipments 4,200;
strong; goed to choice shipping 6 40@5 80.
—

work.”

Boston Produce Mnrket.

A New York bride started on her journey,
a few days since, in a costume of electricblue satin and cashmere, after being married in a dress with bodice and train ol
cream satin brocade, with skirt of Ottoman
silk, profusely trimmed with Brussels lace.
The orange blossom wreath passed from the
head rouud the throat and finished with a
The
large spray on the left shoulner.
bridesmaids’ dresses had skirts of cream
lace, with coat bodices of cream satin. They
wore Alpine hats, trimmed with brown velvet, cream aigrette aud plumes. The shoes
and gloves were dark brown.

Boston, July 28.—The {following were to-4a»'«
quotations of Bntter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter We quote We tern creameries at 214
23e for ohoiee, 18@20c lor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21@23o for choice, 18(®20cfor fmr
and good; New York sud Vermont dairies 18®*0e
1) lb for choice, 16@17c for fair and good; rhotee
Western dairy at 14@16c and Western ladle peeked
13@16; market quiet: ohoice Arm and in steady de-

mand
Cheese steady: 9%@10o for choice) and 809e fer
fair and good; 6@7c for common.
Eggs—Arm and fresh lots scarce; 3202So for Eastern, 20@21c for New York and Fennoat, 2t>@21#
)) dot for Western, Nova;Scolla aad Prime* Edward Island.
Potatoes—We quote sales at 1 25@2 C9 p bhl.
Domestic .flnrkels.

New York Society.
Miss Jeunle Sargent made her debut at
the Dal Verma Theatre, Milan, on July 2,
and met with a brilliant success. The Milan
papers are loud in her praise.
Miss Amelia B. Ed vards furnished the article on “Mummy” for the next volume of
The Encyclopaedia Btilannica.
Meantime, when the laxity aud recklessness and vice of the metropolis are reckoned
up, set this down to its credit: Three brilliant but notorious womes, welcomed in
good society abroad, have in late years
achieved in turn marked professional success here, but, though In some cases pressing^ introduced, not one has been received
under a respectable New York lady’s roof.

—New Tork Tribune.

FINANCIAL ANDCOMMERCIA L
Portland

Daily Wholcntile JHarliei.
Port la vd, July 28.
i%re io-Jht’8 quoiatloni of Flour,

The foil
Oral i. Provision*, fto.
Flour.
Ovate.
R.M.Corn, car lots....08
Superfine and
low grades. .3 6G@4 50 i Mix Corn,car lots
@67
I Corn, bag lots.... 70@7 6
X Spring and
car lots.
XX Spring.. 6 00@6 00
50
Oats, hag lots.56
Patent Spring
68
Wheat*_7 60®3 00 Meal
Michigan Win;CottonSeed,car lots 28 uO
lotsSO 00
ter straight*^ 25® 5 75
Do roller.... 6 2Tm<.« 60 SackedBran car lot.
18 00,o,10 00
St. Louis Win23 60
do bag lotster straight 0 00(®6 25
Do roller...6 60&G 76 Middlings, car lots 24 00
26
60
lots
i do bag
Winter Wheat
1
25
atenta.6

|Oats,

{CottonSeod,bag
1

..

76@7

Bye.
Prori«ioii».
••

Produce.

I Pork—
Cranberries, & bbl—
20 0Qc$20 25
12 00,ffil3 OOl! Backs
Maine
19 00@»9 25
16
Cod.
O0@17 00] Clear
Cape
Mess.17
76
2 6d@2
Pea Beams
60@18 00
Mediums.... 2 60@2 Go1 Moss Beef.. 12 00@12 6o
Ex
2
Mess..12
261
00a
76@13 25
German medS
Yellow EyesS 86 a.J 90. Plate.13 50>414 00
feEx
3
Plate.
76@4
14
5ttt*16 00
Onions 4>obl.
I Hams. 13V4@14c
rrates.i
2
25@2 60]I Hams,covered 14V4@16c
New Potatoes
Em pdoa.205)2 Ic' Lard—
ib.00c j Tub, & lb .10 @i0Vfc
Turkeys,
Chickens.25(5;3()o | Tierces..
9V4 @ 9%
...

....

__

Fowl

.18@20o
I* utier.

(By Telegraph.)
York, July 28.—Flour market dull; 3tate
Ohio 3 95<@8 60; Western 3 OO@0 70;
Southern 4 15al) 76.
Wlieat % @%e lower mid unsettled; No 1 White
at 1 12; sales 80,000 bush No 2 for August delivery
at 1 14%@1 14%: 896,000 hush No 2 Red for September at 116%*117%; 288,000 do for October 1 18% @1 lil%; receipts 32,900 bus
Corn %c lower.Mixed Western spot at 50*62%;
do futures *t 60%@62%c; sales 62f,000 bu; receipt* 102,200.
Oats % (tie lower; State 43®56c; Western 40®
54c: sales 260,000 bush including No 2 fer August
30%®37%C.
Vkw

3

0O@7 OO;

BeeTaull.

Pork quiet; spot new mess 16 00.
I-ard dull; steam rendered 9 12%.
Molasses quiet.

Sugar steady.
Chicago, Julv 28.—Flour dull. Regular Wheat
lower at 1 00% @1 01 for July; 1 Oiks oil 01 July;
101%@l 01% for August: 1 o8% *1 03% fer
September; 1 04%«1 04% Tor October, No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 00% *1 01; No 3 do at 87e; No 2
Red Winter at I 07*1OK. Corn is lower; 6i%*
cash and July; 60%@Sle for August; 5<>%@60%c
forSeptember. 60%@50%c October, Oats lower;
21I%C cash; 30c for July; 27 %®27%c for Auguet;
26% c for September; 27Vi c October. Rye quiet
at 56%o
Barley quiet at 77c bid lor September.
Pork generally lower at 13 90® 14 00 cash, 13 90
14 07%®
@13 m2 % lor August and September;
14 10 for October. Lard easier at 8 90 for cash and
Julv and August; 0 02%@6 05 September; 9 07%
@910 for October. Bulk Meats are in fair demand;
shoulders at 6 60; short rib 7 90: short at 8 10.
Receipts—Flour 6,04 0 hbls, wheat 27,000 bush,
cirn 250,000 bush, joats 139,000 bu, rye 1,000 bu,
barley 28,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 2,000 bbls, wheat 17,000 bush,
coru 173,000 bu, oats 69,000 bush, rye 1,400 bu,
barley 545 bush.
St. Lotus, July 28.—Flour weak.
Wheat lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 11’3% cash and Jnly; 1 03% for
Angust;l 06 for SeptembeV. 1 0®% for October: No
3 at 98c. Provision* unchanged; Lard nominally at
8 37%.
Receipts—Flour 5,000 bbls, wheat 88 000 Irish,
corn 2,000 bush, oats 98,000 bnsh,rye 00,000 busb,
barlev 0,000 bnsh.
Shipments—Flour 7000 bbls, wlieat 31,000 bush,
corn 60,000 bush,oats 0,000 bush,rye 00,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush..
Detroit, July',28.—Wheat is weak: No 1 Whit#
at 1 08% for August; 1 09 for September; 110 fer
October.
|
Receipts 1,000 bush; shipments 6,000 bush.
ilnvaun Market.

Pail.10V4@10»/i

MeeiU.
Creamery.24®26c
Gilt Edge Yer... .22 a 23c Red Top.4 26@4 60
Choice.17oil8c Timothy.... 215(0,2 36
Good.13@l5o Clover.15 Vi @16
KniMin».
Store.10@12o
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
Cheese.
105)12: Ixmdon tey’r 2 20 a 2 30
Vermont
10a 12 Ondura Val
N Y Fact’y..
9% @11

Apple*.
Ratingf> bbl.. 4 50@5 OOj1V alencia 10 00@ 13 00
EvaporatedIhl6Vt@18V» Florida.0 00@0 00
^ Dried Apple*. ...uy*@10| Messina.7 oo@8 00

(By Telegraph.)

H Avasa. July 28.-The Sugai market continued
and nominal.
completely within quotations
Stocks in warehouse* at Havana and
and
76,000
48,00 boxes, 126,660 bags
600 bags and 1 400
eeipts for the week 200 boxes,
and 4540 hhd*
hhds; export* 6(H) boxes 1200 bags
amt all the hhds were to United
780
of

Jl*?®?***
hhd*,rj-

which

bags

States

Freights dull._

Snail till gold 2.09%,
exchange quiet; on the
*bort
gold 9@9% prem; do

United State* 60 day*
sight 10@10% prem.

—

THE

TEN LITTLE CANDIDATES.

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, JULY 30.

but a true horseman.

[Life]
little candidates standing iu a line;
One wrote a private letter—then there were nine.
Ten

We do not read anonymouB letters and communications. The name aud address of the writer are in
all

cases

indispensable,

not

necessarily for publica-

tion but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
or'presgtve

munications that

are

not

com-

used.

and all rags which have come out of the
storehouses of that country since the epi-

reasonably subject to
suspicion. The opinion of scietlfic men
now is
that the cholera is
propagated
through germs in the excreta of those who
Whst

are

The London Lancet says:
assert Is that

medicine, as a preventive
art, in its dealings with the germs of disease, ought
to be able to grapple instantly and successfully
with cholera. We know that it Is propagated solely
through excreta, and that water is the great carrier
of the infective gent s
Obviously, If the excreta of
a cholera patient are allowed to ury iu contact with
the air, they may float away iu tho atmosphere, and
the air will then become infected; but in a primary
sense it is the water to which we must look.
In any
case, it lias been demonstrated that, provided all the
excreta from a cholera patient are instantly destroyed-not merely disinfected—the disease will
not spread. The malady can no more develop de
novo than a plant can
grow without seed. It is no
use waiting until the disease has effected a
lodgment
i n cur midst. If choleraic dejecta have passed Into
the sewers before the nature of the disease has been
we

candidates; the Presidential levin
prematurely—then there were seven.

Six little candidates, good men all and live;
One’9 war record was looked up—then there were

The departure from England for this
country of cargoes of rags loaded at Egyptian
ports eiuce the cholera appeared in that
land has been made known to the Secretary
of the Treasury by Consul General Packard, and means will be taken to prevent the
dissemination of the infected material. The
Secretary of the Treasury has instructed the
Collector of Boston to take all necessary
means to guard the public health In view of
the shipment from Liverpool on a steamer
bound to Boston of many bales of such rags.
The Egyptian’s are not at all particular
about destroying the clothing of the sick and
the dead. They sell it for whatit will fetch

have it.

one

reooguized, as is most likely to happen, the seed has
been already sown broadcast, and the production of
a crop of cases in some locality- it
may be seemingly far from the first case, but in connection with it

five.

ing, earth, air,

Four little candidates, active as could be;
little boom collapsed—then there were three.

One’s

Three little candidates; to an in'erview
One of them submitted—then there were two.
Two little candidates made a red-hot run;
One’s manager sold out—then there was one.

and water.

The germ itself
discovery, but there is

reasonable ground upon which to dispute
the theories of those who have given most
no

attention to the

plienonena attending the
ravages of the plague. In 1813 the city
Dantzic as far as it was sewered escaped entirely while the disease was especially malignant in all the villages about. Lyons
the

route of commerce from
poits has generally escaped the cholera when Marseilles and Paris have suffered
on

eastern

severely.
had any experience
with this scourge when other Atlantic coast
cities were attacked; but it behooves us to
be watchful to avoid conditions which
Portland has never

would invite it.

Dueling in Earnest.
A German professor has lately met his
death in a peculiar mauuer.
He had a
quarrel with a person which, but for one
circumstance, would have been settled by an
ordinary duel. The preventing circumstance
was that his opponent was near-sighted and
as the professor was nice in his sense of
honor he refused to take advantage of his
enemy’sinfirmity. Therefore the duel was
after what the German
call the
papers
American fashion. They drew lots to see
which should commit suicide. The lot
felj

to the

professor who promptly killed hima pistol.
It might be suspected
that the learned professor had obtained his
notion of what is the American fashion by
reading dime novels. Certainly there have
not been duels of that sort enongh to establish a fashion in this country, and perhaps
self with

not one in fact.

The German professor’s sentiment of honor is also quite different from the American
type. In the recent duel between two Virginia editors, one of them wa9 near-sighted
but we heard nothing of any unwillingness
for that cause on the part of his opponent to
exchange shots with him.
Naturally the
near-sighted man missed the mark and was
himself hit. If there is any American fashion in dueling it is that nobody shall be hurt.
How different this is from the conditions
upon which the German arrangement proceeded is clear to anybody.
“War to the
knife” is a phrase which seems tame in
view of the dread certainiiy of fatal results
which drawing lots for the privilege of com
mitting snicide implies. But if the foolish
ness of dueling is to be persisted in
perhapg
the German plan is not the worst. There is
a chance that in this way duels would cease
to be ridiculous
every frain

farces, and at least one of
resorting to the code will get sat-

isfaction.

And

as

for the settlement of the
of honor involved, the lot

question of fact or
is quite as fair as an exchange of shots in
which one or the other always has an advantage.
The Massachusetts legislature adjourned
on Friday, after a session of 206
days, beat
ing the record by one day. The length of
the session, as it is well known, has not de_

pended

on

the amount of

strictly legislative
work but on the peculiar investigation undertaken at the instance of the Governori
prosecuted by him. and which resulted in a
verdict that the charges he had made against

Improvements

One little candidate standing all alone;
A dark horse kicked him-then there was none,

The Nashville

American,

a Democratic
accept Mr. Wat erson’s
on the Tariff
question. It says:
“An essential to Southern
prosperity, now
coming to be generally appreciated throughout the section, is diversified industries.
The revolution in our labor
makes

journal
dogmas

does not

system

this

imperative. Our agriculturists are already realizing the profits ol a home market
following the manufacturing development
now inaugurated.
Why should not the
South protest against any political interference with that
development upon which its
future prosperity depends? Why should not
the South favor such an adjustment ot the
tariff that
its application will encourage
productive industries at home."
The Republicans of Kentucky
a

vigorous

and

canvass

showing

are

making

up the

rec-

ord of past Democratic administrations in a
that the Louisville Courier-Journal
way
does not like. It says they are assailed
“with equal bitterness and recklessness.
Austin Y. Pike who has a chance to be
elected Senator from New Hampshire Is over 00 years old.
He has served often in the

Legislature

and one term iu

Congress.

A Flourishing and Beautiful City.

June 30,1883.

beauty of, location

For

and natural facili-

ties for manufactures and business Minneapolis is without a rival. But teu miles

from St. Paul, it is a city twenty five years
old, with a population of 85,000; that shows
a more rapid growth than any other in
the United States, and is the largest primaof

St.

incomprehensible.
These falls have retreated up the river, inch
by inch, through the pa-t ages, but have
been stayed by the science of modern engineering. The river has been tunnelled just
abovejthun, or rather, upon their edge, and
and

cement

long as man
shall use them. Here the Mississippi makes
a plunge of fifty feet and hurries on to join
the Minnesota a few miles below.

Between

flat, sandy prairie, which
is «ot very fertile, and this is true of all the
land near Minneapolis with the exception
of a narrow belt of prairie just north of Stthe two cities is a

Paul,

about two miles wide and

perhaps five

length, where may be found some
phenomenally rich farms. North of the
city is Lake Calhoun, seven miles away,
where one finds fine boating and fishing;
miles in

1 about seventeen miles out is Lake Minnetonka, the Saratoga of the Northwest.
an

large, roomy hotels, and steamers
which make the tour of the lake, a trip that
takes the larger part of a day. Building

Here are

lots here are very valuable—and at Lake
Calhoun four thousand dollars is not an uncommon price for desirable lots.
Shade trees grow rapidly here, but one
very few maples or elms. They are
mostly cottonwoods and Dix-elders which

sees

regarded

as

no

wiser than

he

should be if he makes many more such absurd statements as were made by him at a
meeting of the State Grange and Agricultural Society, reported in our despatches
Saturday. It is encouraging to see that
there were farmers present who did not hesitate to contradict both the alleged facts and
the inferences of the Senator who was both
ignorant and absurd. A person who desires
to briDg 200,000 Mormons into his State must
take a very

partial

view of Mormonism—au
view rather than a
religious and
social view. But perhaps it would not be

agricultural

persuade Mormons to settle in South
The immigration commissioners
not very successful in inducing tlioBe

easy to

Carolina.
are

who come to America from other lands to
seek homes in that State. The probability
is that Senator Butler does not like the negroes because they do not vote to suit him,
and has hopes of better success with MorJust now they do not like RepubliA Republican Congress
cans very well.
bill.
Edmunds
the
passed
mons.

Mb. Edward Stanwood, the editor of
the Boston Daily Advertiser, sailed Saturday for Europe. He will make but a short
trip abroad, and meanwhile Mr. Edwin M.
Bacon will act at editor of the paper.

a

the foot of ti«ui-

of indus-

beo hive

real estate

‘■Boomntown,” has
ply

to condition s

lis.
but

is

about

brought

market

on

Minneapoplay
the
rise;

iuto

is
very conservative
Her real estate booms have the virtue
of consistency.
A short distance from the

Chicago,

M. & St. Paul R. R. depot may be
the site of the new post office, for which

thousands of dollars were paid. Before its
location there was some speculation as to
the site, there being two in view, one of
which was offered the government for $3000,
when it was worth some $30,000, because of
the value it would confer upon other adjoin,
ing lots. During a halt before the final decision speculation rose to fever height—only
to end when the choice was made In a collapse for one patty.
There is hardly a business office in St.
Paul or Minneapolis that has not
hung
across one side at least oue brilliant
map or
plotting paper of some “Boomtowu” in its
earlier stages, with tacks driven into little
squares here aud there, “eligible lots,” <fcc.,
which are frequently sold at auction in the
rotundas of the Nicollet' and elsewhere, for
fancy prices. These sales take place in win-

out the

products

likely the former.

Chicago of the West, and is already

a

Unripe Fruit, Impure Water, Ilnhr >lthy
Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic and'
Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple fcevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, ^r loss of Sleep tliat beset
the traveler or household at this season are nothing
to those protected by a timely use of s* ntord’n
(Singer, the delicious and only combination of
Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics and Pure French

Brandy.

be

as

Beware of worthless “gingers” said to
Sold
good. Ask for Stanford’* CSinger.

everywhere.

BLOOD
rcitiriERs,

RHEUMATIC
Remedies,

Dyspepsia

Indigestion Cures,

Ague, Fever,

Brain & Nerve
Great Health
Restorers*
NHORT,

ALL THC

TAKE

BEST

qualifier* of nil these, nud the brat qualities of itll the* best medicine* of (bo World
nud you vi ill find that HOP BITTERS
ativ
qualities aud
powm of »!’ concentrated in them, an >,
that tn.?ey will « «ire
L«u nuy
or all of
A thoriheae, singly or combined, ail.
ough trial will j<ive positive proof •'/ this
.>* WF&w4w28
jy»
have

the

bent

w*

cn

dtf

Nutritive to. ic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of impaired nutrition, improvishment
of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
As

a

is made
from tfce
world renewed Liebig’s ? xtract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Bure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

preparation

CONCENTRATED
EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.
The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspiiation in sudden colds and chills
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

gestion.
A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying au appetite for intoxicants by its influof

the stomach

and

organs

digestion.

WELLING-

TON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.
For Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dy>sentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.

This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and jou will find it a household

necessity.

i

PLACE.

REMEMBER^THE

MATTRESS
DOLLARS.

F0R TF

•

El makes the Sweetest. l*a»est ami
Healthiest Bed in the World.

Highly efficacious in all difficulties of the l.iinss,
Asthmatic
Throat,

troubles. Catarrhal
At dictions,Venrnlgin aud
Be sure that
Hliciiuiatism.
the trade mark, the Pine HyMattress
is
on
each piece.
gienic

SUMMER

JT.

H.

has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta

Portland,

—

AT

dtf

—

13 MARKET
UAXTJTAClURES

Lime Juice

SQ.,

eodtf

IIKNFKKW, Nora Scotia,

of

Office:

No.

Kfatly

Tablets,

—

A

AND

Drops

—

||
r

&c., of all thiclnicRses,
widths and qualities.

^

1 HI t®
B 1^

mu

James &. Abbot,
58

Kin>'v S(”

BOSTON.
©<>(11

Hrent Variety of Ollier f irstclass Confectionery.

my30

dtf

TUIINF
B

Makes beautifu’
Eof.»

WillLambrequins,

Ottom

POnrUCT

n

bnUbntlB Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Shot
and Pillow Shani t.Carriag-oRot.
Hu mmocks and Drapery. Instruc-

tion Books and all maferi cl for
this new fancy work at the Warurooms of the

PARK BOV

NEW

YORK

Advertisements written appropriately display©
and preofs given, free of charge.
The leading Daily and Weekly
of the
United States and Canada, kept on tile for tbeaccornmodation of Adverrisers.

Newspapers

PEAK’S ISLAND 1GE COMPANY
From and after Juno 15, tho above company will
deliver JCE daily to any place on Peak’s Island in
quantities to suit. Orders may ho left at tho Post
Office, Peak’s Island.

JnlBdtf

Cor.

CONGHESS & EXCHANGE

SI'S.

It standi at the ho:.d. “nftr,,irCT!I O
The Light Eunniag

-r 5

UUlVIto S IL

use the “DOMESTIC''
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant i
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
Ju8

LADIES,

yrnrra

W.W. SHARPE & CO.,
Advertising A fonts,

JAW. B. JONES, Moiiager

Market Street,

Jiyhalia, Miss., April 5,

1882.

“I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as 1 do that but for its use
I should long since have died from lung troubles.
E. Bragdon"

Palestine, Texas, April 22,1882.
No case of an affection of the throat

lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved by the use of
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and it will always
cure when the disease Is not already beyond tike
control of medicine.
PREPARED BY
or

Theatre

CHAS E O BRION,

COAL.
$« PLR TOU.
Winter

$6

lots, immediate

PER

TON

CHAS. H.

prow**®

delivery

CASH

Q’BRiON,

6s
•

6s
7n

Maine Central It. K.
5s
St. Paul ic Northern Pacillc K.
It.—Guaranteed
6s
and other Desirable Securities.
FOB SALE BT

THERE

Kamo
LeviCofren,
N. T. Corey,

No. of

Amt

Shares.

Due.
$50 00

500

100
100

••

00
01
18
34
10
03
80
81

•'

100
100
100
500
500

"

p. Ilighley,
••
c. F. Hollis,

2,000

100
200
100
500
500
500

"

91
92
93
94
95
90
97
99
29
H
57
68
72
27
73
41
09
30
31
32
33
40

"

«

10 00
10 00
10 <0
10 00
10(H)
60 00
60 00
200 00
10 00
20(H)
10 00
60 00
50 00
50 00

500
•*

500

»'

1,000

250
102

"

•*

Scott,
J.llltM,

11130
60 00
2 70
1(H) 00
352 30
30 00
100 00
20 00
25 00
1(H) 00
50 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
60 00
5 00

300

O. P.
*•

1,000

Mills,

200
250

J. Wilde,
T. P. Healey,
Louis Hessltn,
W. L. Viscount,
F. \V. Rae,

1,000

500

1,000

1,000
1,000

LeviCofren,

45

00
00
00
20

6(H)
27

1,000
3,523

1

50(0
60
100
25
10

1,113
James

600
50

And in accordance with law, and ru order of the
board of directors, so many shares of each parcel of
said stork as may bo necessary to pay the delinquent
assessment thereon, together with the incidental
charges, will be sold at public auction at the office
of Clarence Hale, 93 Exchange street, Portland, on
the 3d day of August, A. D. 1883, at 11 o'clock a.
ru., unless paymeut be made before the day of sale.
C. F. HOLLIS, Treasurer.
jyWdlaw4wM

Sold by all Druggists.
MW&F&wlw

au21

W.

A.

IRISH NATIONAL LEAGI

DFOTURB
on

5

S.

$500’s

$l,OOU’s.

beverage and necessary
or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

STRAW
HATS.

and

186

Middle

LIGHT

Stieet.

Jun30

t

section of

Town of Westbrook
-4s
•
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.
6s
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
5s
“
“
Maine Central R. R.
7s
•
No Pacillc R. R. General Mort.
6s
6s and 7s
Car, Trust and Equipment
And other First class Securities

its nnsolicitedendorsement by

the medieal faculty and

a sale nnequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have

Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by all I>ruggist

and Grocers.

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

FOR BALE BY

SWAH &

ISO middle St. Portland, me.
p4eodti

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Important

to

We have

middle

a]l_who use Belting.

GIANT BELTING.
oThis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out

Duck and

fifty pounds. )t is then atretchrd in its plastio
state, drawing the piles so close together,that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn Into the plastic rubber, that they canon

the

outside.

1 he

outside

cover

is

that it cannot opeu, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as ftictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after beln
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
then

put

speed

■eamlens,

on

or in

so

per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. Wo believe t w,il wear more than double the
For heavy main belts you will find
It Is also superior for

of time.

it superior to anything made.
End leas

Belts,

as we

splioe

stitch the

In such

a

way that it ranuot sepm ate.

of Portland.fa
and other first class bonds and stocks.

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

dec!4

eodtf

LOAM!

of

Now is the season for Trunks and Bags,
and our stock is complete. Parent Excelsior Trunks (which no other dealer la
Portland has) Zinc, Sole Leather, Caaraa
and Crystalized Zinc Trunks.

00

Brunswick, Me.

4 PER ChNT BONDS.
Payable oae to forty yean.
Popalatiea ..3.384
A>.<>urd Valuatiom
..93.406 333
Total Drbl, (.including this loan)_39,667.47
11 mills.

HAMMOCKS

These bond* are issued to build a Town Hall which
is much needed and from which the town will derive
a revenue The debt of the town is less than two per
cent of assessed valuation. We recommend these
bonds for trust fond

in all sizes, colors and prices.

WOODBURY & MOULTON

delivered
In'1 Portland,
Cumberland mills
aud Saccarappa, free.

Goods

Cor. middle 4 Exchange Sts.

Deering,

j> 3dlwteodtf

BONDS EXCHANGED.

COE,
city of Lewiston having
Two Hundred and Twentyfour Thousand
Six Per Cent.
Bonds which are redeemable at the
pleasure of the city, after June
30th, 1883, on which date the interest ceases we now offer
in
exchange the City of Lewiston 4
Per Cent. Bonds at the market
price* and other desirable Municipal or Railroad Bonds.
The

THE
HATTER

called

Exchange

&

197 middle Street.
J1L

MOULTON,

REDUCTION!!

middle Sts.
dlwtheneodtf

CO.,

I order to reduce my large
stock of Art Goods I shall
make the above unprecedented discount on regular market
prices for a short time.

I CONTINUE

MIDDLESEX BANKING
COMPANY

iiddf-town,

to make the BEST frames In
the city at lower prices than
ever.

Connecticut

My stock of engravings is
very large, and now is the
time to »ecnre a fine print at
a lower price than the same
goods have ever been sold at
in this city.

Incorporated under the laws of Connecticut, and
inspection

sublect to the

of the

STATE BINK COmmiSSIONERS.

PER CENT.

6 GUARANTEED

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

quotations furnished

and

on

Qniunc

DU R110

by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
or at the
Fourth National Bank ot
New York. If you wish au investment, whether
large or small, which will be MA F E and profitable,
send for circular giving full Information.
6meod
apr2I

secured

Middletown,

H. G.
593

BOROS.

Jl11

and
Government, Ntnfe,
ITluniripnl
Mchool FoudM bought and sold.
Mpccial
attention given to bondi* rf large citim and
couatieii! Write urn if you winh to bay or

PRESTON,

KEAN &

mar 6

CO.,

I7.'I A' 175 Devonshire *«., Boston.

57 Meade **.. New York.
F-ieforirs at « helsea, ITlnss.
marSGeodttm
jn26tsep G

eodtfm

REV, HENRY WARD BEECHER
8AYS or

OK. TOWNSEND’S KENEDY
FOR

HA*

IMPORTED

ASTHMA AND CATARRH.
FEVEB, Brooklyn,
N.
Y..

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

all »ki‘uilin the

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
-FOR SALE

“I believe it will be
dred*”

Importers.

HTHKET.

PORT-

in

Sept. 25,1881

ninety

eases

in

a

hun-

Rupture

Brooklyn, N. Y., (>et, 17, 1882.
“I am happy to say that your remedy Las served
me a second season fully as well as the last year.”
Pamph ets with Mr. Beeher’s full letters and
other testimonials furnished on application.

operation
ferenca with labor. LiKenesaea of
CURED
end
be

without truaa. torture,
ar inteiw
case* before
seen at the office of the
after cured can
RUPTURE CURE, 43 MILK STREET, BOSTON

Prepared only by
TMVOWK'D. Froetburg,

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

sure

DK. I. m
Md.
Price 50 cents and $1.50 per bottle.
For sale by JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 94 Commercial St., Portland, Me., and by the drug trade

generally.

ClrcularB free.

Ivison, Blakcman,

Taylor

ang22

PROM HA

__

&

Mincrul

Co.,

N. Y.

MSThSw

--

DODO’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON
•Aft WANHIIOSTON ST.,
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
pnlted States and liritlsh Provinces at tho I .owes,
Osntrast Prices. Any Information oheerfully given
and estimate* promptly furnished.

(Tile of the Prhbh sent for inspection at any liras
Send for Circular
KstlmatOB furnished.
11«». it 100 choice newspapers.

aoglO

Spring Water,

KINON, MANE.

in hereby hi yen, that the
subscribers have been duly appointed Executora of tho Will of
ELI PI JALET CLARK, late of Leering,

Notice

in the
of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate ol said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called upon
to make payment to
1
NANCY 0.0ftARK, of Leering,

County

BRICENO M. EASTMAN,of Portland, j Executors
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, of Portland,
)
Doer log, July 17th, 1883.
jy21dlaw3w*

pino

ARtlFICIAL eyesWarranted perfect, botn in eelAr and
OFFICE,73TREMONT 8T.,Bosu£.

movement.
INSERTED.

Ju20eod till augl8

‘y27___

palmTne.

*M3b

FISTULA AND PILES

C“rfd, ”lV,0nt

the

l

se

*>r ‘he

Knife.

Uar?
ud
Rub'kktA?1
^ P- Hai.ard, 18*2), 41
187«),
to the treateSTnt of
"is?"',?'*
Ai l. dhkamkn
«"thk rbctcm

beg leave to announce that Mr. J. Lewis,
General Travelling Agent for the Florida Ar
omatic Pino Medical Bed, Is now in this city, and
may be found at the office of the General Agents for
Maine, Messrs. J. K. FOY & CO., 379Vi Congress
street.
Mr. J. II Gaubert has not represented ns since

WE

enoee

gi.en. Pamphlet* Bent
OtWoe Hours—]2 to 4

•January 1, 1883.
Parties wishing onr Medical
Bed, the only
Hygienic Boil in the Market,can be supplied by call
ing on Messrs. FOY & CO Sole Agents for-Malne

on application.
o’clock P.JI.

Son
^pt
fehlOdlvr

TELEPHONE NOTICE.
The new sultspi i|>iioi- li.t i<> the
* eleplione
Exchange will be pub*
Ijshcd \■■■.. i^t. All i'lnmsi'8 in the

I’INO l’ALMIJJE MATTKES8 CO.,
General offices, 116 N. Front Street, Philadelphia,
and 116 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
}u27eodlm

1

A few of my first elass Carriag.
es on hand that 1 will sell at
very
low prices to close them out, consisting of Bow and Standing Top
Phaetons, Open and Top sidebar
Buggies and Concord Wagons; also several second-hand Phaetons
and other Carriages. Call if you
want bargains, at
9. G. KOBINSON’S
31 Green St.
Jr 8___nw

CO.,

Hankera, Chicago.

HEWES,

St.
Congress
W,FAS wtT.TAS

CARRIAGES.

Mil.

application.

REVERE RUBBER

MMI

30 Per Ct.

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Rankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Prodoce Exchange, N. Y. M ining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches 1 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 349 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
11 y33eodtf

Try Our Giant Belt.
Samples

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

fa.
fa
fa.

...

aarop places.

We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten

length

Street,

Offer for Mil0
Maine Central..

HENRY CLEWS &

Just patented a new article la Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

off

We hare an overstock of Silk Hats, and
will sell them at greatly reduced prices.

BANKERS,

5818

Corner
jun2L>

BBLTIN G.

wear

SILK
HATS.

BARRETT,

WOODBURY

dty

RUBBER

not

We shall foes in To-Day and reduce
the price of all of our Summer
Hats.
We have an immense stock
and must reduce it.

■

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

our

Schnapps,

A pnblic

HATS.

BONDS.

30 Years dnratlon in every

over

Summit

celleneeln theoHuentlalBof I
fluidity, Color and l>u-

ADMISSION KKEE.

Swan & Barrett,

Bate of taxation

corrective of water rendered impure by

saltr of

land, at

ISOW'EY & CBAWFOKD.
MANAGERS.
JuniilSdtf

The called o per cents tnken in

$40,000

SCHNAPPS.

other alcoholic preparation.

Brennan,
the Land L<

Secretary of

Adnileaion 10 cents; Adini-.io.
7.30 to 10 p. m.
including skates, 20 eenta; package of 6 tickets for
$1.00. Children at afternoon sessions 10 cents, including skates. Good door and first class muslo.

exchange.

HEW

Schiedam Aromatic

as

late

Jy80

eodtf

LAND. MAINE.

,
llty. churning Special ex-1
billty

Denominations

City

Al*o, General Managers for New;Kngland,
OR THE 1’EI.EHHATED

Copying, all of superior qua-1

Dublin,

l'oiiKr«‘ss Hull, Tuesday
July ill, at S o’cdo<

BONDS mill recommend them as
a very desirable investment for
trust pm poses.
'Uhls loan does not increase the
city’s di‘b(, (which is but about 4
per cent of its valuation,) as it was
issued lo retire six per cents.

Town

As a general

the Irish Question of the Day, t

Thomas

We offer for Mile the NEW FOUR
PER CENT CITY OF LEWISTON

WOLFE’S

4H> NEW NO. FORK

ru

Exchange

at...,.8.00

Get your tickets of the Forest City Steamboat
Company, Custom House Wharf, and a free ticket
to all.
•J5 CENTS pays the round trip—fun and all
combined.
Jy30dtf

4 l-2s

Portland and Kennebec
Androscoggin and Kennebec
Portland unit Ogdennburg

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell. Mass.

side cover, t is Ntitchwl in searus one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of

NOTICE
are delinquent upon the following described stock on account of assessment (No. 1)
levied by the directors, Juno, 1883 the several
amounts set opposite the names of the respective
shareholders, as follows:

90

“B0ME8TIC" SEWING MACHINE G£

flooring,
U mQb
ADn
H3

North

59

GIVE IIOf A CAff.I.!

r Persons recovering from wasting diseases, such aa malaria, fevers, etc., will bo
benefited by the use of Brown’s
an Bitters, a true tonic.
Owehtoh, Kv.—Rev. J. N. Beck says:
‘I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters and
consider it one of the best tonics Bold.”
Codortjs, Pa.—Rev. J. D. Zehring savaj
“1 was paralyzed in my right Bide. The
use of Brown’s Iron Bitters enabled me to
walk.”

32

DELINQUENT STOCK.

39°
4
47

(DAILY)

Fine Chocolate

\

13

■■

“I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in my
family for several years, and do not hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual remedy tor coughs and
colds we have ever tried. Y’rs truly, A. J, Crane."
Lake Crystal, Minn, March 13th, 1882.
“I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis, and
after trying mauy remedies with no success, 1 was
cured by the use of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman &

No.of
Ctf

Caramels,

Drives Them Away.
Drives Them Away.
Drives Them Away.

)

C. H.
GUPPY
<fe CO.

Me.

C O. HUDSON

Perry Davis’s Pain Killer

JULY INVESTMENTS.

Croup —A U ther’N Tribute.
“While in the country last win
my little boy
I oup; it seemed
three years old, was taken ill wit
as if he would di d from strangul tion.
One of the
Cherry Pecfamily suggested the use of Ayek
toral, a bottle of which was always kept In the
house. This was tried in small and frequent doses,
and to our delight in less than half an hour the little patient was breathing easily.
The doctor said
that the Cherry Pectoral had saved my darling’s
life. Can you wonder at our gratitude?
Mbs. Emma Gedney."
Sincerely yours,
159 West 128th St. New York, May 16, 1882.

Remedies United.

BOSTON, MASS.

BUT

R

Congh

The EMPRESS GOLD MINING CO.

Pr prictor,

Jy28

CRAMPS,
BOWEL COMPLAINTS.
FEVERS, &c., &c.

■

ADAMSON'S

BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than of all other

i

INDIGESTION,
DIARRHOEA,
DYSENTERY,
COLIC,

^

ter night without sleep. The doctors gave me up.
I trieu Ayer’h Cherry Pectoral, which relieved
my lungs, induced sleep, and afforded me the rest
necessary for the recovery of my strength. By
the continued use of the Pectoral, a permanent
I am now 62 years old, hale and
cure was affected.
hearty, aud am catistied your cherry Pectoral
saved me.
Horace Fairbrother."
Ilockinyham, Vt., July 15th, 1882.

GAUQI2H.T,

199 Middle St.,

ON SUMMER DISEASES

to her deserts.

more

mar 31

manufacturer and

ARE SURE TO BRING

DON'T BE WITHOUT PAIN KILLER.
BUY OF ANY DRUGGIST.

trifled with by the majority of sufferers. The
ordinary cough or cold resulting perhaps from a
trifling and unconscious exposure, is often but the
beginning of a fatal sickness. Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral has well proven Its efficacy in the fifty
years' fight with throat and lung diseases, and
should be taken in all cases vitbout delay.
A Terrible Cough Cured.
“In 1857 I took a severe cold, which affected my
lungs. 1 bad a terrible cough, and passed night afso

Alden.

Imprudences
L
i

No other complaints arc so insidious in their attack as those affecting the throat and lung-4: none

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

HYGIENIC

Great Rope Ascension, Fire Worki, Fine Set Pieces
See the Programme. All Day Sport.
Rope Ascerslon at.2’i£ P- ®.
Theatre at.. .«.U0 p. m.
EVENING.
0/v
w
A»cension at.. 7 30 o clock.
Fire Work* at. 7.40

_

of (Portland

Elephantine

An

Greenwood Rink.

Cherry Pectoral.

vegetable decomposition

Pm

Entire Charge of Programme.

Jont-s
Landing, Pfiilt’s Isl'ind.
Regular sessions daily from 2 to 6.00, and from

■

To iifiNcrupulott-. parties for u
Mattress when you euti buy the

MONDAY, JULY «JO,

AYER’S

Sc WINE.

;a h. mn & co.

Congress St.
ST&Thfcf

Don’t Forget
a

Cor. Middle & Exchanar Sts.
dlwteodteodtf
3°*^__

IfS

The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in
the City.

MEN’S

*MT

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
Street.
32

BEEF, IRON

ISLAND.

PEAK’S

of

DR.

Force Revivers,

Moore & Co.

Owen,

Auiusemeut Company

Woodbury & Moulton
I'olunilMin, Ohio
Zanesville, Ohio
Maine Central It. K.

ence on

And Billions Specifics.

jyl6dlawMSm

St. Paul and Minneapolis in the June
number of Harper’s, I am not satisfied with
the meed bestowed upon Minneapolis. It is
While here I visited the stables of Commodore N. W. Kitsou, a retired steamboat
man who counts bis wealth by the millions,
and saw some fine horses famous over the
United States for their speed. The main
stablejis broad and roomy and has a lofty,
dome-like interior. Each horse has a wide
comfortable stall well bedded and thoroughly fitted up with patent water and feed
boxes. Across the main avenue, down this
stable, is a large canvass with the names of
the commodore’s favorites and their record
pon it. Among them Little Brown Jug, record 2:112; Gen. 2:18;
Minnie, 2:19; So So,
Blackwood, Joe and half a dozen others—
many of which I had the pleasure of seeing.
From the cupola of the stable there is a view
of the fine trotting park adjacent and of the
snrroundiug country. Lake Como, abeauliful sheet of water, is not far from here.
The commodore is a man of advanced years;

we

yty
"J
City of

H. M. Sylvestek

on

equal

rric*llcitics,

DON’T PAY $15.00

signs of a
being rapidly occupied.

legitimate freight than any other
north or west of Chicago. She is the

have been selling at 75, 87 and
$1.00, have now been marked at 5©c and
will be sold during the present week.
We
also *have some special bargains in 25c
<s loves, which should merit attention.

We sell

are now no

cosmopolitan city. More representative peo*
pie of all nations can be seen here in twenty-four hours than in any other city of the
same size in America.
This is not imaginaHaving read the interesting article upry.

not

KIDNEY & LIVER

of me-

talist that three years ago he got out of the
business, but prices have gone up

new

TAKE ALL THE

j<ni28

real estate

city

A-Great,-Problem.

493

at what, to a stranger, seems an extravagantly high price, but the prices asked are
obtained. We were told by a shrewd capi-

are

Which

Me.,

Dae 1893 and 1913.
Papulation.‘AO.04 to

City

Under date of May 14, Mr. E. A. Thompson, the
grocer and provision dealer, of 78
Creeu street, Now Haven, Conn., writes us follows:
‘•Several weeks Blnce I was taken very 111 with kidney disorders, and an examination of my urine
showed a very diseased condition of my kidneys,
and I had alsosymptons of a diseased state of my
liver. The passing of my urine w as accompanied
with severe pains in the small of my back and loins,
followed by a burning sensation, nnd after having
stood awhile In the vessel, the urine showed a very
heavy deposit of a sediment siudlar to ground brick
dust, aud, In short, X found tliat I was in such a diseased condition as to require Immediate medical
treatment, and as I was auxious to obtain the best
aud most Speedy remedy. 1 lookod and Inquired
carefully, amt became satlslled that Hunt’s Remedy
was an article of excellent
merit, and therefore I
concluded to give it a trial, aud commenced takiug
It, and before 1 had taken one bottle I found such a
great improvement that I decided to continue its
use, and by taking ouly two bottles the result lias
been most gratifying in giving me restored health.
“I have ordered a supply
of^ Hunt's Remedy for
my store, and shall lioroafter have it for sale, as I
consider it an excellent article for diseases of the
liver and kiduejs."
(y28WF&M&w30

IN

FOREST CITY

of Lewiston,

BONDS.

well-known

And

MEW LOAN !

AnnMd Valuation.MIU.07V»‘A0
Net Debt.
.S4'A«,430 AO
We recommend t heae bonds to tboaa desiring
safe Investment.

UNDERWEAR. ildaiiisou’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
CHARLES era & GO.

handsomer in the line of residences can be
conceived than those on this side of the Mississippi surrounded with ample shady lawns.
Land here, between the two cities, is held

The lots

FINE GLOVES

RESULTS.

m

promenade, the home of many a wealthy
Minneapolitan. It is reached by the suspension bridge, at the west end of which the
foundations of a large Union Depot are going in. By this bridge East Minneapolis is
reached, where may be found the celebrated
Pillsbury A mill, world-famous. This pan
of the city is densely populated, and here is
the State College of Minnesota. Nothing

break.

GRtTmifTH

ENTERTAINMENT*.

4 Per Cent.

ment.
After trying several remedies witholit relief, I
procured for her a bottle of H unt’s Remedy, which
she commenced taking, and before three days hod
passed she became much better. She continued us.
ng the medicine until she bad treed six bottles, and
now feels entirely cured of both rheumatism
and
kidney complaint. She believes her present excellent health due solely to the use of Hunt’s RemedyWilliam 0. Clkayeland.
Norwich, Conn., May 0,1883.

rrumeiiL.

City

would tell you either that real estate sales
in Minneapolis were good solid investmentsor that the fools are not all dead
yet—most

Minneapolis
their chief distributing point. Just above
the falls is Nicollet. Island, with its fine

constantly, and there

For a number of years
my wife has been troubled
with chrome rheumatism, it being in some portion
of her body constantly
(except perhaps in the very
warmest weather in summer). Last Christmas she
contracted a very severe cold, and a diseased condition of the kidneys became manifest, which subjected hor to excessive suffering, as the symptoms
of gravel became more prominent, her mtue being
colored, accompanied by a heavy brlck.dust sedi

oftentimes, and the purchaser finds his
“eligible” lot covered with water; and in
turn patiently awaits the return of winter to
realize handsomely ou his investment.
vVe
never hear of suy losses, but a clerk in one
of the Registry-of-Deeds offices that records
a hundred deeds
a day on the
average,

adjacent to the river he will find elegant
residences In great number, each surrounded by a good-sized lawn, adorned with
plants and trees and of a very home-like, in'
viting aspect. These homes are the pride of
the city.
Along the river fiont are the mills
where the flour and lumber are manufactured, and here are large factories that are
constantly turning

MISCELLANEOUS.

ter

are very rapid growers and afford heavy
shade. After one gets away from the streets

cbanicai skill, winch hod

WIFE’S TROUBLE.

much in it that will ap.

in and

Everything
keep the
Minneapolis

A

on.

speculation is conon.
Mr. Carpenter’s bright
and readable article in the July Atlantic,

seen

almost

Here is

covering that
stantly Bgoing

water—a

a solid bulwark
of masonry
has fastened the falls here so

constantly going

try—a vast crowd of men and teams engaged
in completing the foundations of the new
Union depot, which is to cost $500,000, and
within the reach of vision the same railroad
will expend $3,000,000 during the year.
Just below is the magnificent skew arch
bridge now building, liV'O feet In length,
only 740 feet less than half a mile, with
twenty spans, four of which are 100 faet
long, while the other sixteen are eighty feet.
The stone is from Sauk Rapids and is of a
very handsome light brown color.
This
bridge crosses the river right betweeu the
great flouring mills, whose
machinery
throbbs without ceasing day and night.
Minnesota is the State of a thousand lakes
and of countless wheat fields.
Extending
away on ail sides is a rolling country interspersed with stretches of woodland, winding
roads and rich farms. Everybody here is in
one way or another interested in the wheat
crop. All Minnesota depends upon it.
With the failure of the wheat crop would
come a collapse, affecting the fortunes of
every class of people in the State. At the
time of my visit everything was favorable to
a tremendous yield; yet there is mucti anxiety every year during the period when the
wheat is in the milk. A few days of extremely hot weather just then would ruin
the whole crop. Lack of rain has caused
anxiety this year, but the extreme lateness
of the season is considered to bo a
safeguard
against such result.
One is here but a short lime before dis-

Paul in having the greatest utilized waterpower in the country, the Falls of St. Anthony, which are of 135,000 horse-power at low
power

are

suspension bridge at

avenue.

now.

er more

Senator Butler of South Carolina is li-

end of

epln

to

ry wheat market in America.
Minneapolis has the advantage

the management of a State charitable insti- 2631 bouses were buih last year and 2500
tution were untrue.
It was not a Btrong will go up in 1883, costing about $10,000,000.
legislature, and contained few men qualified The real estate operations of 1883 will reach
by talent or experience to lead a parliamen- $20,000,000. The West Hotel, on Hennepin
tary body in such circumstances as have sur- avenue, now building, will cost $1,000,000,
and will be ten stories high, counting the
rounded it. Andrew Johnson in his ugliest
mood was not more vicious than General basements, with four hundred rooms. MinButler; but he was able to give much trouble neapolis has outgrown her hotel accomodations. One gets an idea of the commercial
to a congress which was led by men as able
as any in the nation, men whom it
would importance of the city when it is known that
not be expected to match in any State
legis- ten years ago her jobbing interest representlature as such assemblies are selected in ed. a trade of $750,000, and is now $90,000,these dajs. However the patient and digni- 000. Her manufacturing interests aggregate
fied if not very energetic or brilliant proceed- $44,000,000 a year. Eighteen lumber mills
ings in dealing with the smart trickster who here cut annually 335,000,000 feet of lumbar
and her export trade of flour is 1,500,000
disported himself in the office of Governor
was not ineffectual.
barrels per annum.
It gave rope with
It' is said that Minneapolis doubles her
which he has probably hung himself, so far
as future honors are concerned.
He was a population every six years. The avenues
are being furnished with broad granite flagfailure as a politician before the war.
He
stones that give the streets a handsome apwas
a
failure
as
a
soldier.
He
was a failure as a Congressman,
being re- pearance. Three years ago St. Paul was
jected after trial by two districts. And he is the railroad centre, bnt now Minneapolis Is,
twelve railroads entering there; she furnisha failure as an executive magistrate.

able to be

the great warehouses and elevators—-and
the streets are smooth broad aTonues, ending only in far away perspective. The climate here is extremely cold in winter and hot
in the summer months, but the dryness of
the atmosphere renders these extremes more
tolerable than on the coast in the East.
The St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.,
of which James J. Hill is the head and
front,
is making great improvements at the west

Minneapolis.

has thus far eluded

which is

were

places where

the cholera exists are {liable to be infected
with these genus, for in the eastern nations
the disease is not fought with scientific
knowledge and the excreta are not destroyed, but suffered to contaminate cloth-

expanse of northwest country. The Mississippi makes a roadway to the pine regions of
the north, and as to the city Itself, we tiud
its homes surrounded with many a rustic
charm, its business blocks handsome and
imposing. Along the streets by the river
are

Five little candidates en a scrub-race tore:
One’s wheel-horse made a bolt—then there
four.

will be inevitable.
I he rag9 which come from

typical of the man.
Tributary to this city is a vast and fertile

this is

Seven little candidates
sotting up the sticks;
One pulled the wrong wire—then there were six.

How Cholera Travels.

demic broke out

little

Struck

the then fastest horse in America. And

own

Nine little candidates, each making up a slate;
One spoke about the tariff—then there were eight

Eight

After the famous vic-

tory of Maud S., Kitson offered her owner
$100,000 for her, so great was his desire to

iiM

L

iiiii.i bi* banded in l« llie Tele

l>hone Exchange |>rtor to tbat date
1. H. FAinUAn, bupt.
K
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NKW ADVERTME-HENTN TO-DAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Humiiton Food Preservative—2.
EN’TEKT AIN M ENTS.
Lecture—Thomas Brennan, Esq.
Forest City Amusement Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bbtea Bros.
20 school dr-sks, Ac., for sale
■thlsWeek —Frank Gou 1y.
Humiston Food Preserving Co.
local agents wanted in this
article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hamiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street>

Enterprising
for

an

Boston.

jy30-dawlm

Luxuries. The true value of a thing purchased is the satisfaction it gives the investor.
Hub Punch possesses true merit and pleases
always.
Bny of Grocers, Druggists or Wine

jy3(kM,Tb,F&w

Merchants.

Mothers—Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup should always be used when
Advice

children

to

catting

teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, qnlet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
are

ohlld, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five
•ents

a

bottle.

dec4

WSM&wly

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
oircle. The number for the ensuing week lias
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Law

Term.

Saturday.-JThe followiRg

ally:

case

was

argued or-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Inhabitants of Fayette v. Inhabitants of Ghetervllle.
Baker, Baker & Corriahfor plffi.
Heath for defts.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE RECORDER DYER.

Search and seizure.
Saturday.—John Ward.
Fined $100 and costs.
Henry Kimball, George Clark. Tramps. Bound
ever in the sum ef $500 each.
Sarah J. Joyce. Liquor nuisance. Bound over to
•tend Jury in sum of $1000.
Earah J. Joyce. Keeping house of ill fame. Bound
e?tr to

grand jury

in

sum

of

$1000.

John McKay, Thomas Ryan, Win. Gilbert, John
Connors. Vagrants. Connors and Ryan discharged.
John McKay and William B. Gilbert. Larceny.
Fire months in jail.
Wm. B. Gilbert. Larceny. Sixty days in jail.
Thomas Hart. Illegal transportation. Fined $60
and sects. Paid.
John B. McGinty.

Intoxication-2d offence.

Sixty days in Jail.
John McKay, Thomas Rand and Stephen Moreau.
Fined $6 and oosts.
Brief Jottings,
Deaths last week 18.
Saccarappa 18; Sacos IT.
Arrests last week 80, drunkenness 37. Arrests Saturday night 12; drunkenness 10.
The Brooklyn will come out of the dry dock
next

Saturday.

The 27th Maine will go to Old Orchard
August 27tb.
The Portland Company will Bbip two locomotives tc-day to the Northern Pacific railroad.
There are two things which Peaks’ Island

imperatively needs, and those are a fire engine
and a “lockup." The city has bought the first
and will soon place it on dnty.
A new gait of oil clothing, a pair of oiled
trousers and a Kossuth hat, were stolen Friday from Curtis & Soule’s stable on Cross
street.

Berry’s patent swinging harnesses are being
placed in all the houses for the engine and
truck horses.
A new summer hotel has been erected on
the island in Thompson Pond on the Poland
aide, and will make a fine resort for aoglers
It can be reached by
fond of lake fishing.
steamer from Oxford village.
Atlantic Dodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., will
hold its annual clam bake at Spnrwink next
Friday afternoon.
Messrs. N. E. Bedlon and Spencer Rogers
are building two handsome brick houses on
Thomas street, near the corner of Pine street
They will be two storied with hip roofs.

Total value of foreign exports during the
month thus far is $53,331.50, including 1,531,106 feet of lumber.
The Portland Packing Company and Burnham & Morrill have received from
New
Brunswick the present month IS,091 cases of
canned lobster.
Mr. Daisoell left for New York Saturday for
new attractions for the Forest City Amuse'
msut

Company.

The total expense attending the collection of
the customs receipts lor the year was $77,317.65, or a little over 9 per cent.
The annual reunion of the 27th Maine Regiment Association will be held at Old Orchard,

August 27th.
The Emits ran into a email sail boat

Bight,

Friday

bnt rescued Mr. Richard Fuller, the
Mr. Fuller lost a valuable spy.

occupant.
glass.

The “The Register Publishing Company,’
C. H. Kilby, editor and manager, of this city
will publish the Odd Fellows Register in
future.
Steamer Gazelle will net make her regnlar
trips Wednesday, August 1st, on account of an
•xcursiou.
The Express will make the 12
o’clock trip to Cashing’s.
Meeirs. Griffin and Kingsley, not satisfied
with the result of the 4th of July regatta, bare
challenged O’Brien and Mullen to row a two
mile race over the same coarse in doable scull
working beats for $50 a side.
Charles Brogan resisted
Deputy Sheriff
Gribben who was making a seizure at his
shop Saturday, and Gribben struck him over
the eye. Brogan made complaint of an assault
and Gribben will appear before the Municipal
Court. Gribben secured a bottle of beer.

Saccarappa fined Jus. Gandroan, a Frenchman, £11.22 for drnnkennes
and disturbance, at the Portland & Rochester
station, last week.
Bosworth Post, G. A. R., is talking up a

Judge Ray

of

sham battle to come off on Peaks Island about
the middle of August for the benefit of Capt
C. H. Knowlton and the Union Steamboat

Company.
The doable-scull shell race at the regatta of
the Canadian Association of Amateur Oarsmen at Ottawa on Wednesday last was won by
O'Connell of this city, and O’Consecond prize in the senior single

Bnekley and
nell took

sculls.
The deaf mutes of Maine «ill hold a convention in Belfast on Saturday and Sunday, Aug.
36th and 2Stb.
Mr. C. H. Nelson of Waterville has sild his
speedy mare Susie Owens to Mr. George G.
Hall of Young’s Hotel, Boston, for 81500. The
mare is only 6 years old, and has shown a
mile, on a half-mile track in 2.27.
The island boats took large crowds of passeD.
gers to the islands

yesterday.

Clouds, sunshine, showers and squall yesterday. Mercury 67° at sunrise, 728 at noon, 05*
sunset; wind southwest and southeast.
Ex-Department Commander Vandervooit of
the G. A. R. of the United States, in his an'
Dual report delivered at Denver, said Maine
had increased in membership the past year
46 1-2 per cent, 12 posts and 1434 members.
A New York sporting paper say e that Hait-

at

ian and Lee have decided not t > row Hamm
and Conley until the fall, and are going io ask
the Halifax managers for au extension of
time. Jnst bow long it does not say, but in all

probability the fall of 1884 is referr- u to.
Chandler's Band gave a delightful concert
on the
Gazelle yesterday.
The opinion expressed by some of the old band-masters of
Boston to the effect that C handler’s Band is
playing superbly this season, is correct and the
praise well deserved.
The guests of the City Hotel were favoiel
last evening with a mnsial treat givto by the
following guests of the boose: Miss Ada Ken

nard of this city, soprano; Mrs. J. C. Miles,
alto of St. Thomas church, New York; Mr. K.
A. Deorden, tenor of Hope church, SpringMass.; Mr. J. C. Miles, basso of St.

field,

York; Mrs. K. A.
Deorden, organist Second Baptist church'
Springfield, accompanist. Quartets, duets
and solos were freely given and highly apt reThomas church,

dated.

New

large orders

Prices
are waiting to be filled.
reliable basis, as they vary every day
with the quantity received. A fair range for
small jobbing lots is $8.75 to $10 per barrel for
3s, $11 to $13 for the different kinds of 2s, and
$15 to $10 for Is. Ones and twos are particularly scarce. The weather has been quite
favorable the past week for fishing, and re*
ports from the fleet are more encouraging.
Several good fares have been landed at outports, and vessels in the Bay of Fundy are
said to be doing well. These accounts lead

have
Unsuccessful Search for Foeslle.

JULY 30.

AWD~VICiN>TY.

Far other I.ocnl Matter

town

SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

press.

Our readers may remember that at one of
meetings of the Society of Natural History
last year Dr. Wood spoke of the bones found
in a peat bog at Ragged Island, near

Harps,

well, forty years ago by Mr. Thomas SkolfieldA party was organized in 1867 to
dig for the
bones supposed to be still
remaining, bnt no
bones were found at that time. Last
Monday
another party of six workmen,
undercharge of
Rev. Mr. Soulhworth and Mr. Fuller of the
society, were sent down by Gen. John Marshall
Brown in his stsam yacht.
They worked
steadily till Friday night diggiug two long
trenches and reaching the
peat bed under the
top soil. Once In the peat, probing and boring
were resorted
to, and id this way a large part
of the bog was
examined, but no bones were
found.

part of the force returned to the
city Saturday and the others are expeoted today. The work done by this party has beeu
very thorough and covers nearly all the ground
that Beems to justify exploration. That part
which remains will require a larger force of
and also some machinery to uncover it.
It had been supposed that the bones fouud were
only a part of an animal that died in the peat

bog, but it is certain now that if any bones remain they are well covered and will need mach
labor to unearth them.
The members of the society who have en.
gaged in this labor, and those who have borne
its expenses, aro entitled to the thanks of the
scientific world. A full report of all the doings of the party will be read at one of the so-

ciety’s meetings

sels that went to the Bay of St. Lawrence were
not successful at last advices. There is a moderate supply of cod, herring and other kinds of
fish and trade in these is of the usual summer

proportions.”
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS.

court-martial service.
At the Crawford House are W. E. Gould
and family, A. Littlq aud family, H. S. Melcher and family, Gen. S. J. Audersou and
wife, J. N. Winslow and wife, all of Portland.
Mr. Edward P. Mayo, of the Somerset Re-

porter, is in the city.
Mrs. William H. Chase and Mrs. Edward H.
Chase, of Portland, are at the mountains.
Miss Mary Looney, sister of City Solicitor

Looney,

is

visiting

friends in Water-

ville.
B. M. Eastman, of this city is at Phillips.
Rev. Father Walsh, of Concord, N. H., is
officiating as assistant to Father Doherty at St.
Dominic's.

Bishop Healy has returned,
yesterday.

and preached at

the Cathedral

The following Portlanders are rusticating at
the Anbnrn Springs House:
8. B. Deane,
wife and daughter, C. A. Plummer, wife,
child aud maid; Mrs. Swett, C. A Ceshing,
wife aud son; Dr Hardy, Charles A. Estes
aud family, Miss May Briggs, Mr. Charles L.
Swett.
Mr. Wm. Easterbrook, of the Boston Daily
in this eity Saturday, on his
way to Montreal.
Mr. Irville L. Lang, formerly night clerk in
the post office, resigned his position to remove

Advertiser,

Lord Chief Justloe Coleridge of England
to Visit Portland.

stateroom. He went back immediately, but It
had disappeared, and the porter, a negro, who
had made up tho berth, denied having seen

anything

of the wallet. The negro was arrested and searohed thoroughly, and the money
was found in his stocking, under the hollow of
his foot. Good story! but the well known anatomical fact that tho “hollow” of a darkey’s
foot invariably Is of such nature as to make a

Bar Association to visit this country and adbody, and will sail from England in
the Celtic August 14th. He will be accom-

panied by his boh, Hon. B. Coleridge, who Is
his secretary, and by Sir James Hannen, president of the Dtvoroe and Admiralty and Pro.
bate Division of the High Court of Chancery,
and by Charles Russell, Esq., M. P., for Dun
dalk, Ireland.
The party will be met in New York harbor

was

Dakota, but has returned to the city.
John Porteons, Esq., of Montreal, general
freight agent of the Grand Trank Railway, arto

rived in the city Saturday night. He is the
guest of John Dryden, Esq.
George W. Proctor is captain 1st Maine Battery, and Daniel Gnptill, Jr., First Lieutenant.
The Kennebec Journal is informed, on good
authority, that the report that the position of
principal of the Farmington Normal School
has been offered to Mr. G. T. Fletcher of Au-

burn, is without foundation,

It has been offered to no one except Rev. Mr. Burr, of the
Hallowell Classical School.
Col. John T. Richards, Alt Gardiner, is named in military circles as a candidate for the
office of Colonel of the First Regiment, M. V.
M., in the event of the piomotion of Col.
John Marshall Brown, of that regiment to the

position of Brigade Commander.
The Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society.
The special committee appointed to consider
a revision of the by-laws of the above
society,
made their report last Friday evening. The

report recommends certain amendments

as an

increase of all the fees for admission and to
admit none above the age of fifty-five years,
and in no case to reinstate any aoove that age
who may have lost their membership from any
whatever.

A new physician’s certificate
is prescribed, reqniring medical examination
of every applicant. All in excess of $5000 of
the permanent fnnd is to be applied towards
death benefits.
If the proposed amendment! are adopted it
will leqnire the presence of at least 100 members at the meeting, and a twc-thirds vote to
alter or amend the by-laws hereafter.
Mr. Harmon put in a minority report, which

simply contemplates a reduction of the limit
of the age of applicants to fifty-five years (instead of sixty as at present).
The proposed amendments will come np at
the next meeting for action.
Dying in a Stable.
Saturday employes in Robinson’s stable,

problem

quence of repairs which are now being made.
City Hall cannot be used. Mr. Brennan
oomes to this country highly endorsed by Mr.
Parnell and the Irish members of Parliament,
and is a most eloquent and instructive speaker.
His knowledge of Irish affairs is very extensive, and he is in every way capable of giving
instruction on matters which pertain to his
rare treat

a

on

parently asleep, but a closer examination revealed him to be very,lll, and aH he said be had
no friends or relatives in the city he was taken
to Greely hospital, where he died abou( noon.
The physicians stated that his disease was
qnick consumption brought on by exposure,
and the man had evidently been in a very critical condition for a long time. Kavanagh was
we

are

informed

that Cavanagh, or Kavanagh did have friends
and relatives. His father resides on Salem
street, No. 60, where the fnnerai will take
place to-day. The deceased, it is said, was not
on good terms with the family, chiefly owing
to his own fault. He was naturally of an amiable disposition and there was no reason why,
if sick, he shonld not have sought his father’s
honse.
Infected Rags.
Tbe telegraph Saturday morning stated that
Secretary Folger had ordered the customs authorities at Boston to look out for cargoes of
possibly infected rags on the way to that port,
and had revived the old infections disease act
of April 29, 1878- or what is known as the old
Marine Hospital act—applicable to all United
States ports.
It is known that vessels often come to this
port from Alexandria, Pillan and other Egyptian cities laden with rags for tbe paper mills
in ibis States. The bark Emma Marr, which
left Pillau June 27th for Portland will lie due
here in about ten or firteen days, and we ( resume that in this case, as well as others of a
like nature, Collector Dow will see that all
proper precautions are taken.

Friday evening Secretary Folger sent a letter
to the Collector of the Port of Boston, stating
that a telegram from Liverpool informs him
that the steamer Bavarian sailed Wednesday
for Boston, haviDg 155 bales of Egyptian rags
iobercirgc, and directing Collector Worthington to resort either to tbe mildest or the severest measures suggested by the circular, as
occasion might seem to demand.
August Dividends.
The following dividends will be payable in

August:
Per cent.
Name.
Date.
16—Augusta City 6’s ’87.8
15—Belfast 6’s 86-98 R.3
1—vaine Central R. K. 6’s.3
2
15—Maine State 4's 84-86
1—Maine State 4’s principal.
1 Maine Town Bonds (int).
includes Bath, Damariscotta,
Nobteboro, Newcastle, ftockiand, Thomastoa, and Waldoboro bands issued in aid of
tbe Knox and Lincoln railrow] company payable Hide
and Leather Bank, Boston.
1-Portland 6’s 81-95.3

Bar Association will

Amount.

9 6,804

20,235

6,600
4,'40

50,000
20,000

take

some

RAILWAY NOTES.

Accidents.
Mr. P. C. Melody, the slater, met with a
painful accident one day last week. lie stuck
a rusty nail into
one foot, causing him great

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef

Deeds:
Portland—Francis Fessenden ot als.to Daniel
McCann, land. Consideration $9C0.
Harpswell—Patrick McManus et als. to El.
Consideration $325.
more I Allen, land.
Mackerel.
The Boston Journal says: “The most important feature in the fish trade contiuues to
be the short supply “f mackerel. Receipts
this week are not much over 3000 barrels from
all sources, a decrease of 8000 barrels as compared with receipts a year ago. Dealers are
almost wholly out of stocks, and a number of

standing.

I have tried many mixtures
that time without success.”

long meritorious servioe, and what he has accomplished for the military of the State, he
will he granted a furlough, and on acoount of
his pressing engagements will
relieved from duty.

be temporarily

BASE BALL.

The following shows the standing
league clubs to July 30:—

of the
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Chief Littlefield injured the bone of one leg
while jumping upon a team running to the
last fire, aud has been partially crippled since.
He is rapidly recovering, however.
Saturday two men were scnfliing with an ice
hook in D. W. Clark’s ice house on Cross street,
and one of them playfully struck at the other, a
colored man named George Johnson. The
hook entered the upper side of one of Johnson’s hands, catching on to and severing the
cord.

It was an ugly wound, and required
the services of a surgeon to dress it. Dr. Ring
performed the operation.
Mr. Frank G. Stevens’ son, of Deering'
stuck a needle in his foot Saturday, and so far
ail efforts to find it have proved futile.
A horse attached to a nice light baggy, belonging to Mr. Grant, the livery stable proprietor, was stauding in front of Mr. William

Tobey’s residence, yesterday morning,

when

the horse suddenly started, and at the corner
of Federal and Pearl streets wrecked the

buggy against a tree. The horee was afterwards caught.
Yesterday near the transfer station of the
Boston & Maine, the train bauds shunted a
car from the rear of a train on to a siding. A
named McDonough, who resides at Gorham’s Corner, attempted to jump from the
car, aud in so doing didn't notice a switch.
He jumped against the switch, and with such
force that he broke a leg, and also badly hurt
the upper part of the same leg. The surgeon
wished to have him go to the hospital, but he
preferred to go home.
man

The Burglary Bulletin.
entered Dr. Buzzell’s
house on New High street, just off of Congress
street, and succeeded in securing a quant.ty of
silver teaspoons and a sum of money.
The Advertiser says: A week ago a man
living at the western end of the city was
knocked down and robbed of a gold watch aud
S25 in cash. He resisted, and though badly

Friday night bnrgiars

beaten about the head, secured the hat and
one shoe of the highwayman.
These be carried to the police station.

Saturday Officers Massure, Sparrow aud Me.
Callnm ascertained that two lads named John
Etgan and Martin Green had been selling tobacco and bananas in small lots, aud, suspecting the boys had stolen the goods, arrested
confessed that they broke
them.
into the store of Hodgdon Bros., ou Comoter*

The^boys

cial street, aud stole the tobacco and fruit.
The report that the residence of Mr. Leach
We
was entered by burglars was incorrect.
no

informed,
burglary.

reliable authority, there

on

was

Mr. Frank Hannaford, whose purse was de”
sired by highway robbers one night last week

chronicled intbePRE?s, had another attempt
made to rob him the same night. It seems
after he was left by the policeman at the end
of Portland Bridge, bound home, he went
along all right until be reached the Brewery,

as

when three men sprang for him and ordered
him to stop, bat a cat of the whip took horse,
wagon and driver out of their reach.
The Brooklyn Firemen.
Iu regard to the trouble between the firemen
of the steamship Brooklyn and Capt. Ileid
mentioned in Thursday’s Press, Mr. Sylvest r
Saturday, at the request of the firemen, had a
conference with Uapt. Reid, in which Mr. Syl'
vester says he was cordially received. The
result of the interview is that the men will today sign the ship’s articles and go aboard the
vessel at once.
The

their counsel

has

constantly
say
advised them to do this since their first interview with him. Capt. Reid says the men were
not compelled to work in the hold, but did so
While the men may
of their own accotd.
have had grievances in their own opinion.
Capt. Reid says lie did simply what he conceived to be his duty, and that which he feU
The men are
his position required him to do.
men

apparently satisfied.
Excursions.
Among excursions projected for this week
are those of the Board of Fire Underwriters to
Little Chebeague; a party to the Ottawa in
the Minnehaha to-day; the Catholic Orphan
Asylum to Hog Island, in the Gazelle, Wed.

party Thursday, to White Head,
from Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills, in the

nesday; and

a

Gazelle.
The Brotherhood £of Locomotive Engineers
had a delightful trip to Harrison yesterdayThey numbered about one hundred, accompaAn excellent dinner
nied by their families.
was furnished at Gibbs’s Hotel, and the party
returned at an hour that enabled the Porilaud
participants to reach home atfio’cloclt* The
Sail over Sebago Lake and up the Bongo v as a

great

treat

to the

majority

of the party.

Deering.
The selectmen will commit the tax list to
the hands of the collector to-morrow
The
several items are as followm

$2,005,880

Ileal estate.
Personal.
Number of Polls
Logs taxed.
Hate, f 1.60 ou $100.

497,5.(0
1,204
186

Total valuation
$2,602,1120
Raised lor town purposes...._
3i>,300
County.
1,605
10 368
State.
Last year the total valuation was $2,467,626;
If some effort
seems as

waB

made

....

$100.
by the citizens it

:

7
9
9

way or another to pay for the
Forest Avenue.

od6

sprinkling

of

The Theatre.
Although Mr. Curtis haB not yet announced
the date for the opening of Portland Theatre,
for the Beason cf 1883-4, the announcements
are made in the dramatic journals that Char,
lotte Thompson and company will appear here
August 27th, and Collier’s “Lights o’ London”
Co.

September

3d.

There’a No Such Place.
“The Btory is told
The Boston Herald says:
of a gentleman from New York, who, ou arr.ving In Portland, Mo., by the Boston boat,
found that be had left hia wallet, coutainlng
$180, under the pillow of his berth in the

....

use of JRex Maoxds, The llumlston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
and all kluds of Animal Food fresti and sweet
for weeks, ©veu in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
11 for y°u"®K for 60 cents.
\ou will )°tU.w
find that flow?
this is an article which will save
a
deal
of
you great
money.
NO MOURED MILK,
NO SPOILED MEAT.
NO STALE EGG*.

Eggs

It will keep them fresh and sweet for many dayfl
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is to simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is os harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound ot
meat, fish, butter or cheese or to a quart of milk.
This is no humbug; it is eudoraed by such men as
Prof Sain’l W. .Johnion of V ale College. Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pouudssent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office. Viand1 no brand for meat;
Ocean Wave for fish and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 6()c per il>, each. Pearl for cream;
Oucen for eggs, and Aqua Vlt® for fluid oxtraeta,
$i per lb. each.
7‘i KILBY NTKKET, BOSTON, MAM*.
Por sale by S. 8, Sleeper A Co.,
Cobb, Bates A
Yerxa. Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C.Goodwill & Go., Ware A Hastings Bros .Carter Harris A Hawley and Weeks A Potter, Boston,

To-day we shall offer 85 dozen Ladies’ Striped Hose in small and medium sizes
at only 22 eeuts per pair. Also a lot of Ladies’ half bleached Balbriggan Hote in
all sizes at same priee.

6

6
2
2

39
24
27
2 12
..41

0

Parasols $3.00.

Undervests 35 Cents.
This Is the best bargain in Urey Mixed Undershirts
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493
myl4

was cent

for. He cagne and labored with all bis might
and strength until the pupils in our primary
and grammar schools have attained a degree
of perfection in the theory and practice of
music in advance of the pupils, in other chits.
The only complaint that has been made against
Mr. Hazel has been on the score of the exam*
inations in music.
These were instituted
because the teachers complained to the committee that the pupils would not pay sufficient
attention to the study of music, unless they
were examined and marked as they are in
other branches. This was contrary to Mr.
Hazel's judgment, bnt he was instructed.to
prepare exa niuatiou papers and obeyed. This
is the ouly complaint worthy of being repeated
tha t has been urged against him to my knowl-

edge.
One visit to the Casco street Ptimary school,
in company with some friends, when Mr.
Hazel showed, the progressive attainments of
each grade in reading at sight, convinced me
that our schools had an instructor iu music
who was a master in his profession.
Iain informed that at the time the commi’tee wt re fixing the salaries of the teachers iu
the spring, five of their number voted against
any appropriation for the teacher of music
As soon us this action became public there was
so much indignation expressed that at the
next meeting
the matter was reconsidered,
and by the casting vote of the chairman the
was
regular salary
appropriated. Some of onr
largest tax-payers went to the individual members of the board and t< Id them that it would
never do to stop the instruction iu music.
When the time crnie for the election of the
teacher in music, the sub-committee on masic
unanimously reported the name of Mr. Hazel
for re-election. The application of Mrs. Merrill for the positiou was then read, and the
committee proceeded to ballot.
Only four of the five members who voted
against any appropriation for music were present, and they voted for Mrs. Merrill. One of
those who voted for her said that he was very
much surprised at her application because it
was extremely doubtful if
she could perform
the duties of the office.
Thus the reason of Mr. Hazel's dismissal is
very plain. Those who voted against the appropriation wore enthusiastic for her election.
The obvious conclusion is that in the opinion
of these four gentlemen, Mrs. Merrill's election
is equivalent to giving the death blow to the
study of music in our public schools. I do not
say that this will be so; tor aught I know Mrs.
Merrill may he far superior to Mr. Hazel as a
teacher and exponent of Mason's system; she
may be able to get around to every school room
in the city, and teach a half hoar iu each,
every iwo weeks; ana anoiner year may snow
that better progress tins been made than ever
before
But the experiment of a lady teacher
of music going from school to school has been
tried often under far lessdifficnlt circumstances
and lias always failed. If this experiment
fails, it will put back the scholars in this study
at least three years.
The following extract from a letter to Mr.
Hazel from Prof. Mason may he interesting, ns
showing the way these things are looked at
outside of tho city. After referring In terms
of high praise to the school report which Mr.
Hazel had sent to him he wrote as follows:
‘‘I cannot understand how such broad oommon
sense and thorough knowledge of the working
of your school system, can he reconciled with
That now after so
their treatment of yon
many years of extra labor at so low a salary
(which should always have been equal to that
of the principal of the North grammar school)
yon are set aside for a lady who is employed
because she will teach at a less salary. [Prof.
Mason misunderstands the reason of her selection. The question of salary was not touched
upon until after her election.] I know nothing
of the lady who is to take your place, but unless she possesses, besides superior musical
abilities, and much experience in teaching, a
superior physical constitution, she will find
she lias no easy task. 1 have seen this tried
Music.
before and It has always fai.ed."
'Ike Heal

linking Powder.

The best baking powder is made from puro
Cieamof Tartar, Bicarbonate of Soda, and a
small quantity of flour or Btarch. Frequently
other Ingredients are ussd, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of ihe manufacturer.
We give tho Government Chelnlst’s analyses of two of tho leading bakiug powders:
I have examined samples of “Cleveland’s
Superior Bakirg Powder” and "Royal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself In this city, and
I find they contain:
ClevelnniU Superior linking

Powder.”

NEW

Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per ox.
of Powder.

equivalent

Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches peroz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free add, but subsequently combined witii ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. 0. LOVE, Ph. D.
Nbw York, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
Tho above analyses imlioate a preference for
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tXnmlker-

chiefs, 12 1-2 cts worth 25 cts.
White Quilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White Quilts, fringed, 88 cents,
worth $1.00.
5-8 Damask Napkins,$1.75,worth
$2.50.
3-1 Damask Napkins,$l-?5,worth
$2.50
Yard wide Printed Dress Cambrics
IS 1-4 cts. Abo a large and choice assortment of Ne>v Dress Uoo<ts, Laces,
Hosiery, Buttons, Notions Ac. at very
low prices.

511 Congress fctrecl.

mayl

M, T.

MTJLHALIj,

ii» TEJIPLE STREET.

(ano

YORK

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
water-borne.

soon as

appreciated by

EOL'CATIOMAL.

all
Student* will be admitted

let,

on Marine Hisks from lit
January 1882, to 31st December,
1882.$4,412,693 58
Premiums on Policies not marked otT
1st January, 1882
1,516,844 85

Marine Premiums.

Total

WORK

Jy26d&w4w

MISS MORGAN’S-ffSMSS:

Begins tenth year, September 23. PORTSMOUTH,
N.H.jly 12eod3m

MRS. THROOP'S

Dividend to Policy
Solders on
Preuiimnv 1'erniimitliw ill 1882,

charm

a

Jf'*"’3

Cures Con-

_

the digestive
SWEDISH

on

stipaUon.
organs,

REMEDIES,
When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands ot
in the first and second stages.
testimonials of ‘^s wonderful cur&s. Write for
Freeand
c
culars—Sent
pamphlet*
F. W. A. BttUGENGKttN, M. I?.,
Proprietor.
Lynn. Mass.
I consider Swedish Botanio Com pen ml the beat
Blcx-'l Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Maas.

A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanio Compound has entirety cnrtd

me.

*uld

Days

J. F.

M W VC DIMII KGnEDIEN,
For Sale by ail Druggists. ood&wly

Algernon Stubbs’
STORK,

Street.

CLARK’S

STAMPING
AND

Frank 6. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
eodtf

ju22

A.large

it ml

elegant

assortment

PIANO COVERS,
asionistilnsrir

at

low

prices 'at

the

pays

a

terest.

I

Samuel Thurston
3 Fife St

Bloch, i'ORTLAND.

(No. 3.)

I Prices

Exchange Street
dtf^

j

ART NOTICE.

pays about 4 per cent.
interest, from which you may withuraw your 4eat
posit
any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

gives

no

insurance,

Re (cr than Tontine Polit ics
other Companies.
shown

in

by comparison of results.

Strangers visiting Portland will tind it

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expo usee and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent Interest.
E
TH SURPLUS OF THE COM PAN Y over a 4 per
oent. reserve Is $3,022,012.
SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
bettor by Its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

Iss

Policies

Endow iiient

EXCTIMGF

NT.

Portland, Maine.

V.

.VI oil

dtra

—AND—

AGENTS,

THE

FAITH

Dr.

Cullis,

(MMTIOS,
of

eodftw

«Hltf
~

FIRE

INSURANCE.

INSURE WITH THE

BY-

Boston,

WILL BEGIN JULY 2(5.

St.

Jue2:i

Agent.

HAMBURG BBUENflBE INSURANCE CO.
GERMANY.
Losses paid in this Country over $2,600,000.
no sixty days clause in its policy, losses
without
are payable immediately after proot
MOUSE & PINKHAM, Agents.
discount.
OF

HAVING

Tickets from Portland, for the round trip, good
Be snro
any train until August Otli, 41 ( ruts
and call tor C:unp Mooting tickots.
jy25-dlw

rnaySOeodgm

»

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

Annua!

meeting.

Stockholders of the Atlantic & St. Law
ffVIIE
JL rence Railroad Company are hereby notttied
the annual meeting of the Company will be
that
j held at the office of the
Treasurer in Portland, on
Tuesimy, August 7, 1883, at ton o’clock in the
forenoon, for the purpose of making choice of nine
dircetors far the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally be

i;;i^T.LAW£)

presented.
F.

R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Corporation.

Portland, duly 17,

I).

Spdtf

their ad-

—

ART GOODS!
—

AND

—

Artists’ Material
and

Fine Framiug; Special attention to filling orders
for Artists and Tourists. Orders by mail
promptly and correctly tilled.
Sketching outfits

a

specialty.

J. T. STUBBS,
400

Congress St.
PORTLAND, ME.
dtf

^GUIDE-BOOKS.

Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert—willi Photographs.
White Mou lain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Lake Guide-

Illustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’s Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New England.
Map of Portland.
Map of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.

Map of

White Mountains.
assortment of

Also uu excellent
iner tea lug.

sum*

SHORT & HARMON.
LORLXO,
l'oogr«'M«
jy28

Ml., opp Preble

House.

dim

on

NOTICE.
AMES bas bought tbo exclusive right oi
the Eureka Lamp Stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties.
Anyone canvassing in said Conn
ties for the Eureka Lamp Stove not authorized bv
me will bo prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W I). AMES,
22 Market Square, Portland, Maine.

FOR

jy26

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

State

—

Opp City llall,

Hoot li by,

SPECIAL

to

vantage to call at my

FINE ART STORE

Portlar* <"'1.

Embroidery.

lax

and Reasonable

per

Better than the Savings Bank,

which

WILL YOU CALL

payers of Westbrook.
The time allow'cd for a discount
of six per cent, on all taxes voluntarily paid to Collector of luxes
will expire Aug. 1st 1883.
I’ll AS. B. WOODMAN,
Town Clerk.
jly20dtaugl

Ju29

Stjles

PORTLAND.

for sale at

NOTICE !!

W.

Best

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about 3H
cent, inpremium

The above

Wnrerooms of

A. A, SMART,
To

ROOM PAPERS!

»pr2

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.

m*i4

Congress

ROOM PAPERS!

Mutual

a*

-LED

jy25

dtf

ROOM PAPERS!

NORTHWESTERS

The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a daj.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods constantly on hand.

—

on band a full supply of LinGoods and other materials for
Stamping done at tbort notice. Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
Millinery at reduced prices for the next sixty days

308

(an24

for Me. & N. H.

T. 1'. MERRY
Wo have constantly

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

-IN THE-

FANCY WORK.
en

Instruct ion in > nglish and Classical Studies

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

PIANO and ORGAN
Fine Engravings, Gold. Rrouzennd Flush
Frames are my specialties; common
fiamlng in all the leading Myles. Tho'C
in want will llnd it to their advantage to
examine.
Formerly STUBBS BROS.,
Temple street. Old frames regiided.
ju2r>
_ciitf

»-

---

J. W.

their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company
whore popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in securing and building up a perm a
nent business.
may8eodt<

mJkw6xvlO

MATERIALS,

Tomplo

the Bishop of Maine.
MADAME MON DAN,
Prinoipal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. Fbothixgham,
Matron.
Th s school affords thorough instruction in all departruents, with full college course ia Latin and
Modern
Greek.
Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Speeial
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
a yeur.
TERMS:
Sixteenth school year
epen* September 2s.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date inquiries may b made of the Principal,
eod2m.
jlytf

Results Accomplished.

For nil Branches and Sketching
Ouiflis at
,

Hail,

HE.

Bsbool for Girls, under the direction of

FERRIS,

Manager

1

ARTIST’S

ART

NEPTE.UBKU i It fa, 1883.
MRS. THKOOP, No. SI
Jyticod till octl

^"Communications treated confidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance

MUNCER,
dlmteo

.pea

AitillTA,
Dioeesan

largest financial institution of any
hind in' this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

March 5, 1883

A

State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the

J. D. JONES, Preddent,
CHARLES DENNIS. Viee Prertdent
V. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3(1 Viee President.
J. H.Ommax, Secretary.

CO It RESPOND

FOR

of the entire number issued in this

Id f»KR CE.IT.
Pa*d in Thirty
After Proof

re

circular*, aid re »*
High *t. Fartland, Mo.
For

Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth

Swedish

the svstem
an d acts like

Will

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

Six Per Ceui interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. #, 1888.

Los SO'

-—FOR-

Yount; Ladies and Children,

—

Com panY

eodtf

Pepsin

an

HOME

$5,929,538 43

Lung*,

strengthens

and after August

on

1883.

given to private pupils by the subscriber

Lung

fiesthe blood

and place it in

Premiums

Balsa ui
|Curaalld;
ease* «>• tl.v

An Alter;.. |
five Tonic &
illuod Purifier. It puri-

aodtf

1.50

r The
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COM PANT of this city, is now ia its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time has it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last \ear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS. INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

open

Swedish

Oompouad

ex*

1.50
2.00

“

HOME
COMPANY.

KARINE
AGAINST
ONLY.
RISKS

INSURE

SWEDISH REMEDIES!
Swedish
Botanic @2

jul2dtf

St. Catharine’s

ATLANTIC

J. W.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

promptly and

1.50

ENDOWMENT POLICY

813,171.675.0 2
Hemstitched

Foreign fi’aienty

aud Lettering of Every Description,
ecu ted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

and. Groon.

ASSETS.

Ladles'

—

All business relating to Patents
executed.

.54
.75
.75
.75
1.00
1.00
1.25

“

“
“

all in fine French Lisle and will be
lovers of fine Hosiery.

OF

faithfully

_dti

jy!2

l-ndlcs’jfolo: cd Border Hnndber.
chiefs, IO cents.

Briggs,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

in all the New Shades and Sizes.

—

43 Commercial Siren.

d3m

YIAINE,

ENGLISH AND FRENCH SCHOOL

PATENT

No.

Caw.

at

SIGN PAINTING

*•

OF SEW

or

BRADBURY,

PORTLAND

—

MWFtl

J. A E. IL JBAltROlTR,
No. S Exchange Ktrret,
R. J. IV ILLARD,

Brapbcbt

34 Exchange Street,

American A

_<m_

“

Botwoon

jy30

SI.

Seafaring Men* Excursionists, Bathers, and all
others whose business or pleasure leads upon
the water, should have this elegant Life Preserver
and be prepared for danger or emeagency which
may suddenly arise. It is especially recommended to
bathers, as its size and form when inflated are su- h
as not to impede the motions of the swimmer, and in
case of crampj the wearer has a reliable Life Preserver.
The Life Preserver is In six sizes, from 32
to 44 inches in length and when inflated is only two
inches thick.
Sold by

d8ni

a. W.

Herbert O.

seen.

“

Mutual Insurance Co.

“Itoynl linking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbunate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch

have ever

we

56I Congress St.
FRANK
G0UDV.
CO.,

WILLARD’S

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per cent,
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per ox.
of Powder.

of fine Lisle

always engaged

Congress

U. L.'Joxia.

carom.

Bros Bradbury.

SAVE IWllR RONEY

teacher is invited to come here from a distant
city, common courtesy requires that ample
notice should bo given, if hiB services are to

Mason’s recommendation, Mr. Hazel

are

F. Haskell,

iiunincan

3y27

BROS.

FOR SALE.

a

be no longer required. It ought to be conceded
that teachers have eome rights that school
committees are bound to respect.
When the committee decided in favor of
Mason’s system of teaching music in public
schools, it was found that there was no one
here sufficiently acquainted with bis method
to take the matter in charge, and on Mr,

as we

CHARLES CTO &

re-eleotioD, unle38 there is

for dismissal. If this
were not so, our schools would soou become
thoroughly demoralized. The fewer changes
there are in the teaching force, other things
being equal, the better our schools will be.
This is particularly true of the principals of
cur schools and of the special teachers.
When
shown to be

These
Give your orders early,
time ahead.

B.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

“

some

G. Alle.v,
fab2

Counsellors

Cents’ Undershirts 25 Cents.

LOT

?

C.

This includes three lots of Ladles’ and Oents’ goods that never have been sold so low

Special Sale

TO

Congress St,

LASCASTEB BUILDING.

BRADBUttY &

_

Mr. Hazel-The Motive of It.

To the Editor of the Tress:
As no answer has appeared to the inquiries
of your late correspondent in relation to the
dismissal of Mr. Hazel by the School Committee, I would like to present a few facts. Every
teacher in our schools who has been elected on
the strength of recommendation, or after a
successful trial as a temporary teacher, has a

1.75
2.00

THIS WEEK

—

CLOTHJERb.

$1.00

cants each
and eight pieces.

19
30
34
60
20

Something More About the Dismissal of

Wholesale and Retail

we

Jiy3()

MADE

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merohan*
dise every Laturday, oommenelngat 10 o’clock a.
in.
Consignments solicited
ootSdtf

lined

are

shall close out balance of a lot of Ladies’ Undervests at only 12 1-2
These have sold readily, aud many customers have already bought six

To-day

FI3VB

>

Salesroom IN Bnl ugi Si.
BAILEY,
0. w, A11.TR

f. o.

Ladies’ Undervests 121-2 Cents.

For Sale.
i hi
and Chairs. High School size,
| School Desks
•
single, at a bargain. Also 4 settees and single chairs. Enquire at this office.
jy30MAFif

MysiO IN THE SCHOOLS.

jy28dtd

^o. 470

Above are made of Black Satin and trimmed with wide Spanish aud
with light blue.
...
...
Wool Serge Sun Umbrellas,
.......
All Silk, 22 In. •*
“
“
.<
•«
04

jy3u-d& wlm

1

r

a. m„ at bouse No. 18 Brown street, the Furniture, 4c consisting of .Sofas, Easy Chairs, Tables,
Piano, Pictures, Books, Tapestry and lugrain Carpets, Chamber Furniture Bedding, Sliver Plated
ware. Crockery, Diuhig 1 loom and Kitchen Furniture, Stoves, 4c., 4c.
ENOCH KNIGHT, Adm.
F, o. IIA1 LEY & CO., Aurtianeer.,

Ladies’ Hose 22 Cents.

by the

6 M

Household
Administrator’s Sale.
Furniture, Ac , by Auction.
SHALL sell. n Tuesday, July 31, at 10 o’clock

•

At Chicago—Philadelphias G, Chicagos 2.
At Detroit—Detroits 4, New Yorks 2.
At Cleveland—Provideuce 9, Clevelands 2.

on

though enough money could bo raised

prices much below real value. Those below are specially cheap.
....
50 cents dozen
All Linen Napkins,
“
“
«
$1.00 “
“
“
“
large size, slightly soiled, at great reductions. Odd half dozen
at even greater sacrifice.

SATUBDAY’S GAMES.

right to expect

Department!

at

In the L1VSNG EXPENSES of
the Enmity

101 $ 83 28

4
8

AUCTION SALES.

This week, beginning this morning, we shall
close out a large lot ok' sill Linen

:

Bostons
0
Buffalos.
Oldeagos. T
Clevelands. 4
Iletrolts.14

ADVERTISEMENT*'

P. O. BAILEV A CO~
Auctioneers and CommissioB Merchant

saved

Mass.

'g I if I p
IE E WJWH1
o.| g | 5 |

CLims.

Linen

The Htimision Food Preserving Co.,

The League Pennant.

$ l

during

$200 A YEAR
can be

pain.

polls, 1103; dogs, 129; rate, $1.60
9114,844

our

the orator’s

Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain.
It is understood that the resignation of GenChamherialn as Major Genoral will not be accepted by Gov. Robie, but on account of his

Philadelphia*

The gross earuiugs of the Eastern Railroad
for the month of June, 1883, were $3C t,087.28;
June, 1882, $284;062.10; gain, 1883, $15,975 18.
The Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg road
has just completed contracts for six new freight
engines and 50 new freight cars. It will also
buy 750 tons of steel rails and place the road
in the best of condition.

promise

to

discourse.

New Yorks

..

8,685

action in the

premises.

We can

by listening

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

In conse-

Tuesday evening.

next

been made

are

Green street, while np stairs for the purpose o'
feeding the horses discovered a man, named
James Kavanagh, lying upon the hay mow ap~

about 30 years of age.
Since writing the above

for his tour in this country in a
train of Pullman palace cars belonging to he
New York Central under the managemei.i of
J. D. Johnson. Ou his trip from Bo3ton to St.
John, N. B., Lord Coleridge and party, with
the American committee and distinguished
guests will visit Portland and Bangor, leaving
Boston Sept. 7th, in the morning, passing the
day in this city, and continuing on to Bangor
in the evening. We presume the Cumberland

From Frank J. Pierce, Periodical Depot, 138
Water Street, Augusta, Me.
“I am pleased to say that two bottles of your
valuable Adamson’s Cough Balsam has entirely cured me of a cougb of neatly a year’s

Thomas Brennan, Esq., of Dublin, late secratary of the Land League of Ireland, will de'
liver a lecture at Congress Hall upon the Irish

country and his people.

dress that

“Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder,” and
opinion is that it is the better preparation.—
Hall's Journal of Health.

our

Irish National League.

citizens
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge of England
has accepted an invitation of the New York

o(

hole in the ground stamps it with the mark

improbability.”

by the committee in a yacht end taken to E.
F. Shephard's residence. Arrangements have

next Beason.

Personal.
Mrs. 0. D. Pike is in this city for a few day*.
Frederick N. W. Crouch, author of the song
“Kathleen Mavoorueeu,” has beeu rescued
from poverty by a wealthy and eccentric youug
southerner, James Marion Roche, who as.
sumes his name and supplies ail the money
that he needs.
Lieut. A. Cronkhite, 4th U. S. Artillery,
Fort Warren, has come to Fort Preble on

cause

dealers to expect larger receipts next week
and it is not impossible that the season’s catch
will yet be of fair proportions. The few ves-

A

men

W. H.

no

STEPIIKJV BKRBY.
Hook, Card and Job Printer
No. 37 Plum Street.
Jutt

d

1883

jlyl7deodtd

JOHN B. COUGH
rilliK world-renouued lecturer, has

a few
open
A dates for the State of Maine. For terms, Ac.
apply to IRA C. 8T0CKBK1DGE, Portland, Me.
dlw*
jy24

REMOVAL.
Dr. A V. Thompson of Slaudlsb. has
removed lo Portland, and can be found
at 2!>l Brackett street. Office Hours:
8 to HI a. m.; 2 to 3 p. m.
d2w»
Jy 10
«. It.

MILES.

A d vert I sing Agent,
BUSTOS
!I3« WAMI-I «rO> NT.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspaper* in *
BiUw huiI tow id of the United (States and tbs
oritish Province*.

<

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, JULY

30.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodi *1 Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruneil & Oo„ Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodsoon, Robert Oietello, Gilpatriok,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, htrange, Stimuli, Gould, Lauagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
fthisholin Bros.,on all trains that run out of tbs

city.
Auburn, Willard Small ft Co,
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co,
Bar Harbor. F.

S. Jordan,
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
14
A. L. Jellersoa,

Brunswick,

B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland MUls.F. A. Verrill.
E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
R.
C.
Hannon.
Fryeburg,
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
D.
H. Kuowltcu.
Farmington,
Gardiner, Palmer ft Co.
Jas.
H.
Irish ft
Gorham,
Hal low ell, C. L. ipaulding.
Chamber
& Estes.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jelllsoai,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. A> drew®,
Sabattus E. H. .Johnson,
Saecaraona, F. E. Webb.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & OoH
Springvale C. H. Pierce.*
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Tkomaston, S. Delano.
Tinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

ly, and thus the heat continues louger on
One cutting and one
the green sprouts.
burning done in this way will kill more than
cuttiDg a half dozen times without burnlug.

Fruit trees whose limbs begin to bend
with a load of fruit should be at once relieved of a part of their burden. A tree should
never hang so full as to endanger it.
The
sooner the young fruit is picked off the better it will be for both ths tree and the remaining fruit. Apples and peaches color
better and have a much better flavor if they
do uot hang too thick.
The apples ought
never to touch each other.
They are almost
sure to be attacked by the codling moth at
the point of contact. It Is generally better
to pick off a part of the fruit at this time of
the year than to prop up ths branches.
The farmer who has finished haying and

hoeing, and also the harvesting, of wheat
and barley, should try to find opportunity
A trip to
for a few days’ vacation now.
seashore or mountain; a visit to relatives or
to the friends of his youth; a ride out among

Damartiscotta,

other farmers where there is a chance to
learn something of other methods of management of other crops, should give a chance
for rest of brain and body; and no farmer
could take such a rest without going back to
his work feeling refreshed, and able to make
up for the time he has lost by the energy
with which ho will take hold after he gets
back. He should take the wife aud children with him, if possible, for if she is
the
helpmeet she should be, and the children
have been brought up as they should be,
they also will need the change and the rest,
and will be benefited by it.—American Cul-

x

tivator.

Jmne 25, *853.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30

to
open for

'0 p. m., Sundays
riers and General

excepted.
%
Sundays,
Delivery
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND „PARTURE OF MAILS.
Batton ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
9.00 p.
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. in., 12.00 m. and
a. m.

m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10.8.30.
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.16 a, m., 12.00
m.. 6 45 *nd 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Wav Mails, via Boston ft Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. Close at
8.16 a. n_. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.10 6.10.
8.30 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
m. 6.45 and 9.90 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 12.00 m. and
6.00
and 9.<>o p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.00 a.
m. aid l.OOp. m.
Close at 6.15 a. m
12.00m.,
4.80 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine T>eer Isie, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Mat hias. Machiasport, East M&ohias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. in. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails via New York, day previous to sail
ing ot steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta. Bangor gnd the Eust—Arrive at
1.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the nonn—
Arrive at 1.00 p. ra. Close at 12.00 m.
Ikowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. R.—Arrive at 8.« O p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m.
uartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. A
O. R. R.—Arrive at 8.65 a. m. Close at 12.0up. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
ft R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
ft R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. in.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. in., and 2.00 p. in. In otbei sections
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. in.
Collections ire made on
week days at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. w. and 4.15 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

Brahma Eggs In Quincy Market-

Passing through Boston’s
last Monday, we chanced to

famous
see at

market,

the but-

and egg stall of a well-known dealer a
of unusual excellence of fine, large
dark colored eggs of very even size alongside of liberal supplies of white eggs of various shapes aud kinds.
“Have you such a demand for Brahma
eggs that induces you to separate them
from other varieties?” we. asked of the
dealer.
“Oh yes; many of our best customers will
buy no other eggs but the Brahmas, if obtainable at any reasonable price.
A single
first-class resturant in this’ city sometimes
buys of us ninety dozen a day of these dark
colored eggs. All our leading hotels, clubs
and many private families arrange for a supply of them, paying us at the present time
thirty-five cents per dozen, when we could
supply commou fresh eggs at eight to ten
cents per doz9n less.”
“Is there any noticeable difference in the
eggs of the light or dark Brahmas?”
“No, except that I have found, as a rule,
the product of the light Brahmas to be the
heaviest in the market. Eggs of these fullblooded Brahmas are very dark colored.
Any crossing with inferior birds gives lighter
colored eggs, in some instances bordering
strongly on the white.”
“Many persons claim that ‘an egg is an
egg,’ and that it is all nonsense to claim superiority for a Brahma egg over*a leghorn or
a dung-hill. Do you think the
preference for
Brahmas is merely a matter of fancy or
fouuded on increased worth?”
“For upwards a quarter of a century in
this very stall I hava kept large quantities of
eggs on sale, and during that whole time
I have always kept my stock of Brahma
eggs separate from the product of other
breeds, aDd have never had any surplus of
the former. True, my sales of Brahma eegs
for twenty-five yerrs were limited to a few
dozen a week, where now I sell thousands
of dozens in the same time, and could Increase the deliveries if I could secure still
larger supplies of fresh Brahma eggs. Some
of our best caterers assert that Brahma eggs,
dozen for dozen, are worth fifty to 100 per
cent, more in all branches of cooking than
the leghorn or dung-bill kinds.
They are
richer, heavier, larger and more effective.
Do you suppose our shrewdest hotel men
and keepers of eating houses would step up
and pay me thirty-five cents per dozen today
for fresh Brahma eggs when other kinds of
fresh eggs are on sale at twenty-four to
twenty-eight cents, if they did not believe
they were getting value received? Such
people made a study of their business and
know where and how to economize, but they
never buy cheap eggs when the best are on
ter

display

sale.”

“How does the leghorn egg compare in
value and demand with the Brahma.”
“As a market egg, for sale to my customers, the Leghorn is very far behind the
Brahma, and is even less desirable than
fresh lots of dung-hill specimens.
Let me
take a cracked egg or two and show you a
The white of the
practical illustration.
Leghorn egg is weak, thin and watery, it
will not hold together; while the white of
the Brahma egg is of that strength and consistency that it will form a rope or baud Bix
inches long before it will pull apart.
Two
fried Brahma eggs will make a better and
more hearty meal than three or four
Leghorns.
The latter are of medium size,
though the breed is prolific in number of

eggs.”
“What price

are you paying for such
eggs
these today?”
“For these pure, dark colored Brahma
eggs I am paying thirty to thirty-two cents
To a breeder, who has hnudreds
per dozen.
of Brahma fowls, 1 offered this very day
cents
thirty-two
per dozen and take his entire product. I am paying twenty-four cents
for these fresh Leghorn 'gga, and, in fact,
the same for fresh lots of dung-hill varieties.
I only deal in near-by fresh lots of eggs,
exclusively for the best city and hotel trrde.”
“At such prices and with a steady demand
egg production must be a remunerative
branch of farm economy, is it not?”
“Nothing pays better for thecare and capital invested, but the margin of profits is
much larger with the Brahmas than with any
other fowl, and I cannot see why farmers
do not better appreciate their opportunities
in this direction. It alwavs pays to
produce the best, whether it be in eggs or butter of cheese.”
“Where is your supply of fresh Brahma
eggs produced.”
“Mostly in eastern Massachusetts, Plymouth and Norfolk counties largely, though
now having large consignments from
am
I
New Hampshire parties, who are making a
as

regular business of egg production, and
keeping hundreds of fowls in detached families about their farms. If kspt warm and
properly fed Brahma hens will lay more eggs
during the Winter season than any other
breed.
Then fancy prices are realized. Of
course there are a
couple of months in the
Spring when there is such an abundant supof
that
eggs
ply
prices aregeuerallv lowered,
though less on the Brahma egg than anv}
Other.”
“Why is It that your stock of eggs has so
cleanly an appearance? Have they been
washed?”
“It Is the aim of expert poultry fanciers to
market their eggs in a neat and clean condition.

No experienced dealer washes even a
dirty shell in water. Such a washing
makes the appearance still worse. The dirty
shells of eggs can only be made acceptable
to the eye by wiping each specimen with a
cloth wet in vinegar of diluted strength.”

Agricultural Notes.
To kill weeds and bushes in the pastures
or along the hedges mow them in July, and
let them remain where they fall until they

thoroughly dry. By that time, or in
about a month, the green sprouts from the
old roots will begin to show up through the
mulching. Touch fi-e to it some day when
are

there is not much wiud. and let It burn up
on the ground.
A still, ^lamp day is the
best for the burning, as it burns more slow-

In Milo, July 15th, Mr. C. A. Snow and
0\ara Hoyt.
in Munson, July 21st, Charles F. Douglass
Miss Alice A. Hall.

and

Portlaud & Ogdensburg R. R.

these is the May-beetle, or “May-bug,” the
unwelcome guest which flies into the open
window in June evenings. The other species is a closely-related insect., less common,
which may be called the small May-beetle.

This insect is the

general shape

same

as

are

the pests which

so

lawns and meadows to assume

often

cause

dead aud
fire-struck appearance. They often eat off
the roots of grass so evenly and completely
that whole square rods of 'sod may be removed by the hands.
They often attack
cornfields, but more freuqently oats and
wheat, aud many times lay waste strawberry
patches, Unfortunately,' we know of no
remedy for these grubs other than to plow
up the ground or to remove the sods, and to
let the birds take them. The grubs are conspicuous, aud birds are exceedingly fond of
them. It is also a successful practice to turn
hogs on'to affected meadows, as they are
fond of the grubs. These insects, when in
the mature or beetle state, frequently devastate vineyards,orchards and shade trees. lu
this case Paris green or London purple is to
be recommended.
a

IWS3,

further notice Pauenarr
Portland an follow**:
A. ML—For
Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
ttiul ah point* on B. O. M. It.
R., St. Johusbury
Ogdensburg and all points on O. Si L,
nUn
C. K. It., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point.** on Southeastern Railroad and branches,
rhls train, equipped with
elegant Parlor car* and
new passeuger coaches and
baggage c-tra, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swantou and
Burlington via. St. Johnsuntil
I rains leave

_

B3T*The funeral service of the late Mrs. Naucy
B. Tukey will take place at 2 o’clock Tuesday afNo. 35 North
ternoon from her late residence,
Burial at convenience of

street.

*AII.ING

family.

D*Yft OV WTBAiflNlllBS.

bury.
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....

Aug
Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool
Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool....Aug
A
Furnessia.New York..

Liverpool.... ug
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Aug
Germanic.New York. .Liveri ool....Aug
City of Merida.New York. .Havana.Aug
hrcassiatt ...Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Aug
Aug
Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool....
Gallia.New York.. Liverpool
.Aug

Cienfuegos..Aug
Muriel.New York..St Kitts.Aug
Oregon.Quebec.UverUool. .Aug
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool_Aug
York
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4
4
4
4
9
11
11
11
14
14
18
18

Absolutely Pure.

Powder uever varies. A marvel e puri.y,
strength and wboUisaineness. More eoouomleal Onus
the ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold In com
gelation with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold onto in con*.
Uovai. Baki.no Powder Co., loti Wall St N. Y
This

mold!

Jy2S

Arrived.

or

By this fermentation the flour | not only loses
weight, but the bread also attains qualities
which may injure the process of digestion.
Iu order to evade these inconveniences
chemists have, long ago, searched to impart the
spongy structure of tbe doogh by other means
than yeast, respectively by substances evolving
gaseous bodies, or which, iu the oven, are

transformed into gases themselves. To the
best known belong the bi-carbonate of soda
and cream of tartar, certainly well kuowu to
all housewives. And with regard to most of the
baking powders of the trade, they are mainly
preparations containing these substances.
However, it cannot be said of any of them that
they exert a beneficial influence on tbe system,
not to speak of the adulterations, to which
most of them have lately been subjected.
We are glad to learu that Prof. E. X. Horsford, of Cambridge, Mass., who held the chair
of chemistry, in Harvard University, invented
some time since, a baking preparation forming
an exception to those spoken of, which has already attained universal reputation.
Tbe idea by which Prof. Horsford was guided, was not only to furnish a substitute for
brewers' yeast, but also to provide those nutritions constituents of the floor lost in tbe bran
in tbe process of bolting. These are tbe socalled phosphates, which are also tbe nutritive
salts of meat, and of the utmost importance for
the building np of the organism. ;if we take
into consideration that tbe nutritive value of
wheaten flour is from twelve to fifteen per
cent, less than of the wheat grain, and that
this loss is now restored by Prof. Uorsford’s
invention, then we must look upon it as of the
greatest national economic importance.
As
Justus von Liebig said:
“The result is tbe
same, as if the fertility of our wheat fields had
been increased by one-seventh or one-eighth.”
She tenderly pnsbed him from her as they
stood in a bay window with the soft moonlight
falling upon them, and said: “Willie, dear, I
think you bad better try some other hair-dye;
vour moustache tastes like turpentine."
Horeford's Acid Phosphate Very Satis
factory in Prostration.
Dr. P. P. Giimartin, Detroit, Mich., says: “I
have found it very satisfactory in its effects,

notably inj tbe prostration attendant upon alcoholism.”
Tbe

following placard hangs

see store

window:

up in

a

Tennes-

Peppermint lie for
Hed ake
Bellie

Toth
A lady writes:
“I have used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla in my family for many years, and coold
not keep bouse without it. For the relief of
tbe pains consequent upon female weaknesses
and irregularities, I aonsider it without an

equal.”
“It was pitched without,” said a clergyman
having Noah’s ark for his theme, and an old
base ball player wbo had been calmly slumbering awoke with a start and yelled "foul.”
The first bass from

put him

tbe choir came down aDd

out.

It is tbe manifest destiny of Glenn’s Sulphur
Soap to supersede oily unguents for cutaneous

eruptions.
“In my time, mins,” said a Btern aunt, “the
looked at the women’s faces instead of
their ankles!” “Ah, but my dear aunt," retorted the pretty young lady, “you see that the
world has improved, and is more civilized than
it osed to be—it looks now more to the under-

men

standing.’’
If people continue to suffer "without knowing what ails them,” it is their own fault. All
the obscure maladies are clearly set forth in
the invaluable new medical work published
this year, entitled “The Science of Life,” ful-

ly

described in the advertisement
column.

in another

An Irishman having moved West and to a
newyly settled country where rainy weather
was quite prevalent, was asked by an old acquaintance from Minnesota how he liked it.
“Och, shore! and I like it first rate. You can
take up a handful of the ricli soil and squaze
the very fat out of it.”

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weeks.
You can also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of the "Snow Flake”
brand.
“No, your honor,” said

an old offender »ttbe
“don’t send me back to Concord
With
the
insurance
again.
presidents, town
and mill treasurers and defaulting bank cashiers
and such, its society is getting too exclusive for
me; iu fact I can’t find nobody in my own set
to associate with but the keepers.”

bar of

justice,

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonishing, and for onrichiug the blood, creating
an
appetite, or strengthening the whole system nothing can
surpass these remedies.
A preacher was
holding forth to a large audience at Fort Scott, Kan., and announced for
his text: “In my father’s house are
many
mansions.
He had hardly ceased
speaking
when an old coon stood up and said' “I tell
you folks that’s a lie. I know his father well.
He lives about 15 miles from
Lexington Kentucky, in an old cabin, and there ain’t but one
room in the house."
The oldest baking powder sold in this
city
is the Congress Yeast Powder which was first
sold more than 35 years ago. It is absolutely
pure.

no

have Steady work at their own homes al tire
year round; work sent my mail; any one can do it*
good salary; no canvassing; no stamps for reply.
Address BURT & EMMONS, Manufacturers lto*
2178, Boston.
jy28dlw»
can

Wanted.
man with some knowledgeof Book-keepYOUNG
ing, to make himself generally useful in an
office. ‘-References required.” Aild'oss
MANAGER,
jy28d3t*
This Office.
Wauled.

Sch Elmer M Wright, Chase, Alexandria-J Nio

& Sou.
Sch K E Willard, Doughty, Rockland—to load fo
New York—.1 Nickerson & Son.
Sch Br&mhall,
Harrington, New York-Berlin

uurre (protestant) to take care
of a young .blld.Addi'ess with reforenoe.Bi ia
A COMPETENT
1330, City.
Jy24dtf

Mills.

*urc t

Kelsey.

(Br), Branscomb,

St

A

John, NB—Galla-

211 Spring Street.
Portland.

Jy27dlw«

AFIHST-CLASS

commission,

Laborers Wanted,

110

work
Apply

Water

Works

Sebago Lake.
PORTLAND WATER CO.,
S3 Plum Street.

on

jlyl7o3w

at

WANTED.

WISCASSET—Ar July 27th, sch Matilda, Chase,

Cld 27th, sch Emeline, Merriman, Portland.
Ar 28th, sch Lawrence balnea, Lewiston, Boston, j

A nerram girl to go iuto the ronntrv durug the Ituino n-onlbe. Apply »l No
Cumber and Ntrrei.
jly7dtf

F1SHJEB31EN.

!

Clerk Wanted.

A

YOUNG

man who has studied
Bookkeeping,
some, wanted as clerk at 532 CONG HESS

STREET.

flEiflOttAKDA,

jun20dtf

GI3*LS WAITED,
l’ortland Star .Watch Co.,

Ship Chariuer of Boston, for whose safety some
fears had been entertained, arrived at Callao July
1st. short of provisions and witn her cargo of coal
shifted. She was bound from Liverpool to San
Franmsco, and was 137 days to Callao. |
Scb Paul Seavey was on Oakes’ dock. Brewer,
July 26th, repairing injuries, having been iu collision with sch Saxon (as before reported.)
Sid fm Halifax July 26th, sch Sarah Carl in, St

New

York and Philadelphia,

Went

myl2-dtf

CANV.ASSEti&S WANTED.
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Fagl»
"Y
(''lOOD
install
Men who
Wringer
give
on

meuts.
cau have

good
ry

DOHE8TIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid July 10th, ship Yosemite, Saunders, New Tacoma.
GALVESTON—In port July 22d, sch Chas F
Heyor, Poland, for Apalachicola and New York, to

sail about 24lh.

I
|

I
I

|

reference or security
to handle. Address
novlC

can

outside territo-

No. 36 Temple St.
dtf

SUMMIT
V I 81 TOR8

Are invited to call at Sign of
gress Street for their tino

Gold Boot, 421 Con-

911

I

I

Boston.

NEWCASTLE. DEL—Parsed down, barque Mig-

for Barbadoes.
RICHMOND—Sid July 26th, sch J H Converse,
Leighton, Boston.
GEORGETOWN—Ar July 26th, sob R Bowers,
Thompson, Kennebec; Ellem M Golder, McCloud,
Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar July 27tb steamer Allennon.

town, Swasey, Portland; brig Shasta, Nichols, do;
Holmes. Libby, Kempt, NS; Dreadnaught, Griffio, Kennebec; Lizzie M Dunn, Anderson. Galveston. B O Terry, Moore. Boothbay; J M
Fitzpatrick, Hall, Kennebec; Emma H Drummond,
Higgins. Wilmington. NC.
Cld 27th, barqnentine Ocean
Pearl, HeuDy,
Portland; sch E a Danenhower, Johnson, Augusta;
C Hanrab&n, Campbell, East Weymouth.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater July 26th, brig Rabboni, Coombs, seaward; sch Sarah and Ellen.
Passed out 27th, barque Nicola, from Philadelphia for Oporto.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid July 26th,
scls Ella,
Orne, Gardiner; Jed Frye, Longeley, Portland.
NEW YOKK-Ar July 27tb, ship Wm H Starbuck, Clift, Fleetwood, barque Daring, Stover,
Cardenas, schs Mabel Hooper, Hooper, St Martins,
Passed the Gate 27th, schs Florence P Hall, Wilson. Apple River, NS, for New York; Julia, Young,
SandB Itiver, NS, for do; Silver Spiay, Lamson,
St John, NB. for do, Sebago, Clark, Hillsboro for
do, F T Driskt, Drisko, Musquash. NB. for do; Ellen Perkins, Keudall, Bangor for do; Pecora, Haskell, do for do; J G Stover, Bailey, do for do; Nel
lie Grant, Grant, do for do; Chattanooga, LawBon,
do for do; Sarah Wooton, Hopkins, do for do. Empress, Kendall, do for do; Wigwam, Fields, do tor
do; Jackin, French. Belfast for do; F A Pike, Noble, Calais for do; Senator Grimes. Smith,do for do;
Willie DoWolf. Coggeweil, do for do; Olive Branch,
Whittaker, Ellsworth for do; Sandy Poiut, Pratt,
Frankfort for do; A B Crabtree, Wooster, Franklin
for do; War Steed. Gookiogs, Gardiner for do; J II
Eeils, Greenlaw, Hewett Isle for do; Willie Martin,
Holbrook, Portland ferdo; J J Moore. Arnpld,
do for do; Melville. Hamm, do for do; General Howard, Sim* ons do foi do; Congress, Willard, do for
do. A
erican Chief, Snow, Rockland for no; Nettie
Cusbirg. Kobinsou, do for do; Herald, Fisk, do for
do; Klbridge Gerry. Tolraan, do fordo, Abbie c
Emery, Foster, do for do; Ann, Bennett. Sullivan
for do, Florida. Carll. Taunton for do. Thayer Kimball, Sbute, Fall River for do Hambuig, Libby, do
for do; F T Hall, Tapley.Providence for do; Margie,
Young, New Haven for do; Ella. New Yorz for
Boston; B L Eaton, Ryerson, Jersey City for do;
Ira D Sturgis, Adams, Kondout for do; E E Gates,
Crammer, Cold Spring for Pembroke.
Cld 27th, ship Remorandt, Paine, Bombay; brig
Daisy, McCarty, rrogresso; Emma. Richardson,

SORTERS S PRESERVES LEATHER.

schs Helen J

Tuxpan;

sob Wm

John S

NEWPORT-Ar July 20th,

sch William Todd,
Wood, from Calais (ami sld for Fall River.
NKWhURYPORT-Ar July 20th, |tcb Alabama,
Ward Weebawken.
%
Sld 20th, sch John S Moulton, Cummings, Mach las.
KW BEDFORD—Ar July 20th, sch Bonjamin

People
N. Y.

to know that Woolnuumee & Garside’s line
Boots can be found on Congress Street in all

tbe leading styles, all widths,sizes and halt sizes.

Brunswick, Ga; Sarah Potter, Keene, Hoboken;

Mist, Rich, Calais.
Cld 28th, scb William H Mailller, Odell, St John,
NB; James R Crocker. Windsor. NS, brig Hatile
Tucker, Tucker, Gnadaloope; sobs Lake, Johnson,
Vinalbaven; Maud Briggs, Bn ant, Bangor.
ViNIfiYAKD-llAVKN-Ar July 2ttth, brig Antelope. Bryant, Philadelphia oor Boston; sen Mark
Pendleton, Warren, Perth Amboy for Portland; It
M Brookings. Dunham, Gardiner for New York: H
A Hunt, Buckalew East Bowdolnham for Philadelphia; Senator, CheDey, Ellsworth for orders (Providence.)
Sld 28th. schs K M Brookings. Moses Eddy.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar July 2»th, sob Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, Philadelphia.
KENNEBEC RIVER-Ar July 27th, schs Kate
Mitchell, Oliver, New York; George W Jewett,
Dunton, Boston; Delhi, Hewitt, do; J M Morales
Jordan, New York.
Sld 27th, scb Jonathan May, Little, Philadelphia.
BANGOR—Ar July 27th, brig Harry, Stewart,
Pendleton, Baltimore; schs Emma W Dav, Decrow,
Boston; Peucluian, Erskino, Welflect; Marion Hill,

Dean, Newburyport.

Cld 27th, schs Fostlna, Pblibrook, Philadelphia;
Iowa, Dan/ortb, Boston.

fobbigTports.
Ar at Callao July 1st, ship Charmer, Lucas, Liverpool for San Francisco (and proceeded.)
Ar at St Sepheu July 23d, sch Billow, Norton,

Boston.

Sfc John, NB. July 27th, sch Mary B, Colwell, Rockport; A G Blair, Syphor, do.
Cld at

Ml’OKEN.

Ship St Lucie, Williams, from New York Maroh
14th, for Portland, O, no date lat 60 8 Ion 83 W.
July 24th, lat 43 Otf lat 68 40, ship St Nicholas,
Joy, from Liverpool for New York.

Dr.

V.

D.

KENJSOfV

SPECIALTIES.
Ladies’ Fine N. Y. FSoots,Lillies' French Kid Side
Lace Boots, Laities’ Patent Leather Foxed Button
Ladies’ Cloth Top Button, Ladies’ Patent Low Slipper, Lillies' Fine Frfrieli Kid M. P. Ties, Ladies’

Fancy Slippt

rs.

SPECIAL SALE
On Gentlemen’s Low Summer Shoes for the next
30

days.

OV£R STOCKED
On Gent’s

Low Shoes.

that

bo sold.

mus

500 Pairs of Gent’s Shoes

•vtnEiKisr
take

SUMMER

Railroad,

Yon visit Portland
have them properly

your

fitted at

P

IMIKTIAIVB for BAHTOIS
a. m„ 12.65 and 0.30
arriving at Bouton at 10.45.
a. m., 1.16 4.46. and 10.00 p. in.
RONTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 8.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12 65, 6.00, 8.15 And 11.00 p. m.
HOH'l ON
FOB OLD OKCII AKD KF. H'H, at 8.00,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 ami 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORC HARD BEAC H FOB RONTON at
6.40. 9.13 a. m., 1 23, 3.60 and 6.64 p. m.
PORT* AND
FOR
NCARROBO
REACH, AND PINK POINT, at 6.15,8.45.
10.25 a. in., 12.35, 5.15, 6.00,and 8.16 p.m. FOB
OI.R ORCHARD REACH at 6.15, 8.45,
10.26 a. m.. 12.35, 12.55. 5.15, 6.00, 6.30 and
8.15 p. m. Returning leave OLD ORCHARD
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.45, 4 33, 7.25,
7.48 ami 10.30 p. m.
PORTLAND FOB
HALO, at 6.15, 8.46,10.25 a.m., 12.36, 12.55,
5.15, 6.00, 6.30 and 8.15* p.m. FOR KIDDFFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.2o a. m., 12.36,.
12.55, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. FOR KENNJK RI NK at 6.16. 8 45 a. m., 12.65, 6.16 and
8.15* p.m, FOR AVKLLNtatO.lo, 8.45 a. m.,
and 6.15 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
6KK AT FALLN. AN D DOT EB, at 6.15,
FOR

bX KTKB.

HAVERHILL.

UOC II ENTER. I AKMINGTON. N. II.,
ALTON BA1, WOLFBOROLC4XI AND
CENTRE UARKOR at 8.46 a. m., and 12.65
FOR AIANCII ENTER) AND CONp. in.
CORD) N. If., (via New Market Jet.) at 6 16
a. in., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEHUNK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.26.
♦Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach.
tPassengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.50 p. m.
BTIbe 12.66 p. in. train from Portland connects with Poland Line Mieainer* for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m.. train with all Knil Line* for New York
and the South and West.
Pnrlor Cat** on all through
trains.
Seats
secured In
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR RONTON and WAY
ST ATION* at 1.00 and 5.30 p. in. BOSTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8,30 a. m. and 6.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
ORp. m.
CHARD REA<11 at 10.0Q a. m. and 1.00.

OLD ORCHARD FOR
PORTLAND 12.22,2.45, 7.30 and 9.4fl.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.30 p, in. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Kastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grana
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawreuoe and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of Mi. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VTnien
Ticket OlHcc, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. PURSER. Qen. Supt.
8 .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
m

ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, July 23d, 1883.
Passenger

train, will ran as follows:
TRAINS FROM BRIDQTON.
Nos. of Trains.
13
From Hriduton
mls. a. m.
a. m.
Leave
6.05
10.20
Brldgtoo,
Sandv Creek.
2
6.12
10.27
6
ttl.30
lu.45
lngall's ltoad,
7
t«.34 t!0 49
Perley’s Mills,
8
William’s.
t6.;<8 tl0.63
^
Rankin's Mills,
14
t0.58
til.13
7.05
11.20
Ilridgton .Junct. Ar. 16
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4
Fob Biudoton
mls.
a. m.
p. m.

Ilridgton.luuct.
Rankin’s Mills,

Leave
2
«

Witham’s

Parley’* Mills,

lngall’s Road

9
10
14
16

Sandy Creek.
Rriiigtoii, Arrive,
t 8 tops when signalled

or

9.65
tlO.OS

f.

m

6.00

6.07
t6.25
tfl.29
»0.33
f6.63
7.00
g
p. m.

8.00
t8.07
t8.27

110.35
tl0 40

2.15
t2.22
t2.42
t2.46

t8.31

10.45

t2.60

t8.36

10.58
11.05
notice to

3 08
8.53
3.15
9.00
conductors.

dtf

REACH

CAHPEEEIS.

Karo to Camp Ellin and return including a rid®
along the Beach, in the observation cars of tb°
Orchard Beach K. It.

SO Cents.
Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. m.,
1.00, 3 30, and 6.30 p. m. Keturning leave Orchard
BeAch for Portland at 12.22, 2.46, 7.30, and 9,49
p. m.
S. H.

STEVENS, Qen. Agent.
Jlyi 6dttiTAS. T.

FUHBEB,

Ben.

Snpt.

JiriB

Proprietors.

eodtf

U NCOS
tOO tVINIKVOTOV Ml.,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, aud all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements Inserted In all
paper In the United States or Canadas At publishers*
owest prices Scud for estimates.

_

_

_

leaves
Portland.
A.M.

3.16

P.M.
12.40
2.30
6.00

8.00

0.20

2.40
3.60
5.15
0.55

STEAMER

!*

a.

9.36

OLIVES.
follows, except on Excursion day*,
the

daily

Leave
Portland.

Leave
Peak*.

I.cave
White Head.

Biddeford,

A.M.
10.00
12.00

A. M
10.30

A. M.

Leave

Cushing’s
A. M.

utaineaa.
A.M.
9.88

11.20

11.80

P.M.

P.M.
12.26

P M.
12.18

2.00
3.18
8.00

2.39
6.00

2.40

P.

Steamers will

At

9.00 and 10.16.

at

Jy21d«

INLAND

and arrive in

0. S. ui Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kate* reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
treme southerly routes, avoiding
all dangers from Icebergs. Cabin $60 and $80; Excursion $110 and $144; Steerage at low rates. The

MEW TIHIE TABLE

UNION

9dly

TO

CAP

Zealand

7.00
9.00
10.30

ports.

Steamer

On

In the Old Conntry will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don't mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Looomotire, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast first
class mall steamers coming direct across tie
ocean,
on the warm Gnlf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from Ise and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown. Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22DO; Lon-

ALL

and Porilaad

8.46

a.

m.,

7 00 p.
12.65 and 6 30 p. m-

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Through Tickets

In

West.

all Points South and

Pullman Car Tickets (nr Seats and
at Depot Ticket Office
only.
June 17,1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
■vrths.nld

junltdtf

Gen’l Pass’r

Grand Trunk

BOSTON

Agent

Railway of Canada.

/Steamers

CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after Monday, Jnne -JSth, 1883,
Trains will

run ns

follow

a. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham,3.30 (mixed.)and 6.20 p.m.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Uhl
rats 1.30 p.m.
Far Gorham, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

t

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boeton, at 7 o’eloek p. m.

(Sundays exeepted).
Passengers by this line

ARRIVALS.

foCNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New fork,

via the various

Soon* Lines for sale.

Freight taken ae usual.
J. If. COYLE, Jr., Gesrral Ageat.
dtf

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Portland Bangor 1 Desert
Company.

-ANDFOOT OF

And lachiAs Steamboat

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
('nnada, Detroit. Cbirago^nilwnukee

Uffr

ft

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave Rail-

Monday, June IS.
Paaseuger Trains will lours

road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
and Friday Evening*, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boeton, for Kockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from >edgwlek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors.
Milbridge, vJonpsport and Machiaaport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO’, LAMOINE, HANCOCK, 8ULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. Ml B. Steam
ere at Rockland,
for Bangor and River
w East,
Landings each trip.
RKTCBNINn, will leave Machiaaport every
and Thursday ,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings.and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and
morning train for Boeton.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River landings for Port-

CUnion, Ayer Jane.. Fitchburg.
Nnahna, Lowell, Windham, and Knifing at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester. Concord and points North, at

K. Drnainon, leaving same wharf
Monday, Wednesday, A Saturday Ev11
at
16
enings
o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boeton, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next daV,
Connections made at Rockland with steamer fot
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’sand Wed

iadnunti, Ml. I.oui*. O aaha, *KuinRw
Ml. Paul, Malt l.ake C’lly,
Denver, Man Prnnciacn,
and all points In the
^•rthwcMt, Went and Nonthwr«i.
J<>SEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICEK Superintendent.
octTdtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND A ROCHESTER R. R
Arrangement of Trains.
On and after

j»5???SB!5jlBS3,
Portland

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
p. m., arriving at Worcester
7.80 p. m.
Ketnrning leava
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8 00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. ui. and 6.40 p.

p..'

1*05

at 2.16 p.m.

and

ni.

For

1.05 p. m.
Far Rochester, Sprlngvolc, Alfred, Waterboro and Sara Rivrr.7.30 a. m.. 1.05
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
iav<> Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a.
m., 11.lS
a.m., and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappn. Cumberland

Milln,

at 7.30
*0,30 p.

Westbrook and Woodford’s,
a.
IB.,
1.05, li.20 snd (mixed)
m.

The 1.05 p. m. tialn from Portland eonneett at
Ay** June, with IIoosac Tnnnrl Route (or
t.LfWeft, and at 1'dIom Depot, Worcester« for
New Vark via Norwich Line, and all rail,
-HSpriuglleld. also with N. V. Or N. E. R.
K .(’’Steamer Maryland Route”) (or Philadelphia, Haltimorr, W’ashington. and the
Soath and with Hostan A- Albany R- R. (or
the West. Parlor Cara on train leaving Portland
at 1.03 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at S.OO
Oloeeconnections made at Weatbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GnuidTruuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk H, R.
tickets to all points South and West, at
Ipot ofaoes and at It Jllhs A Adams’ No. 23 Rxhange Street.
• Does uot
stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

8Through
JuB

Hum ford Fails a Buc&lteid
l**v« Janton for Portland and
*V‘*?*II.iewiston 4.45 and 9.45 a. m,
»
w’q~-j I*oave Portland for Canton, at 9.C0
a. ra. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. ni. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfield,
Porn, Livermore, West snntner and Turner
L. L. LINCOLN Sum,
Portland. June. 1C, 1883
octlidtf
..—-a

Boston
AND

—

PIIIMI>ELPII1A
Direrl Stcniiislitp Line.

|

going

Monday

early

freight
The

with steamer for Gouldsboro
Lamoihe, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
R. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, June 18, 1883.
jul8dt

Monday

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line

ON

During the summer months these steamers wil]
tottch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $S:
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a
very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods shipped by this Une destined beyond Portland
or New \ ork, will be at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms

Freight

or

Passage apply to
I\ II. KAMPNOUf. Aunii,
70 l.ong Wharf. Ilonton.

AUSTIN & WAYLOIt,
Fresco

Painters,

FKKE
STBKKT,
iMIllTLANI). ME.
J. NAYLOR.
C. 8. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Deooraled
and
at
short
notice.
In a tlrstrclass manner,
KepalrmySOeodtf
iug old frescoing a specialty.
NO.

11

be ohtained at 22

COYLE. Jr., Cexrral Agent:
Portland, May 10, 1883
dtf
J

B.

(ieueral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
pnsssage tickets bv the White Star
FOR
Cunard, Anchor, State, American, Red Star’
North German
sale of

9.00

vKJiATlt)JiAL STEAMSHIP

U.

We., Calais, We., ML
I‘Cm, N. B., Halifax, N, S„ Ac.

t.'iiM!»*>rt,

St’HING AKKANOEWENTM.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
....

_

,sns

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT

JkK_•

cm

wf

this

l.inr

Wharf,

Exchange Street,

|

10.00

foot gf

al

for Peaks’, Long, and Little Ckebema
Islands.
far Peaks’, Long, Little sad Great Cfcd»

a m.

2.16 p.

m.

beague Islands,

urumraro,
Little Chebeague at.11.09 a, m.
Long Island at.11.18 a. am
’*
Peaks’ Island at.11.80 a. a
Arriving at Portland al
.HAG a, a
Leave

Leave Great Chebe’gue at.ago a m
Little Chebeague at. a AM % a
Long Island at..8.90 a m.
Jones’ Landing at. g-30 a «.
Regular Fare (round trip).
Fare to Peaks' Island (round trip).!l§
99
Great

Chebeague Band

will furnish aisle great
board this steamer, for a tall leva 49s
dance on Long Island—Marias Leas
Wharf at 7.16. Fare for sail and dans* 96 ea.

evening

bay ana

on
a

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer fer ipsd
apply to £. Ponce, cor. Middle as
or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

excursions will

Exchange its.,

•Except whan chartered for special

exeursient.

4 If

_

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
and after July 2, 1883, tha Steamer 6m.
OKdon
will leave Harpswell daily for Perttoat
as

follows,

via:

Leave HarpeweU 6.00 a. m., 2.45 p. sa. dram
Cbebeague, East end, 6.30 a. m.. Jamba’, *.44 a.
m., 3.3o p. mLittle Cbebeague, 7.00 a.
v.44
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. tn., 4.06 a. m., arrltAM
at Portland at 8 a. m„ 4.46
p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf. Pertlaad
9.30 a. m., 6.16 p.
m., Long Island, 10.10 a m'
6.66 p. m.JJttle
lO.aO a mT. r ig a
m., Great Cbebeague, Jenks*. 10.45 a m. 7 90 a

Cbefceagu*

J?? m., o.io?“p p'ID, arriTtn«
“V*
XX.«HJ ft, Endi7,

»*

Harpswell

at

ICND1T TBIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a m., 9.30 a. ■ nnisbs
«»»a»win»
leave Harpswell. 2.46 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
H2dt*
Capt. GKO. F. WEST.

HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels at which the
Puss may always be found.

nm.v

ALFRED.

ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Godlng, Proprietor.
AIBIBN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S A A. Yeans fr*
prietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State SA—Charles aiww»

Proprietor.

BATH.
SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon. Frusriaaf
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer,
Proprietor,
BETHEL.
HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Preprim

x

^BETHEL

BOLSTER'S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
DARKER HOUSE, School SA—H. D. Parker A Oa

Proprietors.

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court SA-Stumcke A

n—.

win, Proprietors.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover SA-L. Rice A 3am

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field.
Propriety
CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury
Propriety
CALAIS.
ST. CROIX HOUSE-W. H.
Young,' Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTIOV,
CLARK'S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Rail wav
Depot-M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
HEATER.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTBL-ATi f)

n

rill. Proprietor.
ELUWORTH.
HAliCO
HOUSE—Georgo Gould, Proprietor
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Snundere, Prop.
BANTPORT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T.
Proprietor.

H.

Bueknna

\

ho it, ton.
SNELL HOUSE xD. 0. Floyd, Proprietor,

LEWISTON.
DkWITT HOUSE—Quinby A March,
Proprietor
HACHiAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
NOKKIDHEWOCK.
1> AN FORTH HOUSE—II. Panfortb. Proprietor
NORTH

ANNON.

SOMERS HOUSE. Browu A Hilton, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Coagreeg and Green Ste.
J. W. Hi b'n'.Ti Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and rnte
***
Ste.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY S HOTEL, 117 Federal SL-J.
A rerry
«.».
Pare*
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Concrete St.—M S
_

Proprteboja

U. S. BOX£L, Junction of Coo Crest and Tedadtl
***
Sti—McDonald A Ntwbegln, Proprietor*
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE- r. L. Page,
Proprietor
RO« KPORT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter
Prop
RAYMOND VII,I,ADR
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H
P^prietor
SACCARAPPt
PKESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. s.
Pratt, Proprlete

SHOWHEOAN.
Kobert W. Haines, Proprietor

APTEB AON.
NAVIlih s'irnui
„i |

Leave Bailread Wharf,
State street, every Monday, Wednesday
Friday at 6 p. m., for Rastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Ualals. Robblnston, St.
Audiews, Y ibroko, Houlton, Woodstock Ursnd
Vleiian, Cao .mhelle, Digby, ounapolis, Yarn.onib,
Windsor, liftilfM, Moncton, Newcastle, Am hen %
Pictou,
Uodiao, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Chi r
lotto tow
Fort ."airfield, Grand Falls, and othei
itation® 03. too New Brunswick and Cauada, Interoolonial, WtacL*OJr, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail Rf id, and Stage Routes.
r koelved up to 4 p. in. and
teP Kroight
any in.
forma: *.. .i regarding the same may be had at the
office oi ui* Freigll Agent, Railroad Whan.
For Circulars vltb Excursion Routes, Tlcxcta
State Rooms
d further information appij »
Company'? Gibe, *0 Exchange St.
Ts 0.
President, and Manages'
may!2
dtf
loot
and

4»

will leave Long

ON A N H

bay,

%,

_>•

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotter!

dain, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all flrst class
fast passage steamers, to and from all
points in
Europe. < abin, 2d Cabin aad steerage om ward and
prepaid tickete from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places In Europe* to inland places in the United states. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
/to. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
InulO
ly

Philadelphia,

deSltf

can

Exchange Street.

m.

mission.
Pnwags Tea l>oliar«. Itouud Trip SIM
Meals and Hoorn iuoluded.

to Jiew York.

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers KLEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 8 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York, every WEDN E8DAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.

From Ix>ng Wharf, Boston, 3

From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
salIIug vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. K. K.. and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of comP-

RICHMOND,

nesday’s
trips.
At Bar Harbor

s'

Every Wednesday and Sal■rday.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

Steamer CITY OP

every

From BO t’W

For

new

Capt. Was.

a.

1.00
2A6
6.)6

2.20
6.30

•TIME TABLE.

pense and

Rail and

12.60

lT2*_

cure a

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.36 u. in..
12.46, and 6.60 p.m.
From Gorham, mixed, 9 40 a. m., 6.00 p.m
From Chicago. Moulrra
and Queb-r,
12.35 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night train and
Parlor Gars on day train between Portlanc and

12.30
2.00

w.

Steamer will ran to accommodate the Rellersats.
ing Rink. leaving tbe city st 7.30, retarnlag at 8.16
and 20.16. Tickets, with admission Is
Garden, SB
cents. Will run as above until further Duties
C1LAS. A. SPARROW, Tress, and kaiM.’l

are reminded that they secomfortable night’s reet and avoid the exineoavenienee of arriving in Boeton late
atnight.
0^*Tiekets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

a. m.

9 89

11.00

AIRHoni,

FARE $1.00.

a:

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10

t. m.

nd for friends

don, Bristol, Cardill and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro t
teraam, Paris, Bremen and Har Ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christa osand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 X); children un
der 12 half tare. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at low rate*.
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
jan 24djt
22 Exchange St.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

to

m.

9.30

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring

7.86

9.46

10.60

3.00
B. 15

CO.,

A, M.

6.30
7.20

9.00

SI Exchange St., Portlaud.

febSdtf

Pullman Parlor Cars.
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and

m.

W. I>. LITTLE A

■

A. M.

10.30

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 Slate Mireel, Car. Brand Mt., Baslan.
or to

10.16

7.U0

Agents,

tern

609
6.48

9.16

M.

r.

2.3a
8 46

3.36
6.15
6.35

i

Steamers sail from San Sr and tea regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealaxd
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing list* and further
information, apply to or address the General Eas-

p. M

lf.89

2.20

S U M P A I

of 10th does not connect far San Fran-

11.06

1.16

9.46
10.40

A.

7.go
9.88

P. M.

7.30
and

6.00

11.16

P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.16
4.30

IfT

A.

6.16
7.36
9.20

6.15

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall *n
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

cisco.

A. M.

A. M.
(

CALIFORNIA,
New

“EMITA.”

r. JOHN T. STERLING.
Jones Landing Trefstbes’s I/tf
to Portland.
te Portland.

Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island.

JAPAN, ('DINA,

I.lx.di,

STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMER

are as

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

'lain

p

Portland at 11.00 p.m.

STEANIBI.

WHITE STAB LINE.

del

7.30,

WILLARD, Manager.

B. J.

follows:
Germanic.Jan. 20 I Baitic.
.Feb. 1
Republic.Jan. 2fi | Brttania.Feb. 10
For sailing Hits, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

9.00 a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. m. and 12.66 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00
-a.

to accommodate the Heller
at 7.30 p. m., returning
For further partleulare apply ta

ran

Skating Hink, leaving city

JULY 24. 1888.

sailings

Trains Leave Boston

6.16
8.40

6.30

NTEAHEBH.

connecting with Sound and Bail Lines for all
Southern and Western pci its.
At 6.30 p. m. (Express), lcr Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Kail LlBea (or New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express (or Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
n. in., connecting with Fall River Line
(or New
York.

Tref.

m.

p.

Junction, Klttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, ana Boston, arriving at 4.65 p. m.,

Evergreen and
A.M.
9.40

--

Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Klttery,

8.4

10.46

M.
P. M.
P. M.
1.80
12.26
2.45
6.1X1
9,00
10.16
Last Trips from Peak*' Island 9.00 and 10.15

Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 8.30 a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting (or all
stations on ConwavDivision. Klttery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester. Lock port,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boaton, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At l‘J.55 p. m. (Express,) (or Saco.
Biddeford,
Berwick
Kennebunk,
| No.
Conway

8.24

8.30

MININEHA

papers.

2.16
3.30
7.30

Dully (Night Pullman) (or Saeo,

m.

5.10

CAPT. Wn.J.CRAIG.
Leaves
La.

leaves
Portland.
A.M.
9.00
10.30
12.00

imfislls

At

r.JT.

2.40

P. U.

A.H.

Trains leave Puri land

P.M.

11.16

6.40
9.30

P. M.

11.48

2.00

0.20
7.36
9.46

5,00

given in

A.M.
9.20
11.00

10.30
12.16
P.M.

A. M.

3.46

when notice will be

Leaves

Peaks’.

9.00

Leave*
Diamond.

P. M.
2.30

a*

GAZELLE
OUTER,
Leaves
LeaTRR
White Head Cnihtngl
AJB.
A.M.
9.80
9.40
11.10
11.80

CAPT. A. R.

CKAIU.

9.30
11.00

_

House,

Warehouse,

_

010
7.25

Sssdwich

—

T. C. EVANS*
Advertising Agency and Printers*

STEAMER

0i46

A. M.

-

Young, Ullddlo-

STORE,

m

steamerImzelle.
CAPT.

'iimtiaanftitu

ftTEAHERM.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS.

4.60

Evergreen and Tral.

will leave

Eastern Railroad.

KNOW THYSELF,
A Hook for Frery VInn !
ii|C<*«l nod Old.

P.

2.20

J.

P. M.

PA?SON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. .June 12, 1883
f
Jul

..

MANHOOD!

11.06

M.
2.16
3.80

Leaves

_

2.00
3.15
4.30
0.10
7.30

rates.

H.A IlsnOA r>,

Tho untold miseries that resiit from ladlseretlea
in early life may bo alleviated and enred.
These
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the now modloal work published by the l*enbo<ly
iTIrdicnl InMiiintc, Boston, entitled The Ncinirr of Life; or, MrIf-I'rrerrvntlen.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Deelire in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-tive prescriptions for acuto aud chrenic diseases, snrh one
mill others
Tourism
proved by the author
needing of which le in vuiunhlc.so
whose oxnerisnee fer 21 years is such as probably
anything In the Hid- of
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
! contains 800 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
full
with
tinost
embellished
the
covers,
very
^iIt,
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work in
every souse—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
will find
<>r the money will be refunded.
Price only
it advantageous to call at die $2.60,
$1.25 by mail. Gold Modal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PAKKElt, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may bo consulted on all diseases
ray80d&wly22
requiring skill and experience.

No. 270 Middle St.

9.00
10.16

M.
6.46
7.00
9.00
10.30

Excursion Rates to Ulnrauacook and reto parties of live or wore.
liiuitsd Tickets first and second class for
lit* John and Halifax on s ale at reduced

a. in.

80 Cents.

Congress S

0.40

A.

m., 3.00, 4.12 ami 11.00
p. m.;
Dardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. in.: Hutli. 7.00 a. m.. 11,IK) a.
m.j
4.16 p. in., and Saturday* only at 11.65 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. id. 4,46 & 6.10
n. m. 12.85 a. in.,
(night.) Rockland. 8.16 a. m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Ijcwistou, 7.20 a.m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. ni. 11.20
pm.; Phillips, 7.06 a. m. Fnrmingion, 8.30
a. m.; Tluruuucook, 10.11 a. m. 3.26 p. m.;
in.
3.37
Wiuthrop, 10.18 a.
p.
m.f
being due In Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta
and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. in. The day train* from
Bangor, and ai) Intermediate station* and connecting road* at 12.36 and 12 46 p. in. The
afternoon train*from waterville Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Low1**tor» at 6.00 p.m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.6f»a. m.

-—--

Faint to Oi’i’.linnl Beaeb ami return

480

6.00

0.30

a.

6

I-1

ood tf

Opposite

3.25
6.10

Portland.

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. in.; Hi. John,
7.00 and 8.00 a. m*» 9.00 p. in.; Haul tan, 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. in.;
Hi. Htephen, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. m., Vanceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
1.60 p. m,; Hucksport, 6.10 a. in. 10.00 a. m.,
6.06 p. m.: Bangor, 7.20 a. in., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.m, 8.10 p. m. Belfast, 6.45 a. ra., 3.15 p. in.; Hkowhegan,
8 30 a. ra. 8.06 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.15, 3 33 and 10.08 p.ra.; Augusta, 6.00 a.

To
4

SttJS OF TUP. ItOU) BOOT.

the Preble

l-*6

table.

TixYiE:

9.40

p.

CAPT.

LEAVE FOB POBTLANO AND BOSTON
From

DEPOT AT

SUMMER

A. M.

7.20

300
4.30
0.10

Leaves

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

"p-

LAIVKIINCK, AND LOWELL at 6.15,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR NE W
M AKKLTt at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m.
FOR

0.30
11.00

A.

STEAMERW IwiXNEHAHA.
.11.

train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

T-“*-“M",”'iat O.XB, 8.46

8.45a.m.,12 656.15and6.30pm.FOB HALH10N
FALLN,at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.56, and 6.16

0.16

P. m.
2.10

7.30

m.

__

M.

A. M.
0.80

7.36
9.26
10.65

L*.

,__

OKCHARD

PEOPLE’S SHOE

*The 11.16 p.

M.

®0?
10.30

PAaMkNlifcUTKAINMWH.L l.ktVK

-1’0>

Dr. K. 6. VYjst’s Nkuvr and Drain TrkatMRNT, h guar ntei d speefiefo. IlyrVtui, Dirjinc
Convulsions Fits, Ncrvou*; Neuralgia, Headache!
Nervous Prostration caused by the’me of alcohol
or tobacco, WakelulnoHs. M< ,i tl Denies ion, Bofienioflroftho Brain result1014 i Insanity autl leading
to misery, thray and death, Premature Old
Agr,
Tmpotency, WcaUn ■* in *;thor r?x, Inv**lunuirv
Losses and Spcrmato.rfcc. < uise-l by ov. -.Jenion
of the brail, self abuse or over-indulgence, t'.ic.h
box GOntiMoh one month's treatment. j,l a box »r
C boxes for r*-' 0; n*-ut by tn.tif prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarani. c 6 boxes to erne any rase. With
each order received i >r ft boxesaccoinpanied with
we will send the purchaser our wriit< n guarantee
to refund the v'”" '• if the treatment does note fleet
a cur**. «J. C. WRHT & Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. J7AV &
CO.,Druggists,only
agents, Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free Sis-

A

6.46
7.00

morning.

R.

8H
4

?m.;

Ou uml after Monday, June 18. 1888,

feet with you and

-TEC TO-

Jiyi

Belfast
m.:
.16 p. m.,
1.20 p. m., *11.16
p.
Watervllle, 6.45 a. m. 1.15 p. m,, 1.20
m. t6.10
Aum.
p.
p.
*11.16 p. m
gusta, Unllowell, tlardluer and Brunswick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., t6.10, 5.80 and
*11.15 p. ru.; Hath 6.45 a. ra. 1.20 p. in., 5.80
p. in. and ou Saturdays only at 11.16 p. ni.
Rockland, and Knox <V Lincoln R. K.,
6.45 a. ra., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.80 |>. ui.; Auburn and l.ewiston. 8.16
a.m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. I.ewisteo via
Hruuswick 6.45 a. m., *11.16 p. m.;
Won mouth.
U intbrop,
Furwingtou,
Hud Iflurunacook, 8.15 a. in. 1.15 p. in. Oakland and North Aunou, 1,15 p. in.
5.10
m.
t The
train is the Hi. John
p.
F**st Express, with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and llangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, JIallowell, Augusta,
Watervllle and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.80
following
and

Skowhegou

SUNDAY

Cufl. JOHN EIMIIKK, Jr.
Leave*
Leave*
Leave*
Leave*
Portland.
White Head.
Peak*’.
Cushing’*.

ARRANGEMENT.

jy24

has opened an office in
Portland
and
can
be
found at

over Kdward'. and W.i
:er»’ Hardware storo Iro u
A !ig 0, (O Aw( 5tTt

BALDWIN,

Boston & Maine

TAKES EFFECT

Carver, Lowell, Bangor.
Ar 27th, sch Sea Foam, Bartlett, Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar July 27tb. schs William ihomas,
Wooster, Port Johnson; Frank A Magee, Stanwood,
Rondout; Willis Putnam, Cook, Calais; W S Cushman, Farrell, Ellsworth; Medford, Jerdau, Bangor;
Kdwaid L Warren, Babbidge, Belfast; J P Wallace,

Darnariscotta.
Cld z7th, barque Lorinda Borstal, Borstal, Buenos Ayres; brig H C Sibley, Fowler, Port Spain; sch
Stephen G Pinkhara, Blake, Booth bay.
Ar 28th, barque Tewksbury L Sweat, Griffin,
Cardenas; brig Carrie E
Pickering, Marshall,

II. P.

C.G. HANCOCK,

Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

WANTED

McLoon, Thorndike, Boothbay;

dence.

J. E. WOOTTEN,
(Ion. Manager.

ap5

Case, Gray, Lynn,
PROVIDKNCE-Ar July 27th, sch Zelia, Hallo-

well, Dennysville.
Sld 27th, sch Annie L Henderson, Honderson,
Brunswick, Ga, to load for New York or Provi-

KNOLANBAOENCf,
Washington Street, Boston.

3.30 and 5.30 p.

BOUTS and SHOES.

) One Way, #4 SO.
) Mu ni tion, 4.110.

Niff

p.m.

Counuercial Street.

Johns, Nfd, having repaired.*

DARIEN—Ar July 21st, seb Flora Rogers, Long,
Charleston.
Ar 23d. sch E H Cornell, Wiley. Savannah.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid July 26tb, sch Grace Da
v’s, Providence.
Ar 26th, -ch S H Walker, Gardiner.
SAVANNAH—Sid July 26ih. schs Viola. Reppard, Brunswick; Alice, Archer, New York.
NEWPORT NEWS—Passed up July 26th, brig
Wm Mason, Hardy, from Bath for Richmond.
NORFOLK—Ar July 25lb, brig Tally Ho, Lambert. Wlscasset.
BALTIMORE—Ar July 27th, sch W L Bradley,
Chase. Kennebec; Estelle Day, Lacy
LanesviUe;
E S Birdsall, Birdsall, Bath; Fannie A Mulleken,
Hopkins, do; Hattie N Gove, Chase, Kennebe.
Standard, Bennett, do; Lizzie 8, Haynes, do; F U
Pendleton, Pendleton, Bangor; E H Herriman,
Wood, do, Lante Cobb, Cobb, do; Hattie H Barbour,
Barbour, do; .Jennie S ball, Hall. Providence.
Cld 27th. schs John S Ingraham, Drinkwater,
Portland, Marcia Keynolds, Jeffries, bath; Daylight,

on

for the New Kuala d S ales, only parties well
recommended with a knowledge of trade may address MARVIN W. ltUDD, 04 Warren St., New
Yotk City.
jy2id3t

CORRESPONDENT.

Ar at Boothbay July 26th, schs Maria Webster,
from Bay of Fundy; Gen. Grant, Pinkham, do; Ka
tie Hall, Higgins, do.

Cigar Salesman

for

STEAMER EXPRESS.

turn

f-."_

Wanted.

BoetOD.

Hodgdou,

who has had two or three years
in au Apothecary etoie, inuet he of
Address
C B. GREENLEAP.

England) • ia
BROOK ROUTE

boat office in New

man

experience

good habits.

Brig Annie and Lilia, Atherton, Richmond-coal
to G T RR.
Sch Mary E Long, Orne, Richmond.
Sch Alice M tiouid, Jewett, Western Banks, 20,000 lbs halibut.
Schs Mary B Tower, Blake, 200 bbls mackerel;
John M Plummer, Conary, 260 do; Robert Byron,
Call, 245 do; G W Brown, Smith, 215 do; S E
Babson, Bradley, 120 do; Waterfall, Orchard, 220
do; Gertie. Lewis. 70. A H Lennox, Sterling. 46
Quivet, Martin, 200 do; Jas A Dyer, McKowu, 260
do; Isaac Rich, Greenlaw. 230 do; Webster, Stlmson, 70; all from Bay of Fundy.
FROM OUR

YOUNG

(at any railroad otsteaiu-

buy

HOUND

Wanted.

&

SUNDAY. July 20.

ance.

are

or

erson

(Br), Bishop, Moncton, NB-Ryau

Philadelphia

NINTH AND CiBKEN HTIIEETN,
AND THIllD AND BEKKS STS.

laities
out of employyoung men wlio
Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
ANYment,
In city
country (distance
object),
Be
ticket*

coal

Arrived.

odor, exhaled by the loaves, when sufficiently
raised. Both gases produce the raising of the
dough—i. e., the porous and spongy appear-

ddt

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations lu

__

PoiiIhdiI for Dexter.
Bnngor
flnlifnx
Hi John,
ami
the Provinces Ht. A ndrews, HI. Htephen.
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
stations on H. & Piscataquis M It., 1.1ft
p. m., 1.20 p.
t6.10 p. ni. *11.16
m.,

mio.ua

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

Olrared.

Wit and Wisdom.

alcoholic fermentation is resorted to from olden
times, by introducing the same in the
dough by means of brewer’s yeast. Thus a
small part of tne flour is converted into gluwhich
ccse,
again is transformed into
alcohol
and
carbonic
acid.
The former
is recognised by its peculiar viuous

PiiplHliNyl.

Wanted.

(Br), Magrath. Sydney, CB—

to Paul Priuce & Son.
Brig Glcnurchv (Br). Carlin, Sydney, CB coal to
Geo T Ingraham. Vessel to Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sch 1 S & LC Adams, Fisher, Philadelphia- coal
to G T RR.
Sch T B Witherspoon, Philadelphia.
Sch D Brittain, Hluebill for New York.
Sch Commerce, Grey, Castine.
Sch L B Sargent, Smith, New York—pig iron to
M C RR.
Sch Alice, Gott, BayCk&leur, 175 bbls mackerel; Idella Small, Robbius, Bay of Fundy, 200 do;
Golden Rule, 200 do; Robert Pettis, 225 do.

Sch Active

jun23dtf

-BETWEEN-

T

SATURDAY, July 28.

gher & Co.

[Something About Bread-Making.
By the process of bread-making it is intended
to convert the tlonr of certain grains into a
cellular structure, iu which it is most easily
chewed, saturated with the fluids of the mouth
aud digested. Iu order to arrive at this end

Portland, June 22d, 1883.

Wanted.

NEWS,

Brig George Burnham, Walls, Philadelphia

J li A ?111 .TO N. Muperiniendr ul.
€11 AM. It. POV 10, G. T. A.

Bound Brook Route.

AIMES and young men will tlnd somelhlng new
J in a pl.'.ti, .lit .11,.1 prulllnl.le wink where from
® I to Si! per day can bo easily made during snare
time, without interfering with regular occupation.
Those desiring work can address for particulars
,T. BUTBANI) * CO.,
Boston, Muss., Boa 2067.

PORT OF POHTLAND.

Steamship Acadian
coal to H & A Allan.

iu.

Ogdensburg &c.

_

..

M-A-KnSTiK

p.

WANTS,

ALMANAC...JULY 30.
Sauries .4 45 High water,
8.38
Son set*.7.28 Moon rtoes
1,22

Sch Gem

“Wake up, husband, the day is breaking,”
said the fond wife. “Let it break, it don’t owe
me a cent,” growls the
heavy sleeper.

dijr

1 KB)

I

For

liartlett and Intermediate stations.
Tritiun arrive au Porlluual ;
8.40 a* in.—froruBartleifc and local stations.
12.55iiu0U' from Fatnau’s and all Mountain points.
<>.1G p. m.—from No. Conwny (mixed train
leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. in. for Portland and
way stations.)
7.45 p. iu.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

4

—

MINI4

ua. (Transfer station 1.00
p. m.) Express
House, Crawford’s, Fabyan'a and all
??
Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Wind ham, White Rock, lliram or Browntleld.

p.

Wisconsin ....New York. .Liverpool.. July 31
Goliert
.New York. .Liverpool.. .July 31
Alpiu.New York.. Ptauri luce July 31
Carasoas.New York..Lvguavra— Aug 1
Accapuic.New York.. Asplnwall.. .Aug 1
City Washington. ..New York. .Vera Crua. ..Aug 2
Antillas.New York..Porto Kioo..Aug 8

its

cousin, but is cousiderab'y smaller,
more yellow and considerably hairy.
Both
these insects live as grubs for three years,
dining which time they subsist upon roots.

larger

On and after .Monday June $6th,

42 years 9 months.
In Monmouth, July 25th, Mrs. Hannah R. Kim
ball, widow of the 'ate Thomas G. Kimball, aged 61
years 10 months.
w

VT„

n. y.,
AND mOISTKEAL.

In waldoboro July 24th, Benjamin Shuman,
83 years, 9 months.
At Monbegan, July 23d, Oharles F. Hedges, aged

follows

Eeave

««densbebo,

aged

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

On and after MONDAY, June
lMtli, Panenger Trains will run
Vnnccboro,

-TO—

BUICLINGTOft

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD
as

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

In this city, July 28th, Patrick D. Cummings,
aged 15 years and 5 months.
In this city, July 29th. Mrs. Priscilla II., wife of
the late Kben Wentworth, aged 63 years
[Funecal servioe this (Monday) afternoon at 8
o'clock, at No. 66 Gray street.]

IIUNB ITEA>»(

RAILROADS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Mrs,

OEATHrt

ClenfUBgoe.New

There are two common insects which are
little known to farmers as most destructive
pests, but which, nevertheless, often work
sad havoc among roots or foliage.
One of

These

BAUBOABI.

..

Insect Enemies.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

nUBRIAOBH.

HOUSE- Freeman Pugsley, Proprl-

of

HKKHRV OIVBN, that the
lVOT!CK
subscriber has been
and taket^w

ujK>n himself
estate of

the trust

duly appointed

of Administrator of

the

FREEMAN a. CUMMINGS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. And I have appointed 4
aforosaid
William K. Nesl, of I’oitland,

my

Agent

Attorney in the >tate of Maine. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are

or

required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are calleihuiion to niuke payment to
JOSEPH F. CUMMINGS, of pblla elphta, Pa., Administrator; or to WILLIAM K. NEAL, ot Portlanl
Agent or Attorney.
Portland, July 19,1883.
JyX9dXftw3wTh*

